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Copper Fish
by

LETTERS
Professor Schutte says goodbye

Many ways to recycle Lawrence Today

Fetes on campus and laudatory notices in Lawrence Today mark the
retirement of faculty and staff members. Those who resign, on the other
hand, just steal silently out of town. Before becoming a non-person from
the institution's point of view, I'd like to greet the many Lawrentians I've
known during the past 25 years and inform them that in September 1992
I'll take up a new challenge: teaching early modern European history at
the University of Virginia.
I'll be delighted to receive and respond to letters and requests for
recommendations. During the academic year 1991-92, you may reach me at
Cannaregio 1544, 30121 Venice, Italy. Thereafter, my address will be
Corcoran Department of History, Randall Hall, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA 22903.
Arrivederci!

Regarding Phil Brick's letter in the spring 1991 Lawrence Today requesting
that you no longer send him the publication until it is printed on recycled
paper: Say it ain't so, Phil! There's more to recycling than bringing old
copies of the Seattle Times down to the supermarket.
I've found potential usage of old Lawrence Todays to be nearly limitless.
I have a special file wherein I keep all my old copies. Once a year, I have
them shredded and have found the resulting paper mulch, when placed in
a box, to provide a warm, safe environment for breeding rats. Phil also
complains about the colored glossy paper, but the rodents seem especially
comforted by those same colors (particularly the reds and yellows) Phil
finds offensive.
Further, I have recently completed a rather extensive origami project
behind my house. It stretches seven feet tall , and was made entirely from
old Lawrence Todays. I had photos made and sent them to several of my
old Lawrence classmates. Several thought it resembled Jeff Wisser; others
swore it was the exact image of Peter Fritze!!. Regardless, your publication
has obviously served the cause of art beyond even its original, lofty intent.
And Phil would be happy to learn of my project's environmental impact! haven't seen a crow for months since erecting my sculpture, and was
informed by the California Wildlife Association that birds appear to have
altered their migratory pattern, solely to avoid my backyard.
I hope Phil is reassured, and reconsiders this hasty decision.

Anne Jacobson Schutte
Professor of history

Government uses recycled paper
Upon reading your editorial of February 4, 1991 (Lawrence Today, Vol. 71,
No. 1) on the use of recycled paper in publications, I had to respond. I
happen to work for the Government Printing Office in Washington, D.C.
(known as the world's largest printer) as a paper technologist. Unknown to
you or to the editorial writer for Garbage magazine whom you quoted, the
federal government started making a deliberate effort to procure recycled
paper in 1989, the year before Garbage magazine's editorial was written.
GPO is responsible for printing (either in-house or contracting with
private printers for smaller runs) the majority of publications issued by the
federal government, including tax forms, census forms, national park maps,
and military recruiting material. (Notable exceptions are currency and
postage stamps, produced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, where
I used to work.) My co-workers and I are responsible for testing this paper
to assure that it conforms to specifications approved by Congress's Joint
Committee on Printing. Unfortunately, there is no test for determining
recycled content, and we must. rely upon the manufacturer's certification.
The availability of recycled paper is growing in response to market
demand. As far as printing Lawrence Today on recycled or recyclable paper
goes, it's difficult. There is, if you will, a quality hierarchy of paper such
that each grade of paper can be recycled to that grade again or to one
below it. Most recycling goes on near the bottom with products such as
newspaper or corrugated boxes because they can be produced and collected
in quantities that make recycling practical. Publication-grade papers tend to
be discarded in smaller quantities and usually end up in recycling as mixed
waste, which is used at a fairly low level of the hierarchy. Thus very little
recycled paper is found in grades near the top. A high-quality (i.e., clean)
coated paper, such as that used for Lawrence Today, is difficult, or at least
expensive, to obtain, containing recycled fiber.
This same high-quality coated sheet has three major components: fiber,
clay coating, and ink . To remove the latter two to produce high-quality
(clean) pulp, even if it can be collected in "pure" form, is expensive. So
Lawrence Today is not especially recyclable. Switching to an uncoated sheet
might help, but then readers would have to forego those beautiful sharp
photographs the publication features.
To return to the original idea of this letter, please inform your readers
that the federal government has been actively seeking recycled paper for its
publications for some two years now, and that the paper industry is indeed
changing in response to demand from printers.

Laura R. Bomhoeft, '76
Alexandria, Virginia

Dan Bern, '81
Los Angeles, CA

It's important that we hear from you. Please address letters for publication to
Editor, Lawrence Today, Office of Public Affairs, Lawrence University,
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limitations, we may edit some letters.
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hermal Physics 32. Students wander into the classroom
has taken on the challenge of teaching thermal physics for the first
time- "for the fun of it."
in the basement of Youngchild Hall, talking about the
As if continuing the classroom chatter, Rosenberg calmly
weekend ahead, last night's frisbee golf game, and
looks up from his book and states with a smile, "Today you're
what's happening on "Days:' their favorite soap. Robert
going to teach me about electrical noise." And borrowing a quote
Rosenberg, Robert McMillan professor of chemistry,
from physicist ]. R. Oppenheimer, he adds, "What we don't under~
standing at the front of the room randomly joins their
stand, we'll explain together." The relaxed conversation continues,
conversations while he flips through the pages of his text. "How are
your parents?" he asks one student.
only now it has turned to science.
"Great. They're visiting me this weekend."
Picking up a blue marker, Rosenberg begins to lay out an
"Oh, well, have them stop by:' he invites as if talking to
equation that, when finished, will fill the entire side of the "white~
a close friend.
board" in front of him. It's the answer to one of many problems
The scholarly curve of his posture and furrow between his
assigned at the previous class period. "One thing about this kind of
brows tell of many years spent in academic pursuit. His unfailing
chalk, you 're distributing all kinds of chemicals rather than chalk
enthusiasm for his subject and students, however, speaks of someone
dust. That's a lot healthier:' Rosenberg quietly adds in the middle
newly introduced to science and teaching, eager to learn all he can
of his computation-so quietly, in fact, that if one were not paying
about both.
close attention the joke easily would be missed. The class laughs.
In 34 years at Lawrence, he has taught Freshman Studies,
Explanation is brief as he continues to work through the
a freshman seminar on energy and environment, every course in the
growing maze~like equation on the board. He expects the students to
chemistry department, a math course (He thought it was a disaster;
follow this elaborate jumble of letters and numbers. Someone points
his former students disagree.), and he co~taught a chemistry~physics
out an error.
course that he and Bruce Brackenridge, professor of physics, created,
"Why isn't this working?" Rosenberg asks in a tone that
and for which they also wrote a
appears genuine, as if he really
text. He has authored and co~
doesn't know the answer. "I'm
authored several textbooks and gone
Inspiration comes to us in many shapes and on your side" is the implication.
after and received many grants so
Responses come quickly. Each
forms.
For
many
Lawrence
students,
and
even
he and his students could keep on
student's suggestion is patiently
faculty,
inspiration
has
been
a
teacher
named
the cutting edge of research.
tried in the equation until the
Bob Rosenberg. On the event of his retirement, working solution is discovered.
Now, in his 35th year,
the year of his retirement, rather
To an observer, it is a painfully
we find out why.
than ease out in the wake of his
slow method of finding an
accomplishments, Bob Rosenberg
answer. But to the professor, the
B y
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process clearly is as important as the answer itself.
symposium in honor of a retiring professor.
At the class period's end, a new batch of problems is
An outstanding cast of 10 speakers-medical doctors,
assigned. "Do we have to do them all?" asks someone at the back
Ph.D.s, industrial chemists, and teachers-took the podium to show
of the room. It sounds rhetorical.
their former professor, and each other, the extraordinary work
"At least try them:' Rosenberg responds. ''I'm going to."
they're doing in the science field-work many of them believe they
While the atmosphere in this classroom is laid back and
would not be doing were it not for Rosenberg's patient tutelage.
easy, the expectations are not. Rosenberg's "we're~in~thiHogether"
Tomas Baer, '62, professor of chemistry at the University
attitude does not, in any way, imply "I'll do it for you:' Each and
of North Carolina, who took Rosenberg's freshman chemistry class,
every person occupying a seat here is expected to think. They don't
explained why he was a math major at Lawrence: "To be a
have to know the answers; they have to want to know, to wonder
chemistry major I had to take organic chemistry. But Bob didn't
why, or what if-to ask questions. In this room, the phrase "No
teach organic chemistry, so I became a math major."
question is a dumb question" fails to be cliche.
At the urging of Rosenberg, Baer did study chemistry after
Don't be mistaken, however; simply to ask a question is
graduating from Lawrence. He even followed in Rosenberg's
not going to produce an answer. It is more likely to elicit another
academic footsteps by attending two of Rosenberg's post-graduate
question or a hint.
alma maters-Wesleyan and Northwestern universities. "Bob had a
Rosenberg's students aren't mistaken. Ask them about their
knack for turning my dumb questions around so that I looked
professor, and they'll say: "He's patient-he'll repeat something as
halfway intelligent:' said Baer. "He made me feel good about myself
many times as you need:' "always there when you need him:'
and about studying chemistry."
"interested in his students:' "funny (his humor kind of sneaks up
Thomas Steitz, '62, professor of molecular biophysics and
on you)." Then, they'll look you straight in
biochemistry at Yale University, who also
the eye and add "tough:' "demanding:'
spoke at the symposium, once said,
"expects a lot:'
"Rosenberg really was the professor who
"I really like the interaction with
got me interested in biochemistry. He
the students:' says Rosenberg. "Rather than
was very inspiring." Steitz put his
give formal lectures, I try to entice questions
problem-solving skills to use when he
with my contributions to get the students to
and his colleagues at Yale recently
participate. I try to persuade them to do more
discovered a way to study an important
than they think they can. What I expect from
step in the formation of the genetic
them is that they be curious and interested
code-a mystery that has baffled
and that they put forth the effort to learn
scientists for 30 years. As Rosenberg has
what they need to learn. Sometimes you can
been known to say in his understated
"To be a chemistry major, I
stimulate that in students who don't seem to
way, "That is a remarkable intellectual
had to take organic chemishave it to start with and sometimes you can't:'
achievement.''
Not one to call attention to his
try. But Bob didn't teach
own
achievements,
Rosenberg had no
t's not an easy trick to get students to
organic chemistry, so I beproblem talking proudly of his former
learn to think:' says Ashley Haase, '61.
came a math major," said
students who attended the symposium.
"But I've never known anyone better
Tomas Boer, '62.
at it than Bob Rosenberg. He is a stimulating
"It was wonderful for them to come
teacher and is very patient and good at getting
back and talk about the great things
they are doing. It was heartwarming.
you to think through a problem. He teaches
They are outstanding people."
you to find the answers for yourself, which
is exactly what we all have to do.
He's right. They are brilliant
people doing amazing work in their fields. Yet, their manners are
"I remember returning to Lawrence for a visit and
warm and their approaches humble when talking about their work.
stopping by to see Bob:' recalls Haase. "There he was perched on a
They are shining reflections of their former chemistry professor.
desk with a confused looking student in front of him. He wanted
the answer to a problem. Bob gave him a few hints and told him
To these 10 people and many others who have long left
to think about it some more, then come back.
the halls of Lawrence, Rosenberg has remained a friend and adviser.
"A lot of students find that frustrating:' he adds. "And
He's even had opportunities to continue those roles with the sons
it's not a very time efficient way to teach, but in the end, they
and daughters of a few of them.
realize they become much more efficient because they are able to
"There was a man in my first freshman chemistry class
anticipate problems and to creatively find solutions."
named Peter Saecker, '59. He was a math major:' tells Rosenberg.
Haase credits Rosenberg for guiding him through a pre-med
"But when his daughter, Ruth Saecker Spolar, '85, came to Lawrence,
program and through the rigors of writing an honors thesis. Now a
her father convinced her to become a chemistry major. She took a
professor and the head of the department of microbiology at the
couple of my classes and did research with me. She was one of the
University of Minnesota, Haase says: "The mechanics I learned
speakers at the symposium." Spolar just received her Ph.D. from the
from Rosenberg have been very important in my career."
University of Wisconsin and is happily married to joseph Spolar,
Many of Rosenberg's former students would echo that
'85, to whom she was introduced by Rosenberg.
sentiment. Indeed, they have, most recently, at a symposium
"I think I've seen about eight or 10 children of former
organized in Rosenberg's honor by Haase, which took place during
students come through:' he says. And recalling what history
this past Reunion Weekend. It was the first alumni-organized
professor Bill Chaney once said, Rosenberg continues, "That's one

"I
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To Rosenberg's students and colleagues, nothing could
make better sense. In 1987, Rosenberg was given Lawrence's Excellent Teaching Award and this year he received a 1990-91 SearsRoebuck Foundation "Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership
Award." Administered nationally by the Stamford, Connecticutbased Foundation for Independent Higher Education, the SearsRoebuck program honors those college educators "who have a
commitment to learning that inspires and motivates.'' Recipients are
selected by a committee on their own campus. Rosenberg's peers
chose him because of his concern for his students in and beyond
the classroom and for his campus and community leadership.
"As a colleague, Rosenberg is outstanding;' says Sumner
Richman, professor of biology and a friend and colleague of
Rosenberg for 34 years. "He has broad interests and is very
supportive of other departments. He is a leader on campus and with
the faculty. He has a strong sense of what a liberal arts college
should be."
"Bob is a careful and reflective thinker;' adds Bruce
Brackenridge, professor of physics. "Even when I hold a differing
opinion I find myself listening with care to what he has to say
because I know he has the best interests of the college at heart."
Also in his heart is a deep commitment to the welfare of
his community and the nation as a whole. Lawrence's representative
to Wisconsin Institute for the Study of War, Peace, and Global
Cooperation, Rosenberg has organized several symposia on nuclear
weapons and nuclear energy and has taught a course called
"Nuclear Arms." He has an interest in world affairs in general and
urges people to stay abreast of the issues around them so they can
make educated decisions.
"The college understands his example;' continues
Richman, who believes that Rosenberg has set the stage for
Lawrence faculty to follow his example when he retires.
Even in retirement, Rosenberg stands as a role model. In
the fall, he'll head to Northwestern University, where he earned the
doctoral degree, to teach for a year and to work on a book with
his mentor, Irving M. Klotz. "Klotz wrote a textbook on thermodynamics when I was a graduate student;' explains Rosenberg.
"And when the time came to write a third edition, he asked me to
co-author it with him. So, we wrote a third and fourth edition;
when I retire, I'm going to work on the fifth.''
He'll then return to his home in Appleton so he and his
wife, Ginny, can continue to enjoy concerts at Lawrence. Will he do
more teaching or writing? "We'll see;' he says with a light in his
eyes.
Bob Rosenberg has spent his life learning and inspiring
others to do the same. Whether in the classroom, at an environmental symposium, in a faculty meeting, or in his own living room,
he has encouraged people to look at all sides of an issue or a
problem-to put together the pieces.
But ask him how he does it and he'll smile, shake his
head, and say, "I don't know.'' D

of the reasons I've decided to retire now. I thought it was about
time I moved on before the grandchildren start college."

M

oving onward has been a theme throughout Rosenberg's
teaching career. He has gone out of his way to challenge
himself-to keep his mind fresh. Not everyone has agreed
with his methods of doing so, but that hasn't stopped him. "I've
got nerve," he says.
"I once had a colleague criticize the fact I don't teach the
same course over and over again;' recalls Rosenberg. "He said, 'If
you don't teach the same course often enough, you don't really get
to know the subject.' I told him that I think it is more important
to change and to keep things up-to-date.''
Rosenberg's expectations are as high for himself as they
have been for his students. Rather than fall into a comfortable
groove of memorization, he .has forced himself to continue learning.
"I avoid yellowed notes. I don't keep my notes after I've given a
course. I throw them away so that I have to start over again."
For Rosenberg, learning is an important part of teaching
and necessary to the life of a liberal arts community. And
through research projects with his students, he has found a perfect
way to balance the precarious scale that weighs scholarship and
teaching.
"The person who has an active interest in research is
going to be a better teacher, generally;' poses Rosenberg. "That
person will keep up with what the new developments are and that's
more of a benefit to the classroom. And for students to be able to
participate in research as an undergraduate, to see what it's really
like to be faced with a research problem, to see what the
frustrations are and also what the satisfactions are, is really a
culminating experience. It's an important part of undergraduate
education, especially in the sciences.''
Working with his students also has been an important part
of Rosenberg's education. "I've learned a lot from my students;' he
says. "Teaching is not a one-way thing. I sometimes say that the
reason I became a college teacher is so I could continue to be a
student for the rest of my life. To me, it's the ideal situation."

I

deal isn't what young Bob Rosenberg's family thought of his
plans to become a chemistry teacher. Ironically, without knowing,
it was his parents who first planted the seed in his mind.
When he was 13, they gave him a set of encyclopedias. The first
volume he opened was 'C'. There he discovered marvelous pictures
of atoms with hooks forming molecules and that's what got him
interested in chemistry.
Neither of Rosenberg's parents, both Jewish immigrants
from Poland, finished high school. His mother never even learned
to read or write. When she took grocery orders over the phone at
his father's small store in Hartford, Connecticut, she would
memorize them. Bob, the youngest of their four children, was the
only one to go to college.
When he got his first job after graduate school, Rosenberg
made only $3,600 a year. His father asked him how much money
he was making. He couldn't understand why it was so little. "You
went to college all this time yet your brothers are making more
money in the grocery store;' his father stated in disbelief.
Rosenberg's brothers thought it didn't make sense that he would
spend all that time in college to become a chemistry teacher-a
doctor or lawyer made sense, but not a chemistry teacher.
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symphony orchestra. It was where he instead took
up the trombone and fell under the spell of jazz.
Later, it was where he and his wife Susan raised
their son Ike and daughter Maddy. And for 13
years, it was where Sturm mixed his magic potion
of enthusiasm and energy to create, practically one
note at a time, one of the finest college jazz
studies programs in the nation.
On stage, the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble (LUJE), under the direction of Sturm's
colleague Nick Keelan, and the Jazz Singers,
directed by colleague Rick Bjella, seem charged
with determination to make the concert a gift to
make their teacher in the audience proud.
Sturm has served benign notice on
concert organizers that he wants no impromptu
call to the stage, no spotlights, no fuss. This
night, he says, belongs to the graduating seniors.
It is their "moment in the sun;' and like a proud
father, his joy is in their accomplishments.
One of their most heralded accomplishments was the production of a compact disc,
"New Stories;' released in time to coincide with
the concert. Featuring several student and alumni
compositions and arrangements, recorded and
mixed in an alumni-owned recording studio, it was
truly a Lawrence undertaking. Sturm calls the CD
"the high-water mark for us. It's our chance to
document where the program is. We spent 125

t's Friday evening, May 31, 1991. Filing in
early to get the good seats, the usual
throng of jazz fans converges on the
Chapel. The end-of-the-year jazz concert
has become a tradition at Lawrence, a
ritual honoring graduating seniors who pull
out all the stops to bring a year of hard work to
triumphant fruition.
On this Friday, it's standing room only.
The air of anticipation is no less electric than in
past years, but the excitement is tempered with
bittersweet emotion. It is Fred Sturm's last concert
as director of the Lawrence jazz studies programone he will experience not from the stage, but
from the audience.
Months earlier, Sturm accepted a
position at the Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, New York. "It was the most difficult
professional decision I've ever had to make;' he
says now. Not even the prospect of stepping into
the shoes of his late mentor, Professor Rayburn
Wright, made the choice less agonizing. Although
his graduate school days at Eastman were rich
with learning, friendships, and the thrill of
creating music with some of the country's best
musicians, Lawrence was home.
Lawrence was where he graduated in
1973. It was where he came to perfect his trumpet
playing so he could one day play with a
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Some say he's a jazz
magician. He'll admit
there's a little magic
to it. But anyone
who knows Fred
Sturm, knows it's his
commitment and
enthusiasm that are
the real powers
behind this mUSlCWn,
friend, and teacher.
by Carol Moczygemba

hours in the recording studiowe're so flipped over it. It's the
most wonderful thing, and the
best way for me to have that
memory of Lawrence!'
By now, the jazz
studies program has a reputation
that extends beyond the Fox
Valley, beyond Wisconsin. LUJE
won national recognition in
1984 with its first album when
downbeat magazine judged the
effort "best university jazz
recording!' Again, in 1985,
downbeat recognized LUJE for
outstanding collegiate jazz
performance. Internationally
acclaimed jazz artists like
Michael Brecker and Marlena
Shaw have performed with the
ensemble and year after year
shower highest accolades on the
student musicians.
Granted, the students
were good musicians to begin
with. Many came to Lawrence
from outstanding high school
bands. They had potential. And
that's where Sturm worked his
magtc.
When he returned
to Lawrence to teach, he came
with a resolve to run the kind
of program where playing music
would never be an onerous
exercise. He never forgot the
time he accompanied his father,
a symphony cellist, to a
rehearsal where the musicians
were so detached; they just got
through it to get it over with.
He promised himself that would
never happen at Lawrence.
It didn't.
Sturm's passion never
waned. "With other teachers;'
said Joel Flunker, '91, "there
might be the sense of 'this is a
job! But it never seemed like a
job with Fred. It was more like,
'I'm going to share something
with you that's really neat.
Check it out! "
Alaina Long, also
'91, studied trombone under
Sturm and recalls the many
ensemble rehearsals and the
exhilarating moments when
everything worked. "The way
Fred worked with the ensemble
was an incredible experience.

The entire group got involved-it wasn't just a Fred Sturm effort."
According to Sturm himself, he is the kind of teacher who
seizes upon the potential in students and through his excitement
with their abilities creates in them the confidence to stretch their
limits, to set high standards and expectations.
Don't misunderstand. He's no Mr. Rogers. Sturm admits
he does get angry. He does show disappointment. "I'm not the
kind of person who gets angry frequently, so when I do, the
students know how to read that. Things like wrong notes never
bother me. Mistakes never bother me. What upsets me the most is
when I sense a lack of commitment or a lack of real involvement of
the heart, where they're just suddenly disconnected and not a part
of the process."
Commitment to music is something Sturm has lived. In
1974, after a year of graduate work at North Texas State, Sturm
joined John Harmon, '57, and seven alumni from his own student
years at Lawrence to form the jazz group Matrix. Harmon was
Lawrence's first director of jazz studies, and, says Sturm, he left a
legacy that inspired the character and soul of the program
thereafter.
Sturm's years on the road, playing one club after another,
living in close quarters with eight other people, earning the wages of
a paper boy, taught him that his commitment to the music was
survival. "We were really convinced that we were doing it for the
love of it because there weren't many material things to go along
with it. We were doing it because it was something we really wanted
to do. We really believed in it."
To illustrate the point, Sturm relates a favorite road story.
It happened at a time when the group had been riding high on
hard work and creative energies. They were eager to perform their
new compositions and arrangements when a booking agent
scheduled them in the town of Wakefield, Michigan. "We had been
booked into an old, old concert hall;' Sturm remembers. "They
told us it would be great. We'd be booked in the middle of the
summer, and we'd have all kinds of people flocking in. We had
been rehearsing like crazy. There was new music coming in, and the
guys were so alive and so fired up:'
In that exuberant mood, Matrix traveled to Wakefield.
Sturm vividly recalls the 1,500-seat concert hall. "There were four
people in the entire place, and they were all seated in the back row.
One of them was the stage hand and one of them was the concert
promoter pulling his hair out.
"But that night was magic. It was sheer magic;' he
continues. "We had all this new stuff we were doing and nobody
even cared about whether there was an audience or not:'
Years later, Lawrence colleagues would say that Fred didn't
care if there were awards or not. But there were. Year after year,
established educational and musical observers honored Sturm and
his students. When in 1985 he learned of his selection as a
Wisconsin Honors Jazz Ensemble Director, Sturm was self-effacing as
usual. In the obligatory memo announcing the honor to the
Lawrence public affairs office, Sturm facetiously outlined the criteria
for selection: "Must be overweight, graying, out of touch with 'hip;
and nowhere with chicks."
To which he added, "I'm just the guy."
Lest his lightheartedness betray the serious nature of his
work, Sturm is quick to defend jazz as a complex and demanding
art form. "Jazz music is so frequently misunderstood because it is
viewed at a base level, and even sophisticated classical musicians
who have only known jazz music at a sort of 'gut level' don't really

understand that there's something tremendously artful about it all."
He likes to show skeptics the transcribed music of an improvisational artist, like noted saxophonist Charlie Parker. "I'll say, 'Take
a look at that and tell me if you could do that on the spur of the
moment. Look at how he connected all these musical fragments
together spontaneously.' No eraser. And always at the most
incredibly high level.
"And that's the kind of connection we want to make in
the conservatory;' he says, adding, "we're trying to attach a
sophistication to the teaching of jazz:'
Sturm's own background in classical music influences his
artistic intuition. He grew up in a family that revered classical
music. His German grandfather built string instruments. His father
was assistant principal cellist with the Chicago Symphony. His
mother, a contralto, sang opera and worked with the Chicago
Symphony chorus. As a boy, he was introduced to violin and
piano. When he learned to whistle, he produced the familiar simple
melodies his father practiced on the cello.
It wasn't until he was 17 years old that Sturm was introduced to jazz, and then quite serendipitously. That was when his
best friend invited him to listen to a Woody Herman recording.
"That was it!" Sturm declares. Ever since, he never lost touch with
jazz, even when pursuing classical studies.
Sturm, in fact, has a talent for making and keeping
connections, whether as an artist or a friend. At this spring
concert, billed as a tribute to Fred Sturm, the audience is filled with
friends from years past -former students, fellow alumni, and musicians from the days of Matrix. So unwilling is he to break the ties,
he studiously avoids farewells.
"After I experienced the pain of showing my first class of
graduates to the door, I permanently deleted 'goodbye' from my
repertoire;' he explains in a one-page letter presented to each
concert-goer along with the evening's program. Sturm's note is
intended to keep farewells in abeyance.
"My lasting remembrance of the Lawrence Jazz Studies
department's first year-1972-will always be John Harmon's
composition titled 'Gates and Beginnings'," he writes. "His music
forged the direction of the program, and the title captured the spirit
of our collective experience in that opening season. I loved the talk
of those days. John's passionate words about dreams, visions, magic,
and inspiration convinced us that the ideal path was a continual
state of 'becoming'. Arrivals meant that conclusions were soon to
follow. We wanted no closures. No endings."
Before the evening is over, to no one's surprise, Keelan
and Bjella approach the microphone with ill-concealed intentions. At
the mention of Fred Sturm's name, the audience erupts with noisy
applause. Keelan and Bjella take a few lighthearted jabs at Sturm's
soft spots-like his mid-section. They tease him with the impunity
enjoyed by blood brothers and praise him with the conviction of
long-time soul mates. For the rest of the evening, a tent-revival
spirit seems to permeate the chapel, a spirit riding the swells of
great affection and great music.
When the lights went up, the new beginnings
commenced. 0

Facing page: An avid gardener and lifelong vegetarian, Sturm finds
relaxation by working in his lush garden .
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A highlight of

Elizabeth Austin, '81
Enfield, NH

Reunion Weekend

After graduating from
Lawrence, I assisted mixed
media artist Jill Sebastian in
her Milwaukee studio for over
a year. I also worked briefly
with computer artist Steven
Pevnick and taught sculpture at
the Milwaukee Art Museum.
My interest in interactive art
distilled when I attended a
summer session on art and
technology at the Center for
Advanced Visual Studies at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Since 1985, I have worked in
a variety of media, including
performance, painting, and
book arts. Throughout, I have
investigated the interaction
between the audience, or
viewer, and the work of art. Be
it through simply turning the
pages in one of my books,
telephoning to participate in my
performance work titled Call
Me, or visiting the Cave Project
I'm now working on, the
viewer is directly involved in
the art.

1991 was an art
exhibit featuring the
work of alumni of the

-

1980s. We asked
several of the artists

(])'

to tell us how their
work has developed
or changed since

(

graduating from
Lawrence. Their

I
I

diverse responses

'Q ,
.

''~:

that follow on the
next few pages
allow us a rich and
rare opportunity to
see into the mind of
the artist.

-.»

y

The exhibit,
Alumni of the 80s,
will be at the
Wriston Art Center through
September 7, 799 7.

The tryptich Chosen, Dire,
Give is related to the Cave
Project, a performance and
installation in paint, neon, and
natural materials that I'm
creating in an ancient cave on
my property. This work of art
may be viewed only by visiting
the cave. The viewer interaction
with the tryptich is extremely
subtle. See if you can figure it
out.
Elizabeth Austin is a practicing
artist with both national and
international exhibitions to her
credit.

Eileen R. Sliwinski, '87
Jewelry

William H. Hattendorf, Ill, '83
Walking

Elizabeth Austin, '8 I
From the tryptich Chosen , Dire, Give
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Kathryn Henry, '81
Nashville, TN

I feel it is important to confess
that I did not produce an
abundance of work during the
first five years after graduation.
It wasn't until 1985 that I
decided to go to graduate
school at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro.
I knew I needed the instruction
and structure that graduate
school could provide.
During that time, I began a
series of paintings entitled The
Swimmers. These paintings,
featuring one or two people in
or around a lighted pool at
night, were the focus of my
work for three and a half
years.
For the past year and a half,
I have been working on a series
of multiple-image paintings,
visual non-sequiturs. The
images are pulled from a
mixture of childhood memories
and recent experiences. I
combine two or more separate
images in a single piece in an
attempt to create an implied
narrative within the painting.
The story is only hinted at,
giving the barest and most
simplified details of a memory.

My painting has changed a
great deal since my Lawrence
days. It has changed since
graduate school and will continue to evolve. The changes in
my painting are reflective of
internal, personal changes in
my approach and philosophy
toward my work and life. It is
exciting to see myself grow as a
painter. As my strength and
knowledge increase, so does my
pleasure. I continue to learn
from my painting.
Kathryn Henry recently moved
from North Carolina to Nashville,
where she is painting and getting
ready for two one-person shows.

Denise Crouse, '84,
and Jody Vanesky, '84
Chicago, IL

Denise:
Since Jody and I have been
together we have used each
other as a point of reference in
examining our work. This
method of self-realization
illuminates our art-making
processes.
Jody:
When Denise and I began
making art as partners, we were
at first halted by our contrasting use of language as metaphor. She would talk about
things that were "real." I would
talk about "truth" and
"beauty" and "harmony!'
Then one day, as if to resolve
the two positions, she clanked
on the radiator, saying, ''This
is real:' I countered, "The
radiator is truth:' then glanced
to the next object stating "Yes,
and the globe is harmony:'
Later, Denise played a word
game-beginning with a word
(a), she chooses a synonym for
(b), (c), and so on, until she
finds a word that ''shows
something new:' For example:
radiator, heat, incandescence,
gleam, visible, appearance,
physical, reality, truth. And in
the game, as if by passion's
proof, we were connected.
Denise continues to move
along the surface of connectedness through symbols. She says,

Jody A. Vanesky, '84
Portrait of Denise Crouse
Denise Crouse, '84
Copper Fish is featured on the front cover
of this magazine.

"Those things that inspire one
to metaphor-a search for
beauty or truth, the experience
of nature, an ascetic life-those
things are the impetus of art,
to be desired above all:' It is in
metaphor that the painted
objects, i.e., fish, pots, cacti,
and ferns, are connected with
her. "A fish-a whale, man's
ancient symbol of the womb
that both Jonas and Pinnochio
return to-creature that lives in
the waters of the unconscious.
There was that insistent aroma
of body and flesh around me
as I would paint my fish. [In
this symbology] there is a
realization that I never stop
doing self-portraits:'
So it is that I have found
Denise's language and imagery
to be very direct, much more
direct than my own. She
interacts with space like a
knife-thrower, and she draws
like a blade-exact, clean,
sharp, fluid. I am like a juggler,
never really moving toward a
conclusion or an end, only
using space to find rhythm and
process; often I hack, I grind, I
gnaw slowly toward the bone
image; I am carnivorous about
my imagery. I think Denise
prefers a liquid diet, straw
included, but without the
vulgarity of slurping noises.
When I see her in process, I
begin to understand words like
"etiquette" and "culture" and

Elizabeth McNeely Scafati, '85
Still from Rocket Ranger
Kathryn C. Henry, '81
Front Porch/Hammock

Betty M. Proper, '89
Main Hall
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Denise Crouse is assistant
director of publications at the
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. Since 1988, she has
had a collaborative relationship/
partnership with lady Vanesky
and their current issues are
montage and word and image.
lady Vanesky has spent the past
seven years working in the social
services field with mentally ill
and developmentally disabled
individuals. During this time, he
also has been involved in art as
draftsman , painter, poet, and
storyteller.

"custom." At its worst, her
process is execution, whereas
my process is tactually near
slaughter.
I am inspired to metaphor by
experiences of imbalance, such
as motion sickness, vertigo,
physical exhaustion, dizziness,
and experiences otherwise
imagined or acausal, like
dreams and synchronicity.
These experiences seem to be a
kind of pushing and pulling,
coming and going.
My artwork, then, is not so
much based on a visual
perspective as it is a bodily or
tactile perspective. It is to
amuse myself and to revel in
myself that I indulge in images,
but it is to unconceal myself
that I create from images. The
former I consider play and selfworship, the latter I consider
intimacy.

-c:::

Martha Buche, '86

10:27

a. m.

Kevin A. McCary, '89
Myself

Charissa K. Uemura, '85
Untitled/San Francisco, CA 1990
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Charissa K. Uemura, '85

St. Paul, MN
My work is just getting started,
so to talk about its development seems a little premature. I
could say that the difference
between my pictures now and
those of six years ago is that
now I know what I am doing,
some of the time. It's not just
a matter of making pictures,
not merely taking them, to use
the medium's cliche.
It's a simple idea, but it took
a few years of journalism school
to convince me that absolute
objectivity in photography is a
paralyzing goal. Since about
1988, the pictures I made began
to reflect my growing conviction
that, despite what journalists
propose, photographs are not
objective records of events.
They are records of one
photographer's point of view,
where she chose to stand, and
when she chose to trip the
shutter.
Taking that conviction into
the street with my camera was
visually liberating. Studying
with photographers who made
me trust myself and become
more instinctive about making
an exposure also made me feel
much freer. I have stopped
handling the camera with kid
gloves.
Charissa Uemura currently is
participating in an internship
program for teachers in the
Minnesota Community Colleges,
where she is teaching a
photojournalism class.

John Smither, '85
Chicago, IL

Since graduating from Lawrence
six years ago, my work comes
out of the "gut" in a much
purer form. I attribute a lot of
that to a couple of years of art
therapy, otherwise known as an
MFA program. It allowed me
time to totally devote myself to
creating art and to be surrounded by others doing the
same. At Lawrence, I imposed a
At Lawrence, I imposed a lot
of mental and verbal filters on
my work. By the time a piece
was finished, it often lacked the
energy and life that is indicative of work with a direct
connection to the gut. Most of
my teachers tried to help ~e
remove those filters but I JUSt
wasn't ready to do that at
Lawrence. I was just too scared
to do raw work.
By the time I finished
graduate school, the filters were
pretty much gone and my work
was actually becoming fairly

consistent and focused. The
challenge since then has been
to develop and shape the gut
energy into pieces that reach to
the viewers in direct, nonverbal communication. Oddly
enough, a lot of the lessons I
picked up at Lawrence have far
more relevance now than when
they were first given.
John Smither is a practicing
artist who works in his studio in
his home on South Halsted in
Chicago. He exhibits widely in
the Midwest and his videos have
been seen abroad.

Steven J. Mearek, '87
Palatine, IL

As for myself, there is not
much to tell. I am a glob of
sense-data. A box of perceptions. A pound of sensations.
My perceptual observations are
delineated only by the juxtaposition of similitude and
numerical order. The most
prevalent motif in my art is the
human figure. This is only
natural because I am amongst
those who purport that
aesthetics is born as a discourse
of the body.
Four years have elapsed since
my graduation from this "light,
more light" university. Since
then, I have lived 1,468 days,
with each day unfolding ever
more widely and rigorously. If
asked, I would be at a loss to
explain exactly what I have
done in this time. Although I
have not accomplished much, I
honestly can say I always have
been busy. Having worked
many jobs, I was beginning to
think freedom in America
meant working more than one
40-hour-a-week job just to stay
alive.

Michael E. Fendry, '87
Pinecone

I have collaborated with Jody
Vanesky and have visited with
both Jody and Denise Crouse.
With the three of us there is
an interestial [sic] flowing of
power that seeps through the
whole porous network of the
social, the mental, and of
bodies.
Autonomy is equally important. I lead a meager and
nonpublic existence, working in
the nighttime and sleeping in
the daytime. In the afternoon
and two nights a week, I
worship the paintbrush, the .
pen, and the pencil as utensils
of forging creativity. The canvas
and the paper are mere artifacts
left over after the process has
gone home. I am striving not
to become a failed creative
person who lives vicariously off
of true, creative people. I hope
I succeed.
Steven Mearek works in
Chicago and has done collaborative artwork with ]ody Vanesky.

Edmond R. Sutherland, Ill, '88
Buggy Bomber

Steven J. Mearek, '87
The Idols of the Garden: Lanya Scott
Thomas R. Tousey, '89
It Wasn't My Idea

John C. Smither, '85
Mud bank

Michael J. Dornemann, '88
Silhouettes
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Of
IPASSAGIE
by Richard 0. Haight, '71

Eager to begin the required Freshman
Studies course at Lawrence, young
Dick Haight, '71, spent the summer of 1967
tackling the reading list. When fall arrived,
he was prepared. He knew exactly
what lay ahead, or so he thought.

T WAS THE FALL OF 1967. Lyndon Johnson had escalated the
war in Vietnam and Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., was in the
streets pleading for racial equality and peace. Students were protesting
the draft, but I was only peripherally aware of the nation's discontent.
I was leaving my small rural community in Iowa behind and heading for
college.
Choosing a college had been rather easy. Lawrence students had won
the academic championship on GE's College Bowl. Appleton was a
cosmopolitan city ten times larger than my own home town, yet I still
felt secure. The campus elm trees lining College Avenue reminded me of
Main Street back home. Lawrence would be an ideal setting for my
study of the arts and sciences before going on to medical school.
I'd read about the required Freshman Studies course in the catalog
and couldn't wait to begin. During the summer, I had dutifully struggled
through Alfred North Whitehead and had already read Passage to India,
the first book to be discussed. With a great sense of anticipation, I
arrived at Main Hall for my 9:40 a.m. class. Typical of my high school
days, I was wearing wheat jeans, a new madras shirt, and penny loafers.
(I still wore socks then.) I sat down at the long table with some of the
other early arrivals and wondered what my professor, Mr. Povolny,
would be like.

rr
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Mr. Povolny did not disappoint us. Middle~aged, balding,
and slightly stooped in his brown tweed jacket and wool tie,
he looked every bit the college professor. He spoke deliberately,
with an Eastern European accent, but if we were impatient
with him, he always was patient with us.
We were a diverse group that tackled the likes of Passage
to India and Plato's Republic. Paul, who came from a large
suburban high school near Chicago, was self~confident and
quick to challenge the
ideas of the others. On
the other hand, tall,
affable John Howard,
III, whose
ancestors had
arrived
on the
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Mayflower and who himself had attended Phillips Exeter
Academy, was very "prep;' yet polished and polite.
Long~haired Seth questioned everything, including the
university's right to require us to take this course that had no
apparent relevance to the real world. He provided my first
exposure to "radicals:' In contrast, Karen was quiet and spoke
only when necessary. She was third generation Lawrence and
the product of a Catholic girls' school.
Then there was OJ. He was black and from the south
side of Chicago. His ancestors had arrived on a much
different boat than those of John Howard, III, and he had
none of the advantages, educationally or otherwise, that the
rest of us had. Still, it was clear he was no less excited than I
to be at Lawrence, and I felt an immediate bond despite our
differences.
Mr. Povolny had infinite patience with us. He demanded
our attention and oral participation, but treated us formally
and with respect.
We were always addressed
as "Mr:' or
"Miss:' He would ponder
our responses
thoughtfully, and if he
didn't
agree he would
probe

further and push us to consider alternatives. Soon we all were
impatient for a chance to share our ideas, but he always
controlled the discussion without allowing any one person to
dominate.
Under his guidance, we overcame our divergent
backgrounds and became unified as a class. Not only were we
caught up in Mr. Povolny's quiet, dedicated style, but we also
were inspired by OJ. During the first several weeks of the
term, OJ merely remained an interested observer, but suddenly,
as if some great generator had kicked in, the power of his
mind was released all at once. We shared his joy when each
new idea struck him. He would grin widely and gesticulate as
he spoke, thrilled with what he had just interpreted. Finally,
his mind was free to obtain the education that had been
denied him.
We all were disappointed to see the term end, but
Mr. Povolny assured us we would not be forgotten . He
promised to invite us to his home some evening later in the
year. We parted company knowing we would never again be as
close as a group.
The year progressed and we went our separate ways.
The football team was undefeated and Chuck McKee was
named Little All~American. Rush came and went, and we all
went on to new professors to study The Merchant of Venice
and The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. David Chambers,
student body president, began to talk about a new order called
called LUCC, and the Vietnam war continued to escalate.
It wasn't until we returned from spring break
that Mr. Povolny made good on his promise to our
Freshman Studies group to visit his home. We all were
invited to his house for dessert on the night of April
fourth. He would pick us up in the parking lot behind
Plantz Hall and return us after the party. I was anxious
to be with the group again, to talk with my former
professor and with OJ.
Mr. Povolny pulled in behind Plantz in his old blue
Volvo station wagon. We dashed out the back door and
raced through the pouring rain to the car. "I'm so
sorry about this weather tonight;' he apologized, "but
I'm glad you all could come."
"Hey, Mr. P., we wouldn't miss this.
Are we gonna meet Mrs. P. and the the
kids?" DJ was in a party mood.
Slightly taken aback, Mr. Povolny
responded, "I'm pleased you could attend, Mr.
Jackson, and yes, you will meet my family. In
fact , they are quite anxious to meet all of you."
As if on cue from OJ, the rest of us
relaxed and joked as Mr. Povolny peered into the rain
carefully drove us to his home across the river near the
Institute of Paper Chemistry. Mrs. Povolny met us at the
door and ushered us into the foyer.
Then, suddenly, the introductions were interrupted as
one of the Povolny children burst into the room. "Father, Father,
some man killed Martin Luther King! They just said it on

TV.'' He raced to his
father who sat
in shock
and
disbelief.
"Are
you sure?"
"Yes, it
was on TV!'
A look of
profound sadness
as I had never before
witnessed came over
Mr. Povolny's face. For
a moment, I thought he
would cry, but then he took
his son into his arms and
looked over at D]. We all were
drawn to DJ now.
OJ, who had never before
seemed uneasy in a
room full of white students, was visibly uncomfortable. He was
in incredible pain. Stripped of all his . protective armor, he
didn't know how to react. Suddenly, we were strangers to
him.
Mr. Povolny was the first to speak. "I'm so sorry, OJ. It
is so tragic. I don't know what to say ...."
Our host spoke with difficulty. "I think under the
circumstances, I should take you all back to campus. I'm
sorry."
We all nodded in agreement. The party was over before it
began. We rode home silently in the rain. OJ sat in the front
with Mr. Povolny. I heard later that after he had dropped off
the rest of us, Mr. Povolny and DJ had talked for a long
time. The rest of us quietiy dispersed amongst our other
classmates to talk solemnly into the night.
I realized that night Lawrence wasn't a community unto
itself. It was affected by the world around it, and, for the first
time, I felt like a part of it all. The real world had burst
through our bubble of security, yet it had not broken the
bond our Freshman Studies group had formed. When I looked
around the room at Mr. Povolny's after hearing the terrible
news, I saw we all ached for OJ. I knew then that even on
our separate paths in the real world, our thoughts still would
be with one another. We had become Lawrentians. D

Dick Haight graduated from Lawrence in 1971
with the bachelor's degree in biochemistry. A
medical doctor with Family Doctors in Kimberly,
Wisconsin, he spends his free time writing- one
of his greatest interests. His articles have
appeared in national publications, including
MD magazine. He currently is working on an
anthology of short stories.
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Tradition continues
at Lawrence's
142nd commencement

Honorary degree recipients: David Broder, Eugene Lang, and Robert Marcellus

Lawrence's 142nd commencement, at which President Richard Warch
awarded 245 bachelor of arts degrees and 24 bachelor of music degrees,
continued a tradition revived at last year's commencement-the custom of
having a class speaker. A part of commencement ceremonies from 1857 to
1893, the addresses by fellow classmates, at one time called declamations,
ceased in 1894 when Lawrence added a formal commencement speaker to
the program. This year, Tom Zoellner of Tucson, Arizona, took the podium
to speak to and on behalf of his peers.
Referring to a photograph of the 1944 Lawrence football team that is
tucked away in Alexander Gym, Zoellner noted there is only one player
smiling amongst his fierce-faced teammates and he can be identified only
by the number four on his jersey. A question mark fills the space where
his name should be in the caption. "Although I never met you number
four, I think I have an idea what's behind that grin;' said Zoellner.
"Maybe you realized why you had come to Lawrence. Suddenly, it all
made sense.
"You learned more than just a three-point stance, or what an ideal type
was, or how to appreciate a Bach fugue;' he continued. "You saw it all
for what it was worth and you knew you were blessed to take the best
out of it and make it a part of you. Lawrence helped you, but you made
that final magical connection on your own!'
Zoellner ended by saying he and his classmates know exactly who the
nameless player is: "You are one of us, a Lawrentian."
The honorary doctoral degree recipients, David Broder, Eugene Lang,
and Robert Marcellus also addressed the graduates.
Broder, political commentator and journalist for the Washington Post,
explained the importance of deadlines: "My observation is that the
happiest people are those who learn to set deadlines for themselves and
observe them as rigorously as if they were being imposed by others!' Those
people, he said don't hold back. They express their love for others, and
they test themselves each day against their principles, knowing that there
never will be a better time to do so than right now.
Before stepping down from the podium, he told the class, "I hope you
set that kind of deadline for yourselves and discover the great freedom
that will give you!'
Lang, president of REFAC Technology Development Corporation and
chairman of the "I Have A Dream" Foundation, urged the class of 1991
to follow their instincts, not the advice of others, and to continue

their commitment to education. "The best decisions I've made since
graduating from college have almost invariably been contrary to the advice
of people much older and wiser than I;' he admitted. As an example,
Lang cited the success of the "[ Have A Dream" program, which began
when he impulsively promised a class of sixth-graders in East Harlem that
if they earned their high school diplomas, he would give each of them a
scholarship to attend college. Educators and others told him it wouldn't
work. But Lang prevailed and the program is now nationwide.
"For those who dare to challenge convention, institutional egos, and
mainstream dogma, it is possible to affect profoundly the future of our
society;' said Lang, who also emphasized the need for a good education.
Quoting Archimedes, the inventor of the lever who said, "Give me a place
to stand and I can move the world;' Lang challenged the graduates by
telling them, "You leave the campus this morning endowed with a place to
stand, now, with your values to provide its direction, start moving the
world!'
In his address, Marcellus, professor of clarinet at Northwestern
University, told the class: "I had the privilege of playing for Pablo Cassals
for about five years. He treated music with such honesty, and such
voracity and such respect that he said on more than one occasion, 'To be
a musician is a privilege! And I hope that all of you in your different
endeavors will feel that way. I wish you the best of everything, from the
bottom of my heart."
President Warch honored four retiring faculty members, R. Eugene Davis,
professor of physical education and director of the recreation center;
E. Dane Purdo, professor of art; Robert M. Rosenberg, Robert McMillan
Professor of Chemistry; and Ronald W. Tank, professor of geology, with
the honorary master of arts degree, ad eundum.
The 1991 Excellence in Teaching Award was given to Minoo Adenwalla,
professor of government and Mary Mortimer Professor of Liberal Studies.
Eilene Hoft-March, assistant professor of French, received the 1991
Outstanding Young Teacher Award.
Several commencement weekend events preceded Sunday's ceremony,
including the annual commencement concert and the baccalaureate service
at which bass trombonist Jeffrey W. Ertman, '89, and organist Steven A.
Hoffman, '89, performed and Daniel ]. Taylor, professor of classics,
delivered the baccalaureate address.
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Adenwalla and
Hoft-March honored for
outstanding teaching
Minoa Adenwalla, professor of
government and Mary Mortimer
Professor of Liberal Studies, and
Eilene Haft-March, assistant professor
of French, were honored during
Lawrence's 142nd commencement.
Adenwalla received the 1991
Excellence in Teaching award. A
member of the Lawrence faculty
since 1959,
Adenwalla received the 1991
Excellence in Teaching award. A
member of the Lawrence faculty
since 1959, he holds the bachelor's
degree from Wilson College of the
University of Bombay and the M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees from Northwestern
University.
Adenwalla was honored in 1989
with an endowed professorship
naming him the Mary Mortimer
Professor of Liberal Studies. An
expert in political philosophy and
South Asian and British politics, he
has published numerous articles and
reviews in political science and Asian
studies journals and has received
several fellowships to study overseas.
In presenting [he award to
Adenwalla, President Warch said
"You have invested your life in '
Lawrence and its students." Warch
also commended Adenwalla for
teaching "that every experience can
instruct us in the practical science of
politics."
Holt-March received this year's
Outstanding Young Teacher Award.
She earned the bachelor's degree at
Carroll College and the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees at the University of
California, Berkeley. Before coming to
Lawrence in 1988, she taught at
Lycee Camille-See in Paris, the
University of California, Berkeley, Five
Colleges in Amherst, and Mt.
Holyoke College.
"You invite your students to
discern the difference between
literature and everyday discourse and
to relish the thrill of discovering the
shape of an idea," said President
Warch when presenting Holt-March
with her award. He also added that
Haft-March worked hard without selfaggrandizement and praised her for
exemplifying "what both colleagues
and student~ value as her compasSI~n and generosity, her discipline of
mmd, and her commitment to
exellence.' '

Ronald W. Tank , Robert M. Rosenberg, President Richard Warch, E. Dane Purdo and
R. Eugene Davis
'

Lawrence honors
outstanding Wisconsin
high school teachers

Tank, Rosenberg, Purdo,
and Davis retire
Joining the honored group of emeriti
faculty at Lawrence's 1991 commencement ceremony were Ronald
W. Tank, professor of geology; Robert
M. Rosenberg, Robert McMillan
Professor of Chemistry; E. Dane
Purdo, professor of art; and R.
Eugene Davis, professor of physical
education and director of the
recreation center.
Ron Tank received the B.S. and
two M.S. degrees from the University
of Wisconsin and the Ph.D. degree
from Indiana University. After four
y~ars as an exploration geologist
With the Standard Oil Co. of
California, he joined the faculty of
Milwaukee-Downer College in 1962
and came to Lawrence in 1964 when
!he two colleges merged. A specialist
1n nuclear waste disposal and ground
water contamination , Tank has written
extensively in professional journals
about geological research and
environmental impact.

Craig A. Akey of Clintonville and
Donald L. Wolf, '58, of Elkhorn
received 1991 awards for outstanding
teaching in Wisconsin.
Akey, an English teacher at
Clintonville Senior High School, and
Wolf, a mathematics teacher at
Elkhorn Area High School, were
among nominations submitted by
Lawrence seniors who attended high
school in Wisconsin. Final selection
was made by the Committee for
Teacher Education, based on the
candidates' ability to communicate
effectively, generate excitement about
their subjects, and motivate students
to work toward excellence. Both
teachers also were commended for
their abilities to teach students to
think on their own.
Akey was nominated by senior
Andrew Gussert; Wolf was nominated
by senior Michelle Epp.
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Bob Rosenberg received the
bachelor's degree from Trinity
College and the Ph.D. degree from
Northwestern University. Before
coming to Lawrence in 1956, he was
a research fellow at the Catholic
University of America and at the
Harvard University Medical School
and he taught at Wesleyan University.
Since joining the faculty at Lawrence,
Rosenberg has taught every course
in the chemistry department, a math
course, a freshman seminar on
energy and environment, Freshman
Studies, and he co-taught a
chemistry-physics course. He also
has authored or co-authored several
textbooks. From 1968-75 he served
as associate dean of Lawrence and
Milwaukee-Downer colleqes.
Purdo received the B.A. and M.A.
degrees in art history from the
University of Michigan. and the MFA
degree in silversmithing from the
Cranbrook Academy of Art. He
taught at Southern Illinois University
before joining Milwaukee-Downer.
Purdo,_ who specializes in working
w1th s_11ver, cera_mics, and jewelry, has
had h1s work displayed in invitational
exhibitions and galleries throughout
the United States and Europe, and
has compiled an exceptional record
of awards at national exhibitions.
Gene Davis earned the B.S. degree
at La Crosse State Teachers' College
and the M.S. degree at Ohio State
University, where he also was a
swimming instructor before coming
to Lawrence in 1956. Since that time
Davis has served Lawrence as coach'
of the varsity cross-country, track,
and swimming teams, as assistant
varsity football coach , and as head
freshman football coach as well as
professor of physical education and
director of the recreation center.
Tank, Rosenberg, Purdo, and Davis
were honored at Lawrence's 142nd
commencement ceremony with
master of arts degrees, ad eundum,
and during Reunion Weekend '91.
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Lawrence receives
computer lab from AT&T
Lawrence has received $100,000 in
microcomputer equipment through an
AT&T academic program sponsored
by Wisconsin Bell. Eighteen microcomputers, a laser printer, server, and
local area network have been installed
to create a computer laboratory that
will be ready for first-term use.
Greg Fahlund, vice president for
external affairs, said, "The new lab
will offer students and faculty the
most progressive data networking
technology available in an academic
environment."
Lawrence is the sole beneficiary
from Wisconsin among the 47 higher
education institutions selected nationwide as recipients of the AT&T labs.
The donation of computer labs is
a new addition to the AT&T University
Equipment Donation Program, which
has supplied computer and data
networking equipment to colleges
and universities since 1984. In the
past, program projects have included
equipment for studies of the enwonment, AIDS research , and computerassisted instruction .

On stage for '91- '92
The most brilliant stars shine during
Lawrence's Artist Series, "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon ." Beginning
with the first performance in October
through the series' finale in May, the
evening air is filled with moondust
and music- a magical combination .
The Artist Series, in its 83rd year,
opens with an October performance
by Richard Stoltzman, who made
history as the first clarinetist ever to
be presented at Carnegie Hall in
recital. Grand master pianist Garrick
Ohlsson sparks up the stage in
January and, in February, The
Belgian Chamber Orchestra "I
Fiamminghi" performs in concert
with guitarist Eduardo Fernandez.
Elmar Oliveira, who is recognized as
one of the greatest violinists of this
century, brings the series to a
dazzling close.
The Arts Sampler adds three more
evenings of music in the moonlight
to our enchanting season. Taking the
stage in October are the Albert
McNeil Jubilee Singers, who return
to Lawrence for a second time. And,
on Valentine's night, The Cleveland
Quartet, one of the premier string
quartets of our time, fills the night
with musical romance. The sampler
comes to an end with the "eerily
beautiful " music of the Bulgarian
Female Choir.
Musical excitement continues with
Jazz Celebration Weekend, November
8 and 9. This year, for the first time

Point Center for the Arts in Milwaukee. He'll work with a program that
offers an environment where at-risk
youth can escape from the everyday
hazards of gang violence and drug
pushers. Suzanne Barrow wiH .
supervise an "Independent L1v1ng
Training" program for four Appleton
group homes for troubled teenagers.
Dan Barrow will work with the Wau
Ecology Institute in northern Papua,
New Guinea, where he will assist
with the development of educational
materials to teach people about the
destruction of tropical rainforests and
the indigenous people's rights. And
Zinda will volunteer as a counselor
for the Teen Recovery Center, a
program for teenagers who have
drug problems.
Bronson Haase, vice president of marketing for Wisconsin Bell; President Richard Warch;
and Gary Gray, state di rector of marketing for AT&T network systems, took part m a
fo rmal ceremony during which AT&T presented Lawrence with $100,000 m microcomputer
equipment.

Chemistry professor
receives science grant

in the history of Jazz Weekend, we
have a return performer- Marlena
Shaw. Warming up the stage for
Shaw are the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble Alumni All-Stars
1981-1991. Electricity fills the air on
the second day when the Chick
Corea Elektric Band swings onto the
stage for a fabulous finish .
Lawrence welcomes the holiday
season with Haydn's most famous
choral work, The Creation. This
December 8 concert is a beautiful
start for a shining holiday by the
light of the silvery moon.
Ticket prices range from $9 to
$14. Discounts are offered to students
and senior citizens. For event dates
and ticket information, contact
Lawrence's box office at 414·832-6749.

Mary Blackwell, assistant professor of
chemistry, received a grant for
$20,000 from the American Chemical
Society to conduct research on the
process of plant photosynthesis.
Blackwell will use the grant to
conduct research with students'
assistance. She pointed out that
opportunities for important undergraduate research are uncommon.
Lawrence students will have the
opportunity to carry out experimental
work in supervised independent
study projects during the grant
period of May 1, 1991, to August 31 ,
1993.

Four students receive
Bader Grants

Lawrence awards first
Schutte Grant

Anthony Alioto, a sophomore from
Greendale, Wis.; Suzanne Barrow, a
junior from West Bend, Wis.; Dan
Barrow, a freshman from Denmark,
Wis.; and Jessica Zinda, a freshman
from San Diego have been selected
to receive 1991 Bader Community
Service Grants for their charitable
work.
The late Helen Daniels Bader,
M-D '49, was deeply committed to
social work, social welfare, and
volunteerism. Her sons, David and
Daniel, share those interests and
thus established The Helen Daniels
Bader Fund to encourage and assist
Lawrence students to undertake
meaningful volunteer service.
This year's grantees will use the
total $9,600 award to carry out their
commitments to social work and
social welfare.
Alioto will be the assistant
education coordinator for Walker's

Lawrence University awarded its first
William M. Schutte Grant for
Summer Research to Malcolm
Pettingell, '93, son of Mrs. Phoebe
Pettingell of Three Lakes.
Named in honor of William
Schutte, emeritus professor of
English literature, the award allows a
Lawrence student to pursue inde·
pendent research under the guidance
of a Lawrence professor.
Pettingell 's project, directed by .
Daniel J. Taylor, professor of classics,
focuses on how the Roman poet
Ovid (43 B.C. - 17 A.D.) manipulated
the word-order of Latin so as to
create visual pictures mirroring the
meanings of the words. Pettingell
expects the final result of the
summer project to be published in a
journal of undergraduate research.
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Vivien Birn of
Lawrence's London
Center dies
Vivien Birn, who has served for the
past 12 years as secretary/administrative assistant at the Lawrence
London Center, died on June 4 in a
London hospital from a cerebral
hemorrhage related to a stroke
and/or fall.
In a memo written to the Lawrence
community, Dean of Students Chuck
Lauter writes, "The scores of
students who have attended the
Center and the faculty and others
who have worked with her will
remember Vivien as the real operator
of the London Center. She was the
registrar, the activities director, the
housing director, the paymaster, the
bookkeeper, the contracting and
purchasing agent, the local public
relations staff, the tour director, the
physical plant overseer (and sometimes the janitor and maintenance
person), the banker and keeper of
people's valuables, and always the
willing ear for other people's issues
and concerns. In short, she
performed or participated in all
functions of the Center other than
the teaching of classes. We will
sorely miss her warmth, her spirited
generosity, and her devotion to the
Center and its students."
Contributions for the support of
the Lawrence London program may
be sent to the Development Office.
For anyone who wishes to correspond with the Birn .family, her
nephew is Mr. Rob1n B1rn at 11
Warren Avenue, Richmond , TW10
SDZ, England.
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Lawrence receives major
science grant
Lawrence received a $700,000 grant
from the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute for programs to attract
students to careers in scientific
research and teaching. The five-year
grant is one of 44 grants awarded to
selected public and private universities across the country. It is the
largest science education initiative
undertaken by a private philanthropic
organization.
"This grant from the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute brings with
it both a wonderfu l recognition of
Lawrence's record in science
education and a tremendous opportunity for future progress and
enhanced and new programs,' ' said
Lawrence president Richard Warch.
Noting that the nation's need for
scientists and for improved science
education has been the subject of
numerous reports and studies in
recent years, Warch remarked that
Lawrence has an important role to
play in addressing those issues.
"The college has long had a
strong track record in sending its
alumni on to graduate and professional work in science and medicine
and prides itself on the vigor and
vitality of its science departments,''
Warch commented. "The projects we
will be able to tackle with the
Hughes grant will significantly
advance that tradition. I'm honored
that Lawrence and its students will
participate fully in this national effort
and excited at the prospects for
further excellence in the biological
sciences that we will be able to
accomplish."
The grant will support a program
proposed by program director William
Perreault, professor of biology,
including four principal components
encompassing student and faculty
research, a new faculty position in
molecular biology, curriculum
development and secondary school
outreach programs.

New director joins
public affairs
Bill Noblitt, former director of
university relations at Rice University
in Houston, takes the reins from
director of public affairs Rich
Morrison, who recently accepted a
position at the University of San
Francisco.
Prior to his tenure at Rice, Noblitt
was director of publications at
Washington University in St. Louis,
director of public information at
College of DuPage in Chicago, and
director of the news bureau at the
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Czech exile affairs and served as the
chair of the executive committee of
the Council of Free Czechoslovakia
for the past 15.
"I am grateful that Mojmir has
agreed to interrupt his retirement and
his many engagements from
Czechoslovakia to serve the college
yet again," said President Warch.
"He knows the college well."
During his leave, Warch plans to
work on writing a counter-argument
to the attacks and critiques on
higher education that have been
delivered in recent years.

University of Kentucky in Lexington.
Noblitt received the Grand Gold
award in 1990 from the Council for
Advancement and Support of

Rosenberg wins
teaching award
Robert M. Rosenberg, Robert
McMillan Professor of Chemistry,
recently received a 1990-91 SearsRoebuck Foundation "Teaching
Excellence and Campus Leadership
Award ."
Rosenberg is one of nearly 700
faculty members being recognized
nationally by the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation for resourcefulness and
leadership as an independent college
educator. Each award winner receives
$1,000 and the institution receives a
grant ranging from $500 to $1 ,500
based on student enrollment.
Winners are selected by independent
committees on each campus.
Rosenberg 's selection was based
on his continuing concern for the
individual student beyond the classroom , both as adviser and as role
model. He has maintained contact
with numerous students long after
they have left Lawrence.
"He has become a friend and a
colleague to many Lawrentians,'' said
President Richard Warch , "which is
advising in its most meaningful
fashion ." As a role model for both
students and faculty, Warch noted,
Rosenberg has maintained a life-long
interest in experimental research,
sharing that interest both with
students and with the professional
community. Rosenberg's activity has
reached beyond the limits of his
laboratory into the arena of public
and institutional concern through his
seminars on disarmament and
environmental issues.
The Sears-Roebuck program is
administered nationally by the
Stamford, Connecticut based
Foundation for Independent Higher
Education, and regionally by Thomas
E. Meilinger, president of the
Wisconsin Foundation of Independent
Colleges in Milwaukee.

Education (CASE) for the Rice alumni
magazine, Sa/lyport, which
was judged by a Newsweek panel as
the best university magazine in the
country that same year. As a
member of CASE for the past 16
years, Noblitt has held several
positions of responsibility and
consistently wins top CASE honors
for communications projects.
He is married to Sheila Parsons
Noblitt, and has two sons, Jeff and
Scott.

Warch to take sabbatical
The Board of Trustees has granted
President Richard Warch a sabbatical
leave during the winter term of the
1991-92 academic year.
Warch will travel to Europe, where
he'll spend at least a month in
London. He also hopes to revisit
Czechoslovakia, where he went th is
past winter to confer the honorary
doctor of laws degree on Vaclav
Havel, president of the Czech and
Slovak Federated Republic.
Warch has appointed Professor
Emeritus Mojmir Povolny to serve as
acting president in his absence.
Povolny served on Lawrence's faculty
from 1958 until his retirement in
1987 as professor of government and
as the Henry Merritt Wriston Professor of Social Sciences. Principal
author of a major institutional study
in 1968-69, Povolny played an
important role in Lawrence affairs
throughout his tenure. In 1976-77 and
again in 1979-80, he served as the
then-titled vice president for
academic affairs.
A native of Czechoslovakia, Povolny
was executive secretary of the Benes
Party in Czechoslovakia from
1947 to 1948, when the communist
party sent him into exile. For the
past 40 years, he was active in
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Dana to serve as
acting dean of faculty
James Dana, the John R. Kimberly
Distinguished Professor in the
American Economic System, will
serve as acting dean of the faculty
for the 1991-92 academic year. He
replaces Leonard Thompson,
professor of religious studies, who
will return to teaching after three
years as dean of the faculty.
Dana has been a member of the
Lawrence faculty since 1961 and has
served as chair of the former
Analytic Studies Committee and chair
of the Committee on Tenure. He
formally assumes his new post
September 9.

Senior wins
short story contest
Heidi Espenscheid, '91, of Marinette,
Wis., was awarded $1,000 as the
winner of the Nick Adams Short
Story Contest sponsored by the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest.
Entries in the contest were judged
by internationally renowned novelist
and poet Maya Angelou , who said of
Espenscheid, "The author of An
Extra Measure of Grace exhibited
creativity, pathos, and humor.
Although I anticipated the ending,
I was amused by the wry
denouement:'
Espenscheid also was elected to
membership in Phi Beta Kappa, a
national honor society honoring
students for exceptional scholarship,
at induction ceremonies at Lawrence
in April.

SPORTS
Outdoor Track
Lawrence's Whiting Field is a long
way from the track stadiums of
Shanghai, China. But three years
ago, when freshman Diana Ling
packed her bags for her trip to the
States, she obviously included some
of the lessons and techniques she
learned as a fourth grader when she
began running track and training
with some of China's best athletes.
After two years of living with a
sponsor family and attending
Albuquerque Academy, Ling found
her way to Lawrence and the Viking
track team. Although she hasn't seen
her parents since 1988, she stays in
close touch through letters and
phone calls. This spring's outdoor
track season provided Diana with
plenty of news to tell her folks.
Ling helped the women's track
team to a third-place finish at this
year's Midwest Conference champ·
ionships. She won the long jump
(matching the title she won at the
indoor conference championships)
and ran a leg of the first-place
finishing 1,600-meter relay. She
became the first woman in school
history to crack the 18-foot barrier,
leaping a school record 18'1" at the
conference championships and
finishing an amazing 9" ahead of the
second-place finisher.
Sophomore Betsy Blahnik, who
became Lawrence's first woman track
all-American during the indoor
season, capped an outstanding
outdoor season by winning the
400-meter dash title and setting a
Midwest Conference record (58.75) in
the process at the league
championships.
Although she didn't win an
individual conference crown, sopho·
more Vickie Leathers had as much
to do with the Vikes' strong showing
as anyone, contributing a team-high
22112 points to the Vikings' total of
95. She finished second in the high
jump, tying the school record of
5'2"; broke the school record in the
100-meter hurdles (16.33) with a
third-place finish; placed third in
the 400-meter hurdles; and joined
Ling, Blahnik, and freshman Lauren
Gatti on the winning 1,600-meter
relay.
During the past four years, senior
track and cross country standout
Chris Naumann has proven to be a
most gifted and dedicated runner.
But perhaps the characteristic that
best defines his running career is
consistency. As dependable as a
Maytag and as reliable as Old
Faithful, Naumann's performance,
regardless of the event, was always
as strong as it was predictable. You
could virtually pencil in his finish

A career-best throw of 169' 10" earned Shad Struble a third-place finish in the javelin at
the Midwest Conference outdoor track championships.
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ahead of time. In his last six trips to
the Midwest Conference indoor and
outdoor track championships,
covering eight starts in the 3,000·,
5,000·, and 10,000-meter runs,
Naumann never finished lower than
fifth in a race. His final race as a
Viking typified that kind of bank-on·
me consistency, a solid fourth-place
finish in the 5,000-meter run at this
year's conference championships.
While the distance events
accounted for the lion's share of the
Vikings' eighth-place finishing 26
points at conference, it was junior
Shad Struble who turned in the
team's top individual performance.
Struble placed third in the javelin for
the second consecutive year with a
career-best throw of 169'10". Junior
Dan Sheridan was the Vikings' only
double individual event placewinner,
taking fifth in the 10,000-meter run
and eighth in the 1,500-meter run.

Baseball (10·10·1)
On paper, it looked like the Vikings
had all the ingredients of a champ·
ionship caliber club: five returning
all-conference performers, a trio of
proven senior pitchers, and several
sure-to-help freshmen. But baseball
games are played on ball diamonds,
not paper, and the result was a
10·10·1 season of unfulfilled
expectations.
While the Vikings never fell more
than two games under the .500 mark
at any time during the season, they
were never able to climb more than
one game over the break-even point,
either. It was a season of individual
achievement but collective frustration.
A late April Sunday doubleheader
in Beloit was a microcosm of the
Vikings' entire season. Needing to
win just one of the two games to
advance to the Midwest Conference
playoffs for the third consecutive year,
the Vikings twice came up short.
They built a 7-2 lead in the opener,
only to have Beloit rally in the
bottom of the 6th inning for a 9·7
win. In the nightcap, freshman Josh
Szablewski pitched eight strong
innings, allowing just two hits and
striking out nine batters. But a Viking
throwing error in the bottom of the
ninth sent the winning run home in
a 2·1 Beloit victory.
Senior pitchers Bart Isaacson and
Peter Murchie and third baseman
Joe Krueger all punctuated their four·
year careers with exclamation marks.
Isaacson posted three wins this
spring to move into second place
behind John Bill, '79, on the Vikes'
all-time win list with 15 career
victories. Murchie led the team in
strikeouts for the third year in a row,
jumping into second place on the
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Vikes' career strikeout list behind
Brad Snelson, '88, with 161. Krueger,
who played in all 91 games
Lawrence played during his career,
including 90 of them as a starter,
earned all-Midwest Conference
honors for the fourth consecutive
year after hitting a career -high .385.
Head coach Jeff School notched
his 98th career victory, slipping past
Rich Agness to become the Vikings'
all-time baseball coaching wins
leader.
Softball (3-13)
Junior Jenny Schmidt did her best
this spring to prove that good hitters
are born, not made. After spending
first and second terms studying in
Spain, Schmidt returned to campus
in time to take one brief session in
the batting cage before boarding the
team bus for the spring-break trip to
Florida. Three days later, in a doubleheader against NCAA Division I
Manhattan College, Schmidt promptly
banged out four hits in five trips to
the plate, and one of the best
offensive seasons in school history
was underway.
Schmidt, the team's catcher and
only left-handed hitter, stayed hot at
the plate all season, finishing the
year with a sizzling .510 batting
average, the second-highest in school
history. In addition to batting average,
Schmidt was the Vikes' team-leader
in eight other offensive categories
and set a school single-season
record with seven doubles.
While Schmidt spent most of the
spring putting dents in the softballs,
freshman pitcher Ingrid Niehans did
her best "bionic woman" impression.
Niehans, whose "riser" was the only
thing faster than her ever -present
smile, threw every pitch of every
inning of every game during the
season, facing 542 batters and
cramming 95 innings worth of work
into the Vikes' five-week long season.
Leave it to arch-rival Ripon to
provide the opposition in a doubleheader that epitomized the Vikes'
3-13 season finish . It was a
marathon matchup that needed two
cities and 14 days to complete. What
started as a twinbill on April 11th at
Whiting Field was finally completed
April 24th on Ripon's home field.
The first game ran so long that the
second game had to be suspended
due to darkness after just four
innings and the score deadlocked at
12-12. The game was completed as
part of a doubleheader at Ripon two
weeks later. While Ripon won the first
game at Lawrence, 20-15, the Vikes
returned the favor with a 19-13
victory in the second game on the
Redmen's field in a dizzying

doubleheader that produced 67 runs,
40 hits, 48 walks, and 19 errors.

Men's Tennis
Freshman Yura Letuchy obviously is
a quick study. Born in Odessa,
Soviet Union, where he lived until he
was eight years old before emigrating
to the U.S. with his parents,
Letuchy's early athletic interests drew
him to hockey. While in the eighth
grade, summer boredom introduced
him to tennis. Five years later,
despite limited formal training,
Letuchy found himself playing no. 1
singles and doubles on the Viking
tennis team.
Mature beyond his 19 years of age,
Letuchy stepped immediately to the
top of the Vikes' starting lineup and
acquitted himself like a seasoned
veteran. He posted an 8-11 mark in
singles and an 11-8 record in
doubles.
The Vikings, who fielded one of
their youngest starting lineups in
years-two juniors, two sophomores,
and two freshmen-finished the
season with a 5-5 mark in dual
meets, took third at their own
10-team invitational tournament, and
placed fourth at the Midwest
Conference championships. Junior
Jason Spaeth led the Vikes at the
conference championships, winning
the consolation title at no. 2 singles.
Spaeth and junior Rich Tadych both
finished the season with team-leading
9-9 singles records.

Pitcher Ban Isaacson capped his four-year career with all-Midwest Conference honors while
moving into second-place on Lawrence's all-time wins list with IS.

Yura Letuchy reached the top of the Vikings' tennis line-up this spring, playing no. I singles and no. I doubles as a freshman .
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Reunion '91
Come join the fun!
June 21 .. 23

Not even a rainy Friday could dampen the spirits of alumni
who attended Reunion Weekend. Fun reigned as cocktail
parties were moved inside and under tents to avoid the soggy
weather. Everyone stayed dry, except for a few eyes, as
friendships were renewed and memories were shared.
The sun shone brightly the rest of the weekend, sending its
glow over picnic luncheons, photo sessions, and many friendly
geHogethers. Everyone joined in the fun of Reunion '91. Even
the children of alumni had a great time with planned
activities such as swimming, bowling, and going to movies.
It was a weekend of remembering-remembering friends,
classes, teachers, and places. This year alumni honored two of
their most~loved professors. For William Read, emeritus
professor of geology, faculty and former students dedicated a
room in his name. For Robert Rosenberg, professor of
chemistry, former students organized a symposium. And
Milwaukee~Downer alumnae rededicated Hawthornden, a place
that will always have a special spot in their hearts.
It was a weekend of laughter, visiting old friends, and
making new ones. And, for many, the old memories of
Lawrence were made richer with new memories created at
Reunion Weekend.
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Milwaukee-Downer alumnae gathered together to listen to Marcia Duin Mentkowski,
M-D '61, deliver an inspiring address for the rededication of Hawthornden on Reunion
Weekend. The sculpture, Self-Porcra ic by Kimberly Clark Robinson, '88, which sits on the
lawn in memory of this beloved spot, appears also to be lending an ear.

Edward Doemland, '59, delighted the symposium audience with his scientific demonstrations.

William E Read, emeritus professor of geology, reveals a plaque dedicating a room in
Stephenson Hall in his honor. Faculty, friends, and alumni joined in the dedication
ceremony and reception that took place during Reunion Weekend.
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Alumni club and
chapter news

director of alumni relations, and Michael
Chen, visiting professor of East Asian
Languages and Cultures, speaking on
"Mainland China Before and After the
June 4, 1989, Crackdown"

Aurora, Illinois
April 27-I.M.S.A. College Information
Day; Molly K. Anderson, '90, alumni
admissions representative

Milwaukee
Craig L. Gagnon, '76, regional representative (414/242-5209)
May 1-Reception with Gil Swift, '59,
director of alumni relations, and Edgar F.
Fiedler, Stephen Edward Scarff
Distinguished Professor of Economics,
speaking on "The American Economy:
Projects, Policies, and Problem s"Frederic D. Nordeen, '66, program
coordinator

Bay Area
Philip W Mancini, '71, regional representative (415/344-0706)
April 22- Reception with Gil Swift, '59,
director of alumni relations, Frank
Doeringer, professor of history, Merton
Finkler, professor of economics, and Liu
Chu, visiting professor of law, University
of California at Los Angeles and counsel
to the law firm of Gibson, Dunn, and
Crutcher, speaking on "Doing Business
on PosHiananmen China"-David Eddy,
'81, program coordinator

Boston
Jean Lampert Way, '65, regional representative (612/277-3741)
April 1- Waltham High School college
fair; Mary Custis Hart, '57, and Jerome F.
Hart, '55, alumni admissions
representatives
April 11-Brookline High School college
fai r; Charles L. Newhall, '86, alumni
admissions representative
May 5- Milton Academy college fair;
Charles L. Newhall, '86, alumni
admissions representative
May 6- Phillips Academy col lege fai r;
Charles L. Newhall, '86, alumni
admissions representative
May ?-Phillips Exeter Academy college
fai r; Charles L. Newhall, '86, alumni
admissions coordinator

Minneapolis/St. Paul

Alice Neuswirth, Harmony Weissbach, Helen Terry Albrecht, Lucille Bushardt Peters, and
Irene Bozak, all Milwaukee-Downer class of 1936.

April 16-Kankakee area college night;
George Vander Weyden, '48, alumni
admissions representative
April 18-Barrington High School college
night; George Vander Weyden, '48, alumni
admissions representative

Los Angeles
Desmond K. Newton, '85, reg ional
representative (213/826-0626)
April 21-Reception with Gil Swift, '59,
director of alumni relations, and Frank
Doeringer, professor of history, Merton
Finkler, professor of economics, and Liu
Chu , visiting professor of law, University
of California at Los Angeles and counsel
to the law fi rm of Gibson, Dunn, and
Crutcher, plus two visiting scholars from
the Rand Corporation Graduate School of
Policy Studies, speaking on "Economic
Challenges from the Pacific Rim"Stephen J Edwards, C'85, program
coordinator

Fairfax, Virginia
April 3- Northern Virginia regional college
night; Lyle J Woodyatt, '63, and Marilyn
Wormley Woodyatt, '62, alumni
admissions representatives

Fox Valley
John C Peterson, '73 (414/738-0809), and
Michael P Cisler, C'78 (414/731-1542),
regional representatives

Madison

Central Wisconsin

Hamden, Connecticut

R. Dennis O'Fiyng, '62, regional repre
sentative (715/842-7790)
May 2- Reception with Gil Swift, '59,
director of alumni relations, and Michael
Chen, visiting professor of East Asian
Languages and Cultures, speaking on
"Mainland China Before and After the
June 4, 1989, Crackdown"-Roy M.
Meyer, '70, program coordinator

May ?- Hamden High School college fair;
Joan D. Pfarr, '87, alumni admissions
representative

Lee Bellows Weinberger, '78, program
coordinator (608/233-8107)
April 29- Reception with Gil Swift, '59,

Champaign, Illinois
April 17- Central-Centennial college night;
Bobbye J Bartels, '68, alumni admissions
representative

May 6 & ?-Alumni fund phonathon;
Ronald W Lamberton, '81, development
coordinator

New York
Mary T. Meany, '83, regional representative (203/325-0083)
April 25-Aiumni fund phonathon; William
H. Pearce, Jr. '79, development
coordinator
April 28- Manhattan college fair;
Christopher G. Korbel, '88, alumni
admissions representative
April 29-U.NJS. college fair; Susan
Basnik Herring, '77, alumni admissions
representative
April 29- The Peddie School college fair;
Karin J Sconzert, '87, alumni admissions
representative

St. Louis
Erich P Press, II, '78, regional representative (618/465-8380)

Chicago
Ellen Sander Canter, '85 (312/472-2769);
Harry M. Kraemer, Jr , '77 (708/251-3940);
and Stephen C Prout , '80 (708/475-2443),
regional representatives
Apri l 9-Fox Valley college night; George
Vander Weyden, '48, alumni admissions
representative
Apri l 9 & 10- Reception with Gil Swift,
'59, director of alumni relations, and
Edgar F. Fiedler, Stephen Edward Scarff
Distinguished Professor of Econom ics,
speaking on "The American Economy
Projects, Policies, and Problems"Phoebe J Grant, '77, and Edmond R.
Sutherland, Jr., '58, program coordinators

John D. Gilpin, '72 (612/436-7412), and
Susan Merbach Palm, '80 (612/929-5640),
regional representatives
April 15-Robbinsdale Cooper High
School college fair; Susan Anthony
Mcisaac, '86, alumni admissions
representative
April 16-St. Thomas Academy college
fair; Elizabeth R. Wedel, '84, alumni
admissions representative
April 18-Benilde-St. Margaret's college
fair; Elizabeth R. Wedel, '84, alumni
admissions representative
April 23- Anoka High School college fair;
Ronald M. Sushak, '70, and Ellen
Beaudreau Sushak, '69, alumni
admissions representatives

Washington, D.C./Baltimore
Phyllis Peter-Mallard, '73, regional
representative (703/237-9353)
April 24- Richard Warch, president,
speaking on " Is Li beral Education an
Endangered Species?" - Katy SchwartzStrei, '84, program coordinator

Murna Wickert Weller, '27, and Lauretta Schultz, '33.
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Navy V-12 program
anniversary celebration

HOMECOMING SCHEDULE 1991
"Back to the Future"
Thursday, October 3
7 and 9 p.m.

Movie, Back to the Future; Wriston Art Center auditorium

Friday, October 4
4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
5 - 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

9 - Midnight

Homecoming Cup Competition; Main Hall Green
Blue and White Dinner; Downer Commons
Bonfire and Pep Rally; bottom of Union Hill
Members of the undefeated 1951 football team and their guests will meet at
Martine's Restaurant for dinner and socializing. Please bring photographs and
memorabilia.
Dance with Lawrence's very own "Suburban Dance Squad"; Amphitheatre
(Rainsite: Riverview Lounge)

Saturday, October 5
11 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.
At the game
Post-game
Post-game

Hall Mural Judging
Delta Gamma Alumni Tailgate; Banta Bowl
Kappa Alpha Theta Alumni Tailgate; Banta Bowl
Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumni Tailgate; Banta Bowl
Football vs. Albion College; Banta Bowl
Half-time activities will include an introduction of the 1951 football team members.
5th Quarter Party for alumni, faculty, and students; Viking Room
Fraternity Open Houses
Beta Theta Pi fraternity; Beta House
Delta Tau Delta fraternity; Delt House
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity; Phi Tau House
Phi Delta Theta fraternity; Phi Delt House

6:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.

1951 Football Team Reunion, cocktails and dinner; Paper Valley Hotel
"Doc's Talent of the Times" with Professor Glick; Riverview Lounge
Sorority Open House for Kappa Kappa Gamma actives and alumni
Sig Ep Party; Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house

Sunday, October 6
Noon

Brunch and Founder's Day Celebration for Kappa Kappa Gamma actives and
alumni; Downer Commons

1991 LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

PARENTS WEEKEND
October 25 • 27, 1991

Survivors of the more than 300
sailors who attended Lawrence
College while the Navy V-12 Program
was on campus, July 1, 1943, to
June 30, 1945, are invited to join
navy/marine WWII veterans from 130
other colleges and universities in the
50th anniversary celebration of Navy
V-12 at Norfolk, Virginia, November
3-6, 1993.
Those interested should write:
Capt Robert S. Jones, USN (Ret),
V-12 National Committee, c/o U.S.
Navy Memorial Foundation, Arlington,
VA 22209-8728.

A home in Manhattan
for Lawrence alumni
A core group of Lawrence alumni
have joined New York's Williams Club
as resident affiliate members. Now,
for the first time, the new club's
facilities are being made available to
non-resident affiliate members,
meaning Lawrence alumni who live
and work more than 100 miles away.
If you could use a reasonably
priced New York base for business
trips or weekend visits, call the club
(212/697-5300) or the alumni office
(414/832-6549) for an illustrated
brochure and non-resident affiliate
dues information.

Interested in having a copy
of your class reunion
photograph?
Send a $5 check payable to
Lawrence University, a note
indicating which class year
you would like, and your
name and address to the
Office of Public Affairs,
Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912-0599 .
We'll send you a 5"x7"
black-and-white photo.

AUG. 31

BELOIT, LAKELAND
1 PM
(scrimmage)
Sept. 7
at Macalester
I pm
Sept. 14
at Concordia
1:30 pm
Sept. 21
*at Coe
1:30pm
SEPT. 28 *KNOX
1:30PM
OCT. 5
ALBION (Homecoming)
1:30PM
Oct. 12
*at St. Norbert
1:30 pm
Oct. 19
*at Beloit
1:30 pm
OCT. 26
*LAKE FOREST
2 PM
(Parents Weekend)
Nov. 2
*at Ripon
I pm
Nov. 9
Midwest Conference Championship I pm
at South Division Winner
*Midwest Conference game
BOLD CAPS-home game at the Banta Bowl
Free admission to all Viking home games.

Special events
• Dedication of the new addition
to the Music-Drama Center
• Football vs. Lake Forest
• Address by President Richard Warch
• Entertainment by Capitol Steps,
a political satire cabaret troupe
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Reunion Weekend
sports note
The winner of the 5K Fun Run was
John Chandler, '77, 16.57 Lisa
Hollensteiner, '81, back for her tenth
reunion, set a new women's record,
20.32.
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and shared her talents with the commu nity by baking all day for the Club
Holiday Fair.

Alumni Association
Todd J. Mitchell, '65
Pres ident

1929

J. Gilbert Swift Ill, '59
Director of Al umn i Relat ions

65th Reunion-June 1994

Andrea L. Newman
Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations
Julie C. Belscamper
Lawrence Today "Alumn i Today"
Ed ito r

1930
65th Reunion-June 1995
Winfred A. Herberg, Mayville, Wis.,
recently cruised the Caribbean aboard the
S. S. Norway, the world's largest cruise
ship. We apologize for spelling Winfred's
name wrong in the last issue of Lawrence
Today

Board of D irectors
Susan Merbach Palm, '80
Presiden t-elect

Margaret Luehrs Summers, M-D '43
Secretary

1931

William T. Eggbeer, ' 76
Chair, Communicat ions &
Planni ng

Craig L. Gagnon, '76
C hair, Alumni Admissions

Philip W. Mancini, '71
C hair, Alumn i C lubs &
Association Programs

Susan Merbach Palm, '80
C hair, Nominations & Awards
John C. Peterson, '73

1916

1925

Anne Stroud Galpin , Sunnyvale. Calif.,
is involved in her church and belongs to
several clubs. She would love to hear
more news from the class of '16.

70th Reunion-June 1995

1926

C hair, Alumn i Student Relations

Stephen C. Prout, '80
C hair, Alumni Development
Paul W. A lex, '91
Andrea Stephenson Bletzinger, '40
Ellen Sander Canter, '85
Michael P C isler, C'78
Zoe Ganos, M-D '55
Kathryn Norris Geisler, M-D '38
John D. G ilpin , '72
Mark A . G reen , '90
Richard 0. Haight, '71
Prisc il la Wright Hausmann , C'5 3
Marcia A . Ketchum, '71
Steven E. Landfried, '66
Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt , '88
Joan Tomarkin Lucht , M-D '64
Mary T. Meany, '83
Roy M. Meyer, '70
Desmond K. Newton , '85
R. Denn is O'Flyng, '62
Erich P Press II , '78
Den n is P. Q uinlan , '7 4
Ira G. Rock, '7 4
El izabeth Little Schneider, M-D '40
Raylene D. Sull ivan, '89
Marlene C rupi W iden , M-D '55
Jean Lampert Woy, '65

70th Reunion-June 1996
A. Earle Weatherwax, Burbank, Calif ..
and his wife traveled in Europe for one·
and-one-half years following his
retirement. He worked for Forest Lawn for
more than 35 years after a friend lured
him to California in 1934 with "Come on ,
you can get a job." Upon returning from
Europe, he and his wife bought a trailer,
in which they traveled for two years
before her death.

1920
75th Reunion - June 1995

1921
70th Reunion- June 21-23, 1991

1922
70th Reunion- June 19-21, 1992

1927

1923

65th Reu nion- June 19-21 , 1992

70th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993

1928
1924

65th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Morillae Walker Knaup, Fox Lake, Wis.,
still lives independently in a large house,
and at 83-and -one-half years of age, is
happy to be healthy. She enjoys cooking

70th Reunion-June 1994

Class note deadline
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer
friends and classmates are eager to
hear about your activities. If you
have information for publication in
Lawrence Today, submit it by
December 1 for publication in the
winter issue to Lawrence Today, P.O.
Box 599, Appleton , WI 54912-0599.
Your information may be edited for
clarity or length.

C = Conservatory of Music graduate
M-D = Milwaukee-Downer College
graduate

Classes of 1927, ' 29, '30, '32, '33 , '34, & '37. First row: Catherine McHugh, '37;
Murna Wickert Weller, '27; !rna Rideout, '29. Second row: Betty Coller Laird, '34; Florence
Bertram Roemer, '34; Lauretta Schultz, '33; Bernice Schmiege Muck, '32; Forrest Muck,
'27; Harriett Hibbard Armstrong, '32 . Third row: Charles B. Petersen, '30; Olin Jessup, '30;
Clarence E Elmgren, '30; Herb Rehfeldt, '32.
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65th Reunion- June 1996
Charles E. Barnes, Rockford, Ill. , is a
charter member of the National Council
of Shopping Centers. He chaired the
building of the Rockford YMCA and is
very interested in community development. Margaret Butler BarreH, Saugus,
Calif., stays busy with three bridge clubs,
a PEO group, and water aerobics at the
YWCA. She is active in the hospital guild
auxiliary and the home tour league. She
reports "Life is pretty wonderful these
days now that I'm feeling great again."
Josephine DieckhoH Czeskleba,
Waukesha, Wis., is involved in the
international society of teachers and was
president of the Waukesha Teachers
Association and the Eta Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma. She volunteers for Meals
on Wheels and is an el3ction clerk, a
Waukesha Sesquicentennial staff member.
and a member of Friends of Waukesha
Public Library and Retired Teachers. Paul
Fischl, Manitowoc, Wis., and his wife are
members of "Lakeshore Sports Hall of
Fame" in Manitowoc, where Paul , who
retired from the milk and ice cream
business, now owns a flower shop. They
spend their winters in Florida. Katherine
Aylward Keating, Neenah, Wis., is busy
with volunteer activities, her fami ly, and
traveling. She's been around the world
three times since 1950. Alvin Krohn,
Nekoosa, Wis .. has received four honors:
Who 's Who in the Midwest, Dictionary of
International Biography, Who's Who in
American Education. and Wisconsin Men
of Achievement. He keeps active as a
past-master of Wauzeka Lodge #304, and
as a past patron of the Rainbow Chapter,
#87 Order of the Eastern Star. He also is
a member of Eau Claire, Wisconsin,
Shriners and the Ancient Accepted
Scottish Rite. Marion Wiegler Langlais,
Menasha. Wis.. volunteers at Theda Clark
Hospital in Neenah, Wi s., and at the Red
Cross. She enjoys traveling and has
visited China, Japan, Europe, Russia. and
Egypt. Marguerite Anacker
Prachthauser, Wauwatosa, Wis.. lives at
Hawthorn Terrace. a reti rement village,
and fills her days doing volunteer work,
playing bridge, and reading.

1932
60th Reunion-June 19-21, 1992
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Arthur Smith, 32:
Have voice, will travel
ou can't help but notice it the minute
Subsequent jumps up the broadcasting
you begin talking to Arthur Smith.
ladder had Smith crisscrossing the country
with stopovers in Sioux City, Iowa, HuntThat voice. Strong. Distinct. Aniington, West Virginia, and Denver. It was as
mated. It's a voice that belies his
news director of WHTNTV in Huntington,
octogenarian status, suggesting instead a man
covering Khrushchev's visit to the United
half his 82 years of age. It's a voice that
States, that he witnessed the Soviet
helped him turn a childhood interest in radio
premier's use of a unique gavel at the U.N .
into a colorful broadcasting career that has
spanned six decades and crossed paths with
"I was in the press gallery right above
Khrushchev looking down on him when he
newsmakers and notables, running the gamut
took off his shoe and started to pound it on
from Nikita Khrushchev and Edward R.
the table during a speech he was making;'
Murrow to Lawrence Welk and Robert Redford.
Smith says. "Nehru, the prime minister of
It's been said the best broadcast voices
India at the time, was seated near Khrushcome from the Midwest and Smith's is no
chev. Nehru was a true gentleman in every
exception. Born in Wautoma, Wis., Smith
sense of the word and became visibly upset
moved several times before settling in
with Khrushchev's display. If looks could kill,
Appleton and attending Lawrence. It was his
Personal: Age 82. Widower. Two sons,
Khrushchev would have never left the
involvement in a high school radio club in
Curtis (deceased), Lindsay, 52. Lives in
General
Assembly alive:'
the late 1920's that first piqued Smith's
Denver, Colorado.
While in Huntington, Smith used more
interest in the still-young medium. After
Education: Bachelor's degree in English/
than his voice to pull off a public relations
enrolling at Lawrence, he didn't wait for
drama,
Lawrence,
1932.
coup.
Hoping to generate some community
graduation before embarking on his broadcast
goodwill for his TV station, Smith organized
career. The parents of Lois Kloehn, '31, a
Professional: Radio announcer, WHBY,
a trip to the Soviet Union. Being 1958 with
friend and classmate of Smith's, had set up a
Appleton, Wis., 1931-35; announcer/
the Cold War in full bloom, that was no
part-time remote radio studio, WHBY, in
assistant program manager, KRNT, Des
easy task. "You had to have the right strings
Appleton in 1931 and were looking for
Moines, Iowa, 1935-37; program manager,
to pull;' Smith points out.
announcers and engineers to operate it. Smith
WNAX, Yankton, S. Oak., 1937-42;
Through the help of his "connections;'
eagerly answered the call.
station manager, KVTV, Sioux City,
Smith led 25 area businessmen and profes"I happened to know Lois pretty well, so I
Iowa, 1942-57; news and special events
sionals to the Soviet Union via the World's
knocked on their door and got a job as an
director, WHTN, 1957-60; news director,
Fair in Belgium and on through Scandinavia.
announcer while I was still in college;' Smith
KUSA, Denver, Colo., 1961-64; public
"That was my idea, my baby;' Smith states
recalls. "Those were the days of the Depresrelations director, Denver General Hospiproudly.
sion, and I worked for nothing, no compensatal, 1964-65; public relations director,
An opportunity to establish a news
tion whatsoever, but I was happy to do it
Regional Red Cross, Denver, Colo.,
department
at KUSATV in 1961 took Smith
because I knew I had to learn the basics of
1965-67 ; national energy information
from
West
Virginia
to Denver. When a
the business:'
consultant, Westinghouse, Inc., 1967-88;
casting
call
from
Hollywood
made its way to
Smith obviously learned the basics well. He
host of "HighTime;' syndicated radio talk
KUSA,
Smith
was
in
the
right
place at the
stayed at WHBY three years after receiving
show focusing on interests of people 45
right
time.
He
was
sent
to
Hollywood
to
his degree in 1932 before moving on to radio
years or older, 1977 -89; narrator of state
play
a
bit
role
as
a
TV
newsman
in
a
movie
jobs at Des Moines, Iowa, and Yankton,
tourism tapes, 1989-present.
with Robert Redford.
South Dakota. While Smith was working at
Interests: Traveling, photography,
WNAX in Yankton, Lawrence Welk made
In 1977, Smith won an "audition" of
ballroom dancing, walking, expanding his
an unscheduled stop at the station.
another
sort. He was chosen to host Denver's
CD library, riding his Schwinn Airdyne.
"HighTime;' a syndicated radio program fed
"He came into town from North Dakota
to a 10-station network throughout Colorado.
with a four-piece band. They were hungry, so
they came to the station and asked if they could play a little bit on
In addition to hosting the issues-oriented senior citizens' program for
more than 10 years and interviewing celebrities such as Emmyour radio;' Smith says. "We said 'Sure, go ahead, there's the microwinning actress Betty White, Smith played a major off-air role in
phone' and we found out he was pretty good. That was the end of his
tour. He was ready to go on to more important places and do more
shaping the show's focus and direction, helping the program win
several regional and international broadcast awards.
important things:'
While Smith hasn't been directly involved in the pressure-packed
It also was during his career pitstop in Yankton that Smith told
world of broadcasting since 1989, when "HighTime" died of natural
America about the unveiling of Teddy Roosevelt, the fourth and final
face on Mount Rushmore, and met one of the broadcast industry's
causes (a.k.a. lack of sponsors), he hasn't let that marvelous voice of
legends, Edward R. Murrow.
his get rusty. Today, Smith's dulcet tones are still informing and
entertaining as "the voice" on several state department of tourism
"In 1939, I got a call from CBS in New York saying the head of
tapes. Recorded at a production studio in Denver, the tapes,
Roosevelt on Mount Rushmore would be dedicated and would I
please go out and cover it for them;' reminisces Smith. "I was feeding
describing attractions, historical notes of interest, and natural features,
the dedication ceremony to the whole national network. In July of
are rented at tourist information stations and provide a narration
travelers
can listen to while driving on the state's highways. "That's
1989, someone in the Park Service remembered I had been there in
my present occupation and it's very interesting;' Smith says with a
'39 so they invited me back to be the master of ceremonies for the
verve that shows no signs of slowing down.
50th anniversary celebration, which was very nice.
"Another year I was in Yankton, the Missouri River was flooding
"I've done a complete South Dakota narration that consists of six
and I got a call from Edward R. Murrow, who was in New York at the
tapes. The tourists liked it so well that last year I did another one for
time. He said, 'This Missouri River is a pretty long river, why don't
South Dakota, sort of an update. I've done two for the state of South
Dakota and one for Iowa:'
you cover the upper half and I'll cover the lower half: So we did.
One day he called me to say he would be in Omaha and why don't I
Tourists outside South Dakota and Iowa may soon be treated to
join him. I did and we had a great time together. He was a brilliant
Smith's crisp descriptions as well as he and his long-time friend,
man who never really was given the credit for establishing what today
Howard Shaff, who writes the scripts that Smith narrates, are working
are still the standards of good broadcasting. He was most objective
together on producing tapes for several other states such as
and most honest:'
Oklahoma, Wyoming, and Montana .
-Rick Peterson
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Lawrence Class of 1931. First row: Peg Butler Barrett, Evelyn Taylor Olson, Esther
Schauer Frear, Katherine Aylward Keating. Second row: Marion Weigler Langlais, Helen F.
Andruskevicz, Irene Ungrodt Leverenz, Paul A. Fischl. Third row: Russell L. Danburg,
Andrew ]. Marx, Kenneth E. Sr. Clair, Ken Laird , Neal W. Klausner, Charles E. Barnes,
Alvin Krohn, Carl A. Schiebler.

1933
60th Reunion- June 18·20, 1993
Emery J. Ansorge, Gillett, Wis., is on
the board of trustees at Lawrence, is a
member of the Masons, and is a Bay
Lakes Boy Scouts Century member. He
received a Jaycee's award for outstanding
service and dedication to the citizens of
Gillett. Eleanor Briggs, Fond du Lac,
Wis., recently was on a 16·day African
safari to Kenya and Tanzania. She reports
that "Of all my travels, this was the most
exciting and thrilling!" Louise Tharinger
Murphy, M-D, San Rafael, Calif.,
volunteers at the Humane Society and
helps at The Gathering, a soup kitchen,
where she also is a board member. She
is treasurer of the Whitefish Bay Women's
Club and is the welfare and scholarship·
fellowship benefit chair at Milwaukee's
AAUW college women's club. Louise also
is the editor of a newsletter for the
telephone company's retired people and
is president of the Lake Park lawn
bowling league. She encourages anyone
who wants to be on the Reunion '92
committee to let her know. Genevieve
Lillie Pederson, New Port Richey, Fla.,
reports she enjoys "reading, gardening,
taking bus trips, walking, swimming,
making crafts, and meeting people."
Winifred Lockard Peterson , Omaha,

T 0 DAY

Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1931. First row: Marguerite Anacker Prachthauser, Dorothy
Gensch Hathaway, Harriet B. Hopkinson. Second row: Esther Currie, Blanche Dahinden.

Nebr., is involved in many community
activities: Nebraskans for Peace,
Concerned Parents, Coalition Against
Racism , and Retired Seniors Volunteer
Program. She still finds time to enjoy the
symphony, the ballet, and the theatre.
Hollace Roberts, Green Valley, Ariz., is
chair of a regional AARP committee on
men in crisis, a member of the Kiwan is,
and is a board member for the Green
Valley county fair. Alice Bradford
Rypins, Santa Barbara, is a member of
the board of directors for both the Santa
Barbara public library and the American
Association of University Women and is a
docent at the Museum of Santa Barbara
Historical Society. Gerald Schomisch,
San Diego, and his wife, Anita, are
enjoying retirement by reading, playing
bridge, golfing, and volunteering on behalf
of the homeless. They also take a trip
each year; this year they traveled to
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

1936
60th Reunion-June 1996
Anstice Butler Jurkovich, Aurora,
Minn., has been on the local school
board for 12 years and volunteers with
AARP. Helen Groh Peerenboom,
Menomonee Falls, Wis., is involved in the
Menomonee Falls Historical Society and
is a member of the General Federated
Women's Club. Chester Roberts, Squaw
Valley, Calif., enjoys carving, and presents
his work at seminars and shows.

1937
55th Reunion-June 19·21, 1992

1938
55th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
Janet Bretz Proudfoot, M-D, Stuart,
Fla., and her husband, Oliver, celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary this year
and the miracle birth of their niece's test
tube baby. Janet had cataract and throat
surgeries this year, but she is feeling fine.
She says, "We are content to go to his
golf, my gardening, and our bridge
games." Arnella Klug Turner, M-D,
Okemos, Mich., spent th ree weeks in
Turkey in March. She and her husband ,

1934
60th Reunion- June 1994

1935
60th Reunion-June 1995

Lawrence Class of 1936. First row: Jane Heath Cochrane, Fritzi Wiley Troller, Ella
Heinke Stibitz. Second row: Marion Lemke, Anstice Butler Jurkovich, Violet Rusch
Bradberry, Margaret Rappe Dietrich, Ruth Nelson Wright, Esther Plant Shibley, Elmer A.
Otte. Third row: George Walter, Alois (Lou) F. Cherney, Maynard Monaghan, Willard
Shibley, Carl Mess, Walter Wright.

Ralph, also went on a cruise from
Barbados to Buenos Aires, despite the
wheelchair necessitated by a broken
ankle. She has written a book on the
English view of American literature that
was published this past spring. Kathryn
Norris Geisler, M-D, Manitowoc, Wis., is
busy reading, quilting, playing bridge, and
volunteering in her church. She and her
husband, Carl, enjoy their log home in
Door County during the summers.
Margaret Staky McDonell, M-D, Largo,
Fla. , and her husband, Eugene, enjoy
their villa in a mostly American resident
enclave south of Guadalajara, Mexico.
She reports, ".. . products in the stores
are becoming more recognizable. My one
year of Spanish at Milwaukee·Downer was
not enough . .. ." Mary Lou WaHs
Smith, M-D, Oakview, Calif., is a pink
lady at the Community Memorial Hospital
and is taking an adult education sewing
class. She writes, "I would love to hear
from all of you again:· Hallie Wolff
Dew, M-D, Kalamazoo, Mich. , enjoys
bowling, painting, and sculpturing. She
visited Florida and Minnesota this past
year to see her daughters.

Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1936. First row: Jane Davenport Hall, Elizabeth Olson,
Harmony Weissbach, Lorraine Wolfe Eskew. Second row: Jane Rettke Moe, Louise Muench
Klug, Lucile Bushardt Peters, Irene Bozak, Alice Neuswirth, Helen Terry Albrecht.
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1939
55th Reunion-June 1994
Jane Seaman Gair, M-D, Reseda, Calif.,
enjoys volunteering at a local museum.
Two of her hobbies are doll collecting
and traveling. Dorothy Blust Putz, M-D,
Milwaukee, and her husband, Ed,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
with fam ily and friends this past June.
Margaret Meyer Robertson, M-D, Elm
Grove, Wis., spent several weekends this
past year in Door County at her
condominium in Egg Harbor. Her favorite
spot to vacation, especially in the spring,
is Sante Fe, New Mexico. On a previous
trip there, she visited Inez Milbauer
Taschek in Los Alamos. In April, she
visited her son, Tom, and his family in
Portola Valley, California, and planned to
cruise the Rideau Canal in Canada this
past July. We apologize for reporting in
the past issue of Lawrence Today that
Margaret Morrison-Torrey had died. It was
her husband, Francis, who died on Oct.
15, 1990. June Foster Trapp, M-D, La
Crosse, Wis., and her husband, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary
in September.

1940
55th Reunion-June 1995

1941
55th Reunion-June 1996
Jean Haring Schuyler, Dillard, Ga., and
her husband, George, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary this past year.

1942
50th Reunion-June 19·21. 1992
Ruth Rumsey Abramson, M-D,
Hartsdale, N.Y . visited Italy for two weeks
and spent three weeks in Bordeaux, Paris,
attending Elderhostels. She also traveled
to eastern Turkey for three weeks and
enjoyed a cruise through the Panama
Canal this past Thanksgiving. Kathryn J.
Flynn, M-D, Neenah, Wis., spends her
retirement reading, knitting, and playing
bridge with friends. She enjoys the
freedom from "the early morning jangle
of an alarm clock, deadlines, agendas,
meetings, and the responsibilities of a
career." Henry H. Kimberly, Oshkosh,
Wis., represented Lawrence University at
UW-Oshkosh's inauguration of their new
president, John E. Kerringan, this past
April. Margaret Nimz Laughton, M-D,
Oconomowoc, Wis., is active in the United
Methodist Church and volunteers at a
local nursing home. She is part of a
regular social group that meets for coffee
and sweets and she enjoys the family she
has in town. Shirley BraH Levin,
Pompano Beach, Fla., is a co-chair for
the New Year's Eve gala "Sizzle,"
sponsored by the South County service
center of the American Red Cross. The
Palm Beach chapter and the national Red
Cross will benefit from this major fund·
raiser, both of which have been serving
military fami lies in Operation Desert
Storm. Barbara Locher, M-D, Gulf

Lawrence Class of 1941. First row: Georgia Bettinghaus Gavan, Joe Dassing, Beverly
Humleker Calhoun, Peg Banta Humleker. Second row: George W. Fisk, Marian Cooley
Whitely, Raymond Miller, Art Kaemmer, James Orwig. Third row: John Helms, Martha
Carman Fink, Dorothy Flitcroft Utiger, Margaret Buswell Nelson, Joyce Jouvenat Kunkel.
Fourth row: Slim Krueger, Katherine Young Jones, Phyllis Simonton Myers, Bern ell Johnson
Milhan, Elaine Buesing Houde, Betty Schoonmaker Martin, Dottie Briggs Noonan.

Shores, Ala., retired from Ohio State
University where she was a professor at
the school of allied medical professions
in the college of medicine. She enjoys
playing duplicate bridge, golfing, fishing,
and swimming. Louise Murphy, M-D,
Milwaukee, recently received a pin for 10
years of volunteer work at the Wisconsin
Humane Society; a plaque for 10 years of
work with The Gathering, a meal program
for the hungry; and recognition from the
Telephone Pioneers for 2,100 hours of
volunteer work. June Bender Auger,
M-D, Cincinnati, recently moved from a
house to an apartment. She occasionally
works at the Cancer Family Care Center
and helps at a shower house for the
homeless at her church. Virginia
Schroeder, M-D, Stanford, Conn., spent
the winter in Naples, Fla., at her "little
condo." She still returns to Milwaukee
once or twice a year to visit friends.

Kenya, Daytona Beach, Fla., and Seattle.
Virginia Mae Tweed Beverly,
McKinney, Tex., is lifestyles editor of the
McKinney Courier-Gazette. She enjoys
traveling; she visited Spain with the
Lawrence tour group, and this past
October, traveled on a Nile River cruise,
which was her third trip to Egypt and the
Holy Lands. She also has visited the
U.S.S.R. and Berlin. She belongs to
Halcyon literary club and is an officer on
the local community council board. Keith
and Carol Heth Cramer, Eureka Springs,
Ark. , report that travel has been a big
part of their lives. They have attended
numerous Elderhostel groups overseas
and in the United States. They both enjoy
golfing. Keith also enjoys woodworking
and Carol gardens and plays bridge.
Anne Gower Deming, M-D, Kalamazoo,
Mich., and her husband, Ned, took a
two-week trip to the English gardens and
attended a week of plays in Pitlochry,
Scotland, compliments of some good
friends. They also spent 40 days touring
Eastern European countries this fall
including Poland, Russia, three Baltic
states, Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia.
Edward J. Hodson, Milwaukee, reads
and enjoys auto mechanics. He is
restoring a 1967 Oldsmobile sedan that
he bought "as is." He is happy with his
wife of 39 years and with retirement.

1943
50th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Doris Angermeyer BeaHy, Madison,
Wis., makes puppets, dolls, and quilts.
She is involved in the local First Congre·
gational Church, League of Women
Voters, and peace issues. She enjoys
traveling and in past years, has visited

Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1941. First row: Dorothy Goetzke Loehner, MaryLou
Shafer Bouck, Frances Ruez Buelow, Carol LaBudde Alt. Second row: Audrey Beyer Jones,
Elizabeth Birkenheier VanDale, Ann Hubbuch Morrison, Jean Grossman Thomas. Third
row: Betty Bulger Bell, Lucille Samuelsen Shaw, Mary Baker Lambert, Jean Lovett Ehrenhaft, RoJene Milbauer LaBarbera. Fourth row: Edythe Pearsall Palmer, Janet North Pree.
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Jane Mitchell Jensen, M-D, Ann
Arbor, Mich., reports, "For the past eight
years, Gale and I have been sharing
management of our natural food store, a
seven-day-a-week job:' They enjoy summer
vacations to Canada when they can get
away. Jane K. Mees, M-D, Haiti,
volunteers for the Episcopal church, as a
secretary at their theological seminary.
John P. Myers, Catskill, N.Y. is involved
in lighthouse preservation and waterfront
planning, small boat building, and sailing.
He keeps active in the community by
volunteering as a trustee for a church
and a hospital. Lloyd Sampson, Las
Animas, Colo., enjoys golfing, traveling,
playing tennis, and shooting photographs.
He is an elder in the local Presbyterian
church and is a past-president of the
Otero County Theological Society.
Margaret Luehrs Summers, M-D, New
Berlin, Ill., accepted a gubernatorial
appointment as a delegate to the Illinois
White House Conference on Aging in
October. She and her husband, Robert,
enjoyed a three-week trip to the Southwest this past February, stopping in
Dallas to see their new grandson. Grace
Kamerling Zabel, Boulder, Colo., and
her husband, Carroll, enjoy concerts,
lectures, and plays at Colorado University
and Chautaugua. She reads, skis, and
hikes at least 10 miles a week around
Boulder. She and Carroll also enjoy family
get ·togethers at their cabin north of
Gunnison, Colorado, in Spring Creek
Canyon.

1944
50th Reunion-June 1994
Marjorie Olsen Chandler, Fairfax, Va. ,
enjoys reading and recommends Shirlee
Emmons Baldwin's Tristanissimo. Helen
Schreiber Allen, Fish Creek, Wis., and
her husband, Earle, traveled to Alaska last
summer and visited some national parks
that were "awesome." She has led
historic tours of Fish Creek the past two
summers, which she's really enjoyed.
Lois Whelan Grady, Amherst, Mass.,
earned the master of fine arts degree in
art and ceramics in 1971. She did the
photography for and helped produce a
book, Trees of Amherst, in 1975 and
earned the doctoral degree in psychology
and psychotherapy in 1989. Dayton
Grafman, Phoenix, is the board of
director's chair for the Phoenix Symphony
Orchestra. He foresees "countless
opportunities for the arts if all the
performing arts organizations work
together to benefit the community:· Frank
Haack Jr., Elm Grove, Wis., is a fu ll-time
chair of Frank Haack and Assoc., Inc., of
which his son, Bill, is president. He and
his wife, Carol, enjoy traveling and have
visited Hawaii, Greece, and Turkey. Ruth
Schulze Humleker, Minneapolis, joined
the Peace Corps in Yemen, until she was
evacuated because of the Iraq-Kuwait
conflict. She expected to be reassigned to
Paraguay this past May. Robert Loftus,
Flat Rock, N.C., and his wife, Marjorie
Miller, '45, moved to North Carolina this
past spring. Robert retired in 1989 from a
career in cataract and implant surgery, for
which he had gained a national and
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international reputation. His biography
appeared in Whos Who and he currently
serves on the American board of ~e
surgery. He still teaches and lectures
occasionally. He and his wife enjoy
spending time with family, traveling,
finding antiques, listening to music, and,
currently, home designing and building.
Marguerite Brown Tibbetts, C, Eau
Claire, Wis., and her husband, Robert,
spend six months of each year at their
cottage on the Chippewa Flowage near
Hayward, Wis. She enjoys quilting and
studying genealogy in her spare time.

1945
55th Reunion-June 1995
Lois Normington Haugner, Appleton,
and her husband, John, '48, enjoy living
near their alma mater, where they take
advantage of enrichment classes. They
have attended Elderhostels and spent time
in Georgia and the San Juan Islands off
Seattle. Frank and Joyce Daniels
Hendrix, Wilmette, Ill., have been
traveling a lot since Frank's retirement
from Sears. Th~'ve been to Australia and
New Zealand and have visited their
children in San Francisco and Philadelphia. Jeanne Tyler Larson,
Anderson, Ind., and her husband, Bob, a
photographer, participated in Midwest art
fairs during the summer of 1989. Th~
saw many alumni during their travels to
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, and
Door County. In 1990, th~ visited Chile
for five weeks, until Bob became ill. All is
well now, but th~ regretfully missed
Reunion '91 because of a conflicting
reunion. Marjorie Miller Loftus, Flat
Rock, N.C., and her husband, Bob, '44,
moved to the mountains of western North
Carolina from Atlanta, Ga., where th~ are
building a home. Bob is a semi-retired
teacher and lecturer of opthalmology.
Patricia Wenner Straus, Arlington, Va.,
made it to China this past year. She is
involved in art shows and has had some
success in selling her works. William G.
Tannhaeuser, Milwaukee, is the president
of Tannhaeuser Investment Co. and his
wife, Patricia Yates, M-D '46, is the
secretary of her class. Barbara Simonds
valentine, M-D, Green Bay, Wis., reports

1991 Gertrude P. }upp Outstanding Service Award
Harold }. Luedeman, '46,
Milwaukee, vice president of
Robert W. Baird Co., has served
Lawrence as an alumni admissions
representative and as a class
secretary. He also has shared his
financial expertise as a class agent,
as chair of the major gifts committee of the Lawrence Leadership
campaign, as a leader in the
college's fund-raising efforts in
Milwaukee, and as national chairman of the Lawrence Annual
Fund.

Elaine Johnson Luedeman, '4 7,
Milwaukee, part-time secretary at
Bate Advertising, has served
Lawrence as a class secretary for
most of two decades, as an
admissions coordinator, as a fundraising volunteer, and as a member
of the Alumni Board of Directors.

that she and her husband are condo·
minium dwellers and enjoy the easier lifestyle. Barbara sculpts in ceramics and
papier-mache and enjoys showing and
selling her work.

Kankakee, Ill., volunteers at her church, is
a United Methodist woman local and
district officer, works with the Arthritis
Foundation, plays piano for a local
nursing home, and is chair of Indian and
Veteran Affairs for the Federated Women's
Club. She also has enjoyed traveling with
Elderhostels and visiting her four
daughters. Myrna Steffen Eisentraut,
C, Sheboygan Falls, Wis., had her name
added to the musical wall of fame at the
Fountain Park band shell in Sheboygan,
Wis., for her contribution to the city's
music. She directs the choir at Fountain
Park United Methodist Church and enjoys

1946
50th Reunion-June 1996
Marge Black Carroll, Mendota, Ill., has
been active in city politics and was the
corporate secretary of Black Bros. for 30
years, before retiring. She also is a
children's librarian. Betty Jay Davis,

traveling. Nancy Bushnell Foster,
Cincinnati, and her husband, Frank,
traveled to Alaska last August, where they
traveled by helicopter to and walked on
the Mendenhall Glacier. They have
traveled throughout the United States in
their fifth wheel. Nancy Breithaupt
L8mkuhl, C, Venice, Fla., and her
husband, Marvin, are both retired and
enjoy golf, bridge, and gardening. RuthMarie Dewald Lucht, Milwaukee, was in
the export field for the past 10·12 years,
as a bilingual secretary, speaking both
Spanish and English. She also had a
small business out of her home,
translating Spanish, French, and German
into English for a variety of businesses.
She and her husband, Paul, have traveled
throughout Europe, the United States, and
western Canada. Ruth-Marie belongs to
the Milwaukee Choristers, a community
chorus, and enjoys horseback riding in
her spare time. Joanne Nicholas
Stokes, Jackson, Wyo., and her husband
took a four-week trip with People to
People Tennis to Cairns, Sydney, Conerra,
Perth, Singapore, Brunei, and Hong Kong.
They played tennis in each city. They also
enjoy skiing as well as local civic affairs.

1947
50th Reunion-June 1997
Mary Groves Hansen, M-D, Wauwatosa, Wis., teaches English as a second
language and enjoys gardening and
playing golf. She also quilts and rosemales in her spare time. She and her
husband, John, spend winters in Florida.
Patricia Vogel Krautwater, M-D,
Springfield, Ohio, and her husband, Rusty,
drove 5,000 miles to Arizona and
California for a week's visit. Harriet
Adashek Shefrin, M-D, Whitefish Bay,
Wis., is a reading resource teacher in one
of two pilot IGE whole language
programs in Milwaukee public schools.
Beryl Webb Spencer, M-D, Dover,
Mass., and her husband, traveled to
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Colorado,
Montana, and Wyoming. They also
celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary
at Lake Tahoe.

Milwaukee Downer Classes of 1945, '46, & '47. First row: Beverly Cleverdon
Chamberlain, '47; Betty Robertson Pietsch, '47; Connie Nickoloff Hedtke, '46; Patricia
Yates Tannhaeuser, '46; Doris Ann Stilwell, '46; Estelle Hausmann Cohen, '47; Sally Lange
Glasener, '47; Phyllis Weikart Greene, '47. Second row: Louise Wesle Wuesthoff, '47; Sally
Gruetzmacher Holl, '47; Joyce Koellner Brassington, '47; Audrey Metz Shank, '46; Gertrude
Johnson McEwen, '46; Joanne Hamburg Roska, '47; Nancy Schmitt Klug, '47. Third row:
Doris Larsen Lange, '46; Suzanne Pasteur Sweet, '45; Lura Webert Wilcox, '46; Sammie
Rabenowich Rotter, '46; Sue Son Esser, '46; Janet Wilson Clute, '47; Joan Downey, '47;
Pam Vojack Hahn, '47. Fourth row: Jeanne Albrecht Young, '46; Shirley Williams Schreiber,
'46; Mary Jean Taylor Kent, '45; Roylee Ross Pflughoeft, '45; Patricia Schaper Smith, '47;
Helen Williams Sroka, '45; Charlotte Risch Copps, '45; Olive Anderson Luebke, '45; Hope Martin
Moreland, '47; Pat Mack Lawrenz, '45. Fifth row: Mary Stebbins Elbert, '45; Barbara Simonds
Valentine, '45; Marilyn Jelliffe Rothschild, '45; Marian Rasmussen Meyer, '45.

Lawrence Classes of 1945, '46, & '47. First row: Shirley Fox Schmid, '45; Dolores
Horrig Laake, '45; Marian Hicken Cuff, '45; Pamelia Anderson Henriksen, '45; Marty
Ritter Lindsay, '47; Midge Lott Abrams, '47; Lois Hartmann Palmer, '47; Elaine Johnson
Luedeman, '47. Second row: Joyce Daniels Hendrix, '45; Lois Wilson Filbey, '45; Betty
Thompson Messenger, '47; Gladys Osborne Hall, '47; Pat Wheeler Galloway, '46; Roseann
Peterson Swenson, '46; Phyllis Blair Wallis, '47; Harold ]. Luedeman, '46. Third row: Frank
W. Hendrix, '45; Marcia Hurt Bennett, '47; Marian Thwaits Ribar, '46; Ruth-Marie Dewald
Lucht, '46; John G. Lynch, '47; Dick Galloway, '46; Wibert C. Luedtke, '45; Elmer L.
Larson, '47; Lambert W. Peterson, '47. Fourth row: Gervase Blick, '45; Evelyn Erickson
Wilke, '45; Dawn Wilmer Larson, '47; Richard Arens, '47; Marilyn Kallen Peterson, '47;
William Chapman, '46; Ward Swenson, '46.
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1948
45th Reunion-June 1994

1949
45th Reunion-June 1994

1950
45th Reunion- June 1995

1951
45th Reunion-June 1997
Barbara Johnson Chamberlain, M-D,
Northbrook, Ill., enjoys her family and
keeps busy with her book club, swimming, and playing bridge. She volunteers
in a resale shop several hours a week
and spends summers at her cottage in
Door County. George M. Chandler,
Fairfax, Va., and his wife, Marjorie Olsen,
'44, enjoy traveling, and explore other
countries by walking the mountains, hills,
and countrysides. Leonard P. Colvin,
Breckenridge, Colo. , does consulting work,
since retiring from geological engineering.
He spends his free time mountain
climbing, hiking, and skiing in the area
surrounding his chalet. He also enjoys
dry fly fishing in Montana. Virginia
Wahl Ernest, M-D, Neenah, Wis., and
her husband, Bob, enjoy traveling; they
recently visited Hawaii and Seattle, and
took a cruise on the Baltic Sea. Fred
Kafura, Gresham, Wis., works with
tamper-proof and tamper-evident packaging as a researc h and development
projects manager for Selig Sealing
Products. Susanne Carroll Heinritz,
M-D, Wausau, Wis., works part-time in
menial health occupational therapy. She
took her first Elderhostel trip a year ago
in July. She spent two weeks in Hawaii
with her husband's family this past year
and was in Scottsdale, Arizona, with them
this year. Evangeline Korkos Karioris,
M-D, Wauwatosa, Wis., celebrated her
25th year of teaching basic skills at
Milwaukee Area Technical College-a job
she began as a temporary five-month
stint. She plans to retire in '92, and is
looking forward to more free time.

Sal Cianciola, '55, president
of Wisconsin Tissue Mills in
Menasha, Wisconsin, recently
graced the cover the Marketplace magazine as the 1991
Sales and Marketing Salesman
of the Year. Cianciola was
selected by a committee of his
peers who recognized his
career-long commitment to the
sales and marketing professions
and his 20-year ascent from
salesman to the presidency of
the firm. Denying any extraordinary formula for his success, Cianciola advises young people wanting
to follow his example, "There's no magic. The magic is within you:' He
goes one step further with some down-to-earth pointers: Get up in the
morning. Believe in the product you're selling. Build meaningful relationships with customers. Be honest and responsive. To new employeers at
Wisconsin Tissue, he counsels, "If you wrap it all up, it should be fun.
If you're not having fun, look for something else to do, not only for us,
but for you, because you're the most important person in your life." It's
obviously a philosophy that serves him well. After all , he admits, "I'm
still having fun."
William W. Robertson, Valparaiso, Fla.,
spends summers in Wisconsin and
winters in Florida hunting, fishing, biking,
swimming, and beach walking. He also
frequents the golf courses and enjoys
traveling. John and Mary Alice Wilber
Buss, Freesoil, Mich., have retired, but
formed their own company, American
Made Products Corp., where they assume
the roles of president, secretary, and
treasurer. They spend winters in Florida.

Challinor, Scottsdale, Ariz., owns and
operates Swansea Minerals, Inc. He
established South Dakota's first uranium
mining company in 1951 and since then
has developed new state-of-the-art
semiconductor devices. Swansea Minerals,
Inc., is the only source of a successful
anti-corrosive paint pigment that is
environmentally friendly. Cynthia Furber
Cooley, Pittsburgh, completed her 32nd
one-person art show called Recent
Paintings-Pittsburgh, Europe, which was
based on the summer she spent as an
artist-in-residence with the American
Waterways Wind Orchestra in Europe.
Priscilla Purinton Davidson-Schiave,
River Forest, Ill., teaches English at
Roosevelt University in Chicago and
recently ceased her administrative duties
as director of the writing program after 16
years of service. But she plans to return
to full-time teaching instead of retiring.
She still takes art lessons and art history
courses at the Art Institute of Chicago.
Priscilla Wright Hausmann, C, West

1952
40th Reunion-June 19-21, 1992

1953
40th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Diane Manny Bass, C, Orlando, Fla.,
was Lawrence's delegate at the
inauguration of Rollins College's new
president Rita Bornstein. John E.

Bend, Wis., teaches piano lessons and is
the choir director and organist in her
church. She currently is experiencing
music in another dimension by
composing it from an electronic keyboard
onto the computer. She and her husband,
Bill, enjoy their lake home in Mercer,
Wis., when they can get there. Lawrence
H. Larsen, Kansas City, Mo., is a
professor of history at the University of
Missouri. His latest book, The Urban
South: A History, was published by the
University Press of Kentucky. Kathy
Laing Poremba, Deerfield, Ill., manages
loan processing for college loans. When
not working, she plays bridge, bowls, and
enjoys family get-togethers. Carol
Hovland Schoen, M-D, St. Paul, Minn.,
is a school therapist four days a week.
She and her husband, Dick, recently
returned from a three-week vacation in
Korea and Japan with their son, Marty,
where they visited the rest of the family,
sons Rick and Kris. Jane Klade Taylor,
M-D, Portland, Maine, reports that "life
remains full." She has reactivated her
business because she missed her trade
associations and designing. She and her
husband, Ray, purchased property in the
foothills of the Catalina Mountains near
Tucson, Ariz., and since then Jane has
been busy designing the house with an
architect. Jane and Ray traveled to the
Isle of Mull, Scotland, this past
September and then went to London for
a week of sightseeing and theatre. She is
on the executive board of her condo
association and is the chair of the
building and grounds committee. She
also is a member of the education
committee for Portland 's Museum of Art.

1954
40th Reunion-June 1994
Olive Johnson Miller, Surrey, British
Columbia, Canada, recently completed a
16-month project funded by Health and
Welfare Canada and sponsored by the
Women's Inter-Church Council of Canada.
She gathered the stories of older farm
women in the prairie province of
Saskatchewan to include in a handbook
and documentary drama filmed for
videos. Copies are being sold all over

Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1951. First row: Nancy Twelmeyer Kempf, Gertrude Knauss
Paradis, Jessie Farquhar Davies, Joy Britton Egan, Virginia A. Palmer. Second row: Carol
Franzel Ebert, Joanne Shaunessy Ashdown, Clarice Musser Schuster, Mary Jane Kroll. Third
row: Mary Fortney, Susanne Carroll Heinritz, Peg Peil, Sue Pepper Joys, Pat Lynn Hoggatt.
Fourth row: Beverly Bartel Silldorff, Marilyn Sievers Bailey, Barbara Johnson Chamberlain,
Barbara Winnemore Huffman, Doris Messerschmidt Carmichael. Fifth row: Mary VanGorden,
Virginia Wahl Ernest, Helen Cramer Francis, Beverly Olsen Shumacher. Sixth row: Joan
Bazile, Gloria Groleski Tolaro, Marion Metcalf Hoffman, Beryl Manly Doyle, Joanne Lougee
Stanton.

Lawrence Class of 1951. First row: Corinne Rinkob Rasmussen, Jeannine Krantz
Rebentisch-Koessel, William Sievert, Audrey Lund Sievert, Bob Vie!, Mary Schoettler
Petersen, Ann Chambers Schneck, George Chandler. Second row: Claranne Frank Nielsen,
Betsy Hamilton LaNoue, Carol Ebert Rumpf, Lois Larson, Chris Lipps Woodruff, Nan
Lowry Duthie, Carolyn Ingham Stern , Althea Hunting Kortenhof, Hester Wolfe White,
Arden Polzin Kuehmsted. Third row: Robert Strand, LaVerne McKay Christoph, Tom
Christoph, Stan Doenecke, Bob Thompson, Owen Kuehmsted, Kenneth Lutz.
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Canada in an effort to build support
groups among older farm women.

bridge; she's in dark wigs and flowered
dresses. Frank Cole, C, Barrington, Ill.,
currently is the principal of a kindergarten
through sixth grade school. Franklin
Else, C, Lake Mills, Wis. , has been
retired for 16 years. He and and his wife,
Shirley, have traveled to Egypt, the Cairo
pyramids, the Aswan Dam, and have
taken a cruise on the Nile. During
Thanksgiving '90, they went on a theatre
tour in New York City, where they saw the
Statue of Liberty and other attractions.
Cynthia Clark Henderson, Des Moines,
Iowa, is the director of volunteers and
public programs at the State Historical
Society of Iowa. She worked with the
Secret Service and White House staff in
preparation for the President's visit to the
building this past October. Cynthia was
the offical "greeter" for the President,
which she says was "great fun and a
pleasure." She and her husband, Stacey,
have a lake home north of Grand Rapids,
Iowa, to which they are making an
addition. Sally Snook Krause, Delavan,
Wis. , owns a store that sells flags, kites,
windsocks, banners, balloons, and
flagpoles, and she also does payroll and
tax work for some other companies. She
is involved with local AODA programs,
especially the student assistance program

1956
35th Reunion-June 19-21, 1992

1955
40th Reunion-June 1995
Lisa Freund Avedon, M-D, Ontario,
Canada, received the Norma V. Bowen
Humanitarian Award in November of '90
for her many years of significant contributions to women's issues. She cofounded the Women Inventors' Guide on
Entrepreneurship and Innovation for
Information Providers and a video called
What If? Women Inventors and Entrepreneurs. Joanne Fude Cook, M-D,
Beaumont, Tex., is the media librarian for
the Texas highway department. Joanne
finished the Sensory Integration and
Praxis Tests certification process in Los
Angeles. In her spare time, she provides
occupational therapy services for three
rural districts and the Beaumont Deaf
Students Cooperative. Recently, she joined
the Southeast Texas Treadlers, a local
weaver's guild. Ann Becker Crockett,
M-D, Scarborough, Maine, was promoted
to supervisor of services for persons with
prolonged and severe mental illness. She
works with clients, supervises nine
therapists, and overseas services in the
northern half of the county, which include
psychiatric, psychotherapeutic, outreach
counseling, and intensive care management. Joyce Wagner Fredge, Prince
Frederick, Md., a sixth and seventh grade
science teacher, was voted teacher of the
year in May '90 by the teachers at her
school. Last fall, she rode with a group
of environmentalists for three hours in the
rain to Hawk Mountain in Pennsylvania to
watch the migration of the raptors. Betty
Key Hurd, M-D, Fincastle, Va., and her
husband are enjoying southwest Virginia
and are discovering some "premier
canoeing rivers." She likes her job as a
book processor at Hollins, a small
women's college. They have been
improving their home by adding on a
greenroom and a spa. "So you can bet
where I spend my spare time;· she
writes. Ruth Legler Qualich, M-D,
Bradenton, Fla., recently started a two·
year term as president of AAUW
Bradenton Branch. Their projects inelude
mentoring for teen girls, a teen pregnancy
prevention task force, RIF reading
projects, and fund-raising for scholarships.
She also is co-teaching a Christian caregiving group at her church. Marlene
Crupi Widen, M-D, Milwaukee, has
been doing volunteer work with
adolescents and fam ilies. She did a
television spot commercial as well as a
one-hour talk show. Along with her
husband, she swims, plays tennis,
volleyball, and softball. Gloria Niehous
Wiener, M-D, Glendale, Wis., coordinated
the 42nd annual fall reading conference
in October '90 at Cardinal Stritch College
and she assisted with the development of
the Milwaukeee Public Schools' Guide to
Reading Instruction, which was published
and presented to MPS teachers th is past
September.

1957
35th Reunion-June 19·21, 1992
Anita Stroetz Boneburg, Lakewood,
Ohio, returned to substitute teaching in
1989. She serves on a number of
advisory boards, is the Episcopal church
women's chair, and is involved with
community meal programs. She enjoys
music, theatre, and travel. Recently, she
went on a cruise to Alaska, and also has
visited New Orleans, New York City, New
Jersey, and California. Carolyn Johnson
Cappetta, Concord, Maine, started
running and has successfully competed
in more than 13 marathons. She and her
husband, Chuck, '56, recently moved into
a condominium. Roberta King
Chadwick, Overland Park, Kans. , is an
insurance claims consultant. Her new job
gives her more freedom and time for
golf. Roberta recently participated as an
extra for the Paul Newman and Joanne
Woodward movie, Mr. and Mrs. Bridge.
She says if her part didn't get cut, look
for her at the cocktail party and playing

SPORTS GEAR

Shorts
(seal)
50% cotton, 50% polyester, Athletic
Shorts; navy, white, pink, light blue, or
red. $10.50

To order:

Polo shirt
(block letters)
50% cotton, 50% polyester, Print-ons;
white, navy, or light blue. $15

Hooded windbreaker
(pictured)
100% nylon, Sportsmaster; royal blue,
white, navy, kelly green, or red. $21

Bike shorts
(block letters)
78% nylon, 22% lycra spandex,
Champion; black with white panel.
$18.99

Running tights
(block letters)
78% nylon , 22% lycra Spandex, Cham pion; silver with white panel. $24.99

• Print or type a note, including the
following shipping information: name,
street address, city, state, zip, day phone
number; item name, quantity, size, and
color for each item ordered.
• Compute the total of your order,
including shipping and handling charges.
Continental U.S.
If order totals:
Add:
$0-$25
$3.75
$25.01-$50
$4.75
$50.01-$75.00
$5.75
$75.01-$100.00
$6.75
$100+
$7.75
For AK, HI, and PR, add $8. All items
delivered in Wisconsin must include 5%
sales tax. Outside the United States,
shipping and handling charges will be
dependent upon the final destination.
Upon the receipt of your order, we will
advise you of the cost and expect full
payment before processing the order.
• Mail order, with a check payable to
Lawrence University, or with Master
Card, VISA, or American Express
number, expiration date, and your
signature, to: J. Gilbert Swift, director of
alumni relations, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912.
Children's clothing is available from
Conkey's Bookstore, (414) 739-1223.
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in the school system. She also partici·
pates in the chamber of commerce and
downtown promotions. Roger Lalk, C,
Oshkosh, Wis., retired recently from
teaching middle school band in the
Oshkosh public school system. Janet
Dorchester Nicholson, Sturgeon Bay,
Wis., and her husband, Ashley, moved
into a "beautiful but neglected home;·
which they have been working on while
stepping around various workmen.
Adriana Van Uxem Noonan, Van Nuys,
Calif., is more active in politics now that
her children are "out of the nest." She is
the vice president of the Van Nuys
Homeowners Association and continues
to strive for "government by the people."
Graham and Phyllis Greiner Olson,
Elkhorn, Wis. Graham is a pilot with
Trans World Airlines and is pondering
retirement "with mixed feelings." Phyllis
still is running their 300-acre dairy farm.
Cary Mayer Pratt, Kildeer, Ill., is a
special education teacher's aide. Her
husband, George, '59, is a district
manager for Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co.
They are looking forward to retirement"EEE-Gads! New Mexico, here we come."
June Bender Ruger, M-D, Cincinnati,
has volunteered her home as a shower
house for the homeless and is very active
in the local Episcopal church. She
attended an Elderhostel in Indiana and
"loved it." Mary Matenaer Starr, C,
West Bend, Wis. , teaches middle school
choral and general music and enjoys
spending time with her two grand·
daughters. She spends summers at her
house on Wilson Lake in Waupaca
County and travels to Bradenton, Fla., to
visit her older daughter and "help
maintain my sanity:· Robert L. VanDale,
New Wilmington, Pa., is a professor of
religion at Westminster College. He also
is on the board of directors for the
National Council on Religion and Public
Education and on the Pennsylvania
Council of Churchs general board. This
summer, Robert and his wife, Carla,
traveled to Northern Ireland at the
invitation of the Presbyterian church of
Ireland. Susan Ewald Whittaker,
Northfield, Ill., and her husband, Peter,
attended their daughter's wedding this
summer, but insisted if time allowed they
planned to play a lot of golf, too. Susan
is a full-time homemaker. Anne Pusey
Willmarth, Kailua, Hawaii, and her
husband, John, are moving into another
house in nearby Kaneohe. She is working
with artists in the schools' program for
the alliance for drama education. Through
this proposal, artists spend a week's
residency at various schools teaching
basic performing skills. She recently
performed in a play, Lend Me A Tenor.
which opened in May.

1958
35th Reunion-June 19·21 , 1992
Shirley Carter Delorme, Green Bay,
Wis., teaches English at De Pere High
School. She reports that the biggest thrill
of '90 was riding a horse to the top of
the Continental Divide last summer with
her old roommate, Carol Davy McConnell.
Charles F. Fisher, Washington, D.C.,
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Don Vorpahl, '55:
Creating a natural harmony

I

Influenced as a child by his parents' love of
t may seem a bit off-key to some, but
gardening, Vorpahl also followed the lead of
organist-choirmaster turned landscapea "wonderfully instinctive landscape
environmental planner Don Vorpahl, '55,
gardener,"
Lawrence emeritus professor of
has found correlations between music
music
Fred
Schroeder.
and the environment.
When
Vorpahl
and his wife, Lynn, bought
"The strong sense of color, texture, rhythm
Schroeder's
house
in Appleton nearly 30
and harmony, and the interplay of lines and
years
ago,
they
discovered
beautiful landvoices are common to both disciplines;'
scaping, the result of Schroeder's horticulVorpahl explains.
tural hobby. "It piqued my curiosity and had
Vorpahl went from "Bach and Buxtehude to
a great impact on my career;' says Vorpahl.
bur oaks and blazing stars" in 1976 when he
So much, in fact, that he and his family
established Vorpahl Associates, an environlater moved to a small farm near Hilbert
mental design and consulting company. And
where Vorpahl had more room to experiment
for the past 15 years, he has been helping his
with the plants he now uses in his business.
clients get in harmony with the world around
"When friends saw what I was doing, they
them.
Shunning the lawn care industry's notion
asked for a hand and it soon evolved into a
full-time career," he remembers.
that it is important to have common greenness, Vorpahl eschews such things as fertilizers
Word-of-mouth has kept Vorpahl busy ever
Personal: Age 57. Lives in Hilbert,
since. He does not advertise. The sole
and insecticides because they create "static
Wisconsin. Married to Lenore (Lynn)
designer in his enterprise for both residential
and sterile environments." Rather, he teaches
Lundberg. Two daughters, Kristin, 27
and commercial clients, Vorpahl goes
his clients to enrich their property and their
(1.:86), Amy, 23 (1..:90), and one son,
anywhere he's needed. Among his recent
lives with botanically diverse communities of
David, 25 (1..:88).
projects was the construction of a privatelynative trees, shrubs and long-lived perennials
of both prairie and woodland origin. Working
owned six-acre prairie in central Wisconsin,
Education: Bachelor of music degree,
almost exclusively with communities of native
where he developed an oak savannah and
Lawrence Conservatory of Music, 1955.
plants and the unique characteristics of the
wetlands to recreate the original ecosystem.
Professional: Organist/choirmaster, St.
Vorpahl also has reintroduced native plants
original landscape, he uses the indigenous
Stephen Lutheran Church, Wausau,
to the man-made world of the city. In one of
environment as the framework to create
1955-61; publicity assistant in musicthe oldest areas of Milwaukee, on South
natural settings for his clients.
drama, Lawrence University, 1961-64;
Second Street, he planted native prairie
"I like to give people the feeling they have
elected secretary of the Northeastern
plants and woodland plants in a 15-foot-wide
settled into an undisturbed, natural world;'
Wisconsin Chapter of the American
sideyard, bringing bright, new colors and
says Vorpahl, who believes natural landscap ing
Guild of Organists, 1963 ; organist/
textures to a once dingy and degraded site.
is one way we all can help protect our ailing
choirmaster, First Presbyterian Church,
environment. "Each of us lives in a microAnother project in southside Milwaukee
Neenah, 1964-88; coordinator of public
cosm;' he explains. "If all of us protected the
had him selecting plants dating to the last
events, Lawrence University, 1965-69;
century to recreate a landscape typical of
values of our own properties, it would have a
head of information services, Lawrence
that historical period. On this job in
massive impact."
University, 1969-72; service director,
particular, Vorpahl's interest in the past was a
Although the majority of Vorpahl's clients
George Banta Corp., 1972-76; landscapebig help. He credits his liberal arts education
have environmental concerns in mind, he says
environmental planner, Donald L.
for encouraging the love of hi tory that now
they still need to be educated. "They've
Vorpahl Associates, 1976-present.
influences his design philosophy.
listened to industry standards for too long;'
Interests: Backpacking, skiing, canoeing,
states Vorpahl matter-of-factly. "They want
Over the years, Vorpahl has gathered
trout fishing, music and the arts, travel.
control but don't understand that a natural
enough knowledge of soils and plants from
seminars, readings, workshops, and his own
landscape is easier and less expensive to
maintain because you don't have to wage a
practical experience, that he now stands on
the other side of the lectern . He has taught at Bjorklunden and has
constant battle against nature:'
designed and worked in the gardens there. He also has lectured at
Natural landscaping also increases the value of a home by
Milwaukee's Boerner Botanic Gardens, the UW-Arboretum in
improving its environment, he contends. "A natural landscape is not
Madison, the Chicago Botanic Gardens, and at environmental centers
a landscape of neglect;' he says. "It requires planning and maintethroughout the Midwest. Through both his work and his lectures,
nance. But there are rich rewards. It can reduce household energy
Vorpahl encourages people to return landscapes to healthy,
consumption through strategic north and southside planting, attract
wildlife, ensure a secluded and noise-free yard, or simply beautify one's
biologically stable environments.
private world.
A native of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, he is inspired by the state's
Some clients have a fascination with exotic plants, but Vorpahl
rich tradition of environmental concern. The likes of Aldo Leopold,
usually tells his clients not to use them if they don't have to. He lets
John Muir, and the "Frank Lloyd Wright" of the native plant
them know that, though beautiful or useful in particular instances,
community, transplanted Danish designer ]ens Jensen, have passed on
exotics can be detrimental to the environment. He cites what
the legacy of native plant beauty. Don Vorpahl is working to keep
that legacy strong.
happened when the Asian vine kudzu was introduced in Mississippi
in the 1930's to prevent soil erosion. It ended up choking forests
One day, Vorpahl would like to see the prairies that originally
throughout the entire south, taking away room from native plants.
stretched from Indiana west to the Rockies and from Alberta Province
Another example he uses is the Nebraska switchgrass that was introin Canada into the top of Texas restored in tens-of-thousands of acres.
duced in Wisconsin to provide duck nesting habitats, but became so
But, for now, he is concentrating on smaller parts of the whole.
dense that the ducklings often got lost in it. Vorpahl encourages
Always mindful of natural harmony, Vorpahl says some day he'll go
environmentally sound planting and reenriching with plants of local
back to the harmony he creates at the keyboard. "I'm only on a
origin.
sabbatical;' he says. "For now, I'm in a listening mode:'
A self-taught designer, Vorpahl says he took the "seat-of-the-pants,
hands-in-the-soil approach" to his career.
-Deb Harris
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represented Lawrence University in April
at the inauguration of the University of
Dubuque's new president, John J. Agria.

1959
35th Reunion- June 1995
Richard Bjornson, Columbus, Ohio,
wrote The African Ouest for Freedom and
Identity: Cameroonian Writing and the
National Experience, which was published
by the Indiana University Press this past
March. Richard, a professor of French
and comparative literature at Ohio State
University, also is the author of The
Picaresque Hero in European Literature
and Africa and the West. Michael
Lepawsky, Vancouver, British Columbia,
is a family physician and the medical
director at Vancouver General Hospital.
He specializes in hyperbaric medicine,
and has written and presented a number
of papers and lectures on the subject.
Michael is a life member of many
museum and nature associations like the
British Columbia Waterfowl Society, Van·
couver Aquarium Association, Vancouver
Museum Association, and Heritage
Canada. Nathan Pusey, Norwalk, Conn.,
is a credit examiner for the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency

1960
35th Reunion-June 1995
David C. Hackworthy, Madison, Wis.,
was elected senior vice president for
Robert W Baird & Co.

1961
35th Reunion- June 1995

1962
30th Reunion- June 18-20, 1993
Walter G. Glascoff Ill, Flossmoor, Ill. ,
is the senior manuscript editor for The
Astrophysical Journal, published by the
University of Chicago Press. Virginia
Popko Kroitzsh, M-D, Plymouth , Vt.,
and her husband, Don, have formed a
new company, Five Corners Publications,
Ltd., with the intention of publishing a
magazine called Earthtreks Digest.
Through photography, the magazine will
explore the relationship between human
beings and their environment. Susan
Lewis Rose, Pleasanton, Calif., is on the
board of the Fremont-Newark Philharmonic and is serving as grants claim and
assistant manager. She also is the vice
chair of the Alameda County Court
Commission. Patricia Webb Thomas,
Kalamazoo, Mich., represented Lawrence
University at the inauguration of President
Lawrence D. Bryan at Kalamazoo College
this past April.

1963
30th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Julie Hutchison Bolton, Minneapolis, is
an associate professor and director of the
theatre program at Augsburg College. She

Myrtle Crossfield Isely, '13, celebrated her IOOth birthday on April 25th. Her son, Bob
Isely, '38, and her daughter, Barbara Isely Kamerling, '49, held an open house for her on
Sunday, April 28th, in West Allis, Wis., where she has li ved for the past 10 yea rs. In
attendance were (back row, from left): Chris Isely, IV, '66, Ed Kamerling, David Cullen,
Neil Farrari; (middle row, from left): Kathy Declo, Bob Isely, '38, Barb Isely Declo, '64,
Barbara Isely Kamerling, '49, Julie Kamerling Cullen (holding Eddie Cullen), Elizabeth Isely
Ferrari, '72, Laurie Kamerling Couillard (holding Elise), Jason Ferrari, Cal Couillard , Wendy
Kamerling; (front row, from left): Jeff Isely, Susan Isely Widell, '74, Claire Couillard, Myrtle
Crossfield Isely, '!3, and Adam Ferrari.

reports she is experiencing "Middle
age-empty nest." She is working at the
labor department and still is traveling to
Geneva for trade negotiations. Betsy plans
to travel to Czechoslovakia to visit her
daughter, who is there teaching English.
Robert West, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., is
director of the Cranbrook Institute of
Science and is vice president of Granbrook Educational Community. He also is
on the board of the Association of
ScienceTechnology Centers and is
treasurer of the East Michigan Environmental Action Council. Robert recently
was appointed to the Indo-U.S.
Subcommission on Education and Culture
and, as a natural history museum
representative, he "played a major policy
role in the determination of the bilateral
exchange programs that took place
between the two countries." Carey
Wickland , Dallas, is president and CEO
of three public companies, including two
real estate investment trusts. He enjoys
reading, golfing, skiing, sailing, and
traveling in Europe and is involved in
church activities with his wife, Sally
Rosebush, '62.

recently directed a production of The
Seagull, for which she received a
research grant, and will direct a Wrozek
piece, Playwright's Center, tor the
playwright whi le he is visiting the U.S.
from Poland. Richard Brostrom, Las
Vegas, is a self-employed consultant for
organizational development. He says that
despite spending only two years at
Lawrence, "a surprising amount of the
experience has stuck with me." Jim
Bushner, Fox Point, Wis., director of
orchestras of Shorewood school district,
arranged a visit by his high school
orchestra to Lawrence this past April,
where they heard a performance of a
Guarnierus violina nd observed the
Lawrence orchestra. Elizabeth Cole,
Seattle, is an actress. She is married to
Peter Newman, and between jobs that
take her to places like Maine, Utah,
California, Oregon, and Washington.
Elizabeth is into fitness and her new
interest is running. Joanne Rosulek
Lynch, Tempe, Ariz., and her husband
spend summers in Crystal Lake, Ill., and
winters in Arizona. They finished their
photographic darkroom in their home and
are looking forward to making prints.
Joanne is training as a docent at Arizona
State University's Fine Arts Center, is
tutoring for Literacy Volunteers of
America, and is finishing some photo
courses. Roger Nicoll, Tiburon, Calif., is
a professor of pharmacology and
physiology at the University of California,
San Francisco, and he researches
neurophysiology. Tom Pearl, San Diego,
is a specialist in corporate communications and presentations. He is expanding
his business into full-service corporate
presentations. Hayward Sumner, Falls
Church, Va. , is the deputy chief of staff in
intelligence with the U.S. Air Force. He
and his wife, Beryl, are visiting England
for 30 days to celebrate her graduation
from Southwest Texas with an M.B.A. and
to visit her parents, who are celebrating
their 50th wedding anniversary. Dan
Taylor, Appleton, is a professor and chair
of classics at Lawrence, and was named
the 1990 Distinguished Foreign Language
Educator of the Year by the Wisconsin
Association of Foreign Language Teachers.
Betsy Myers West, Washington, D.C.,

1964
30th Reunion- June 18-20, 1993
Joanna Banthin, Maplewood, N.J., is
associate professor of management in the
school of industrial management at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology. Her
main research interests are management
development in the People's Republic of
China and U.S.-China trade. She and her
family spent the spring and summers of
'86 and '88 in Beijing, where she and
her husband lectured at China's premier
business school, but their projects
suffered a setback because of the '89
incident at Tiananmen. They hope to
return to China next year. Joanna traveled
to Japan on a Fulbright scholarship in
the summer of '90. She also has been
involved with parent-teacher associations,
various school related projects,
Republ ican politics, and junior league
projects. Martha Dunlap Becker,
Fairview, Pa., is religious education
coordinator for adolescents at St. Mark's
Church. She develops curriculum, trains
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volunteer teachers, leads retreats, and
teaches. Martha reports her children are
"growing up and scattering around the
country." Wanda V. Dole, Stony Brook,
N.Y., is the assistant director for collection
development and management for the
main library at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook. Stephanie
Giese Heng, Calabasas, Calif., passed
the California bar exam two years ago
and, after working part-time for a while,
now is a full-time associate lawyer. Susan
Fey Hoffe, Winona, Minn., teaches
German at the Winona senior high school
and is very involved in the Winona
hospice coalition, an organization that
supports individuals and their fam ilies
who are facing terminal illnesses. She
also is clerk of the local church cabinet.
She and her husband, Arne, traveled to
Hudson Bay for an expedition. Walter
and Barbara lves Isaac live in
Lakewood, Colo. Walter sold his company
in 1990 and is doing some consulting,
"working about half-time during golf
season, more others." He still is active in
scouting and is a Cub den father. They
enjoy traveling and visit their condominium in Vail, Colorado, more often now.
Last year, they visited Wisconsin, New
England, and Hawaii, and they plan to
visit the United Kingdom, Canadian
Boundary Waters, and Baja. They both ski
and Barb participates in a bike ride called
"Ride The Rockies." Tom Goldsmith,
Plano, Tex., moved back to the United
States after living in Sweden . He is a
self-employed data processing consultant.
Wren Ellsworth Gurney, Arlington, Va.,
is using the content approach to work
with a team of two teachers of English as
a second language. She speaks Spanish
daily when talking to parents and
students to make them both feel
comfortable. Wren volunteers with the Red
Cross first aid and as a C.P.R. instructor
and Girl Scout trainer. Dick Lampert, St.
Paul, Minn. , reports that he now has
survived three Minnesota winters. He is a
parish priest at St. John the Evangelist
Episcopal Church. He and his wife like
the Twin Cities; he adds that his "black
Lab runs me every morning rain or
shine." Harry Maclean, Denver, and his
wife are busy researching and writing a
new book that involves a prosecution for
murder based on a 20-year-old recovered
memory. He predicts it will be out within
a year and a half. Karen Lee O'Keeffe
McDonald, Centerville, Minn. , is busy
with many community activities mostly
involving "the schools, children, or social
service organizations, my gardens, the
kids and their activities, a little bridge,
and very little tennis." Susan Bayer
McMillan, Martinez, Ga., and her
husband, Mike, purchased lake property
and are planning to build a log cabin on
Lake Thurmond in South Carolina, where
they can retire now that their children are
out of the "nest." Mark L. Miller,
Hortonville, Wis., is president of the Valley
Trust Company and is on the board of
governors for the Mu Chapter of Phi
Kappa Tau. Fran Perry Pearsons,
Muskegon, Mich., and Susan Ellsworth,
'63, have rnade two treks to Africa, once
with the Lawrence alumni safari group
and once on their own with "pitch-your·
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own-tents and interestingly non-existent
facilities:· Carl Stewart, Falls Village,
Conn., was a trial lawyer of the U.S.
Justice Department for eight years, and
now owns a company that rents vacation
houses in Europe to Americans. Robert
E. Tenges, Waukesha, Wis., is senior
vice president-division manager for
Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation.
Dennis and Darlene Verbrick Walsh,
Villa Hills, Ky., moved to Kentucky from
Georgia and are living in an apartment
until they find something more permanent. Denny is an assistant chief pilot for
Delta Air Lines based out of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

1965
30th Reunion-June 1996

1966
30th Reunion-June 1996
Chandler and Nancy Young Rowe,
Kailua, Hawaii, have operated their Plas·
Tech Ltd. business since 1978. The
company specializes in custom manu·
facturing of fiberglass products, which
include power boats, kayaks, septic and
storage tanks. Chandler says the firm is a
"custom fabricator," and can handle
whatever the customer wants. Their
design and drafting work is fu lly
computerized.

Class of 1966. First row: Philip Metzger, Bill Spofford, Rick Kroos, Stephen Bernsten,
Don Skinner, Marcia Glidden Parker, Kay Christensen Peltier, Ann Cerny Taylor, Dave
Remley, Jane Sherman, Lynne Ansorge Gerlinsky, Sheila Pernot Stamps, Fredenc D.
Nordeen . Second row: Janet Watson O'Neil, Anne Lerchen Schwab, Sandy McDonald
Spofford, Thomas Hedin, Mike Lee, Ed Rath, Mary Ann Vasconcellos Dickson, Betty
Wrobke Remley, Jane Nelson Azzi, Nancy Young Rowe, Chandler Willtam Rowe, Jr., Dave
Rendall. Third row: Jack Eastman , Steve Landfried, William Hochkammer, Bill Johnson,
Chuck Jamieson, Steven Gregerson, Mark Saltzman, David Fine, Andrea Schwellinger, Kirk
Elliott, Don Jackson, Bob Nordland, Dale Coventry, J. B. deRosset.

in American Art tor his work in film
and video production. He currently is
promoting a film, Precambrian Fossils of
the Edcacara Hills, which may fill an
important void in evolutionary theory
Daniel is the president of Visual Syntax,
Inc. Marcia Zahn Johnson, Lake
Oswego, Oreg., works for the Columbia
River Mental Health Center as a
counselor and still takes classes in
French, Spanish, marine science, painting,
quilting, and English riding. She enjoys
hiking and short bicycle trips in the
Cascades in her spare time. Gwen
Stanfield Lang, Monument, Colo., after
visiting exchange students in Austria and
Germany last summer, now plans to visit
China. She is an agent and accountant
tor a travel firm . James Mcinnes, San
Diego, celebrated his 17th anniversary at
KGB·FM as a disc jockey this past May.
Kay Enenbach Pung, Ithaca, NY.,
teaches high school English and is in
charge of publishing a literary magazine
for students in kindergarten through 12th
grade. She is involved with community
arts projects at Cornell University,
including professional storytelling groups
with students in her district. Lawrence
Wells, San Francisco, spent a year on
sabbatical teaching in Japan, where he
visited Ruth Charlton Falla, '67. A computer specialist, Larry spent the past two
summers in India and hopes to be
teaching in Hong Kong by spring.

1969
1967
25th Reunion-June 19·21, 1992

1968
25th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
Alexa Abercrombie, Philadelphia, is very
involved with the Ethical Society as a
newsletter editor, board member, head of
social and singles activities, and acting
class teacher. She spent two years in San
Francisco studying acting and is in a
"Red Heel Classic production of Mucer·
dorus-The Shepherd Prince," playing a
comic burlesque role. For enjoyment,
Alexa plays saxophone and has fun with
her Amiga computer. Jerome Clifford,
Cedar Crest, N. Mex., is a nuclear
physicist at Titan Technologies and
recently was recognized for developing a
method for the detection of nitrogen in
explosive substances, which can be used
in airport security, for example. When he's
not working, Jerry is an EMT volunteer
and chairs the EMS Authority for the
Albuquerque area. Dale Duesing, C,
Brookfield, Wis., has sung in many
operas since January including Benlioz's
L'Entrance du Christ in Paris, the
premiere of The Passion of Jonathon
Wade in Houston (singing the title role),
Pelleas and Melisaude of Debussy, and
the world premiere of Stephan Climax by
Hans Zender. Dale was rehearsing for
Don Giovanni in Seattle last April and
later will go to Brussels for the Hauders
Festival, performing Monteurdi and
Handel. Daniel Fredrickson, Collings·
wood, N.J., was included in Who's Who

Pat Lynn Hoggatt, Joanne Shaunessy Ashdown, and Peg Peil, all Milwaukee-Downer
Class of 1951.

I

Blazer buttons

East set of nine buttons is finished in
cloissone enamel and 24 kt. gold plate
with the college crest and attractively
gift-boxed in blue velvet. $36.50 per set

To order:
• Print or type a note, including the
following shipping information: name,
street address, city, state, zip, day phone
number; item name, quantity, size, and

color for each item ordered.
• Compute the total of your order,
including shipping and handling charges.
Continental U.S.
If order totals:
Add:
$0·$25
$3.75
$25.01-$50
$4.75
$50.01-$75.00
$5.75
$75.01-$100.00
$6.75
$100+
$7.75
For AK, HI, and PR, add $8. All items
delivered in Wisconsin must include 5%
sales tax. Outside the United States,
shipping and handling charges will be
dependent upon the final destination ..
Upon the receipt of your order, we Will
advise you of the cost and expect full
payment before processing the order.
• Mail order, with a check payable to
Lawrence University, or with Master
Card, VISA, or American Express
number, expiration date, and your
signature, to: J. Gilbert Swift, director of
alumni relations, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912.
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25th Reunion- June 1994
Peter Humleker, Menasha, Wis., is the
senior partner of Humleker, Hesson,
Forsgren and Jones in Neenah, Wis. He
recently was elected to the 1991-92 board
of directors for Goodwill Industries of
North Central Wisconsin, Inc. Bruce
lglauer, Chicago, is the president of
Alligator Records and has recorded such
artists like Koko Taylor, Albert Collins, and
Lonnie Brooks. The 14 albums his company is issuing this year include traditionalbased blues artists like Taylor, Sonny Boy
Williamson, and Raful Neal and contem·
porary blues artists such as Lucky
Peterson and Kenny Neal. Susan Grote
TiHie, Lancaster, Calif., reports that she
volunteers and is considering teaching
again. She and her husband, Jon, '70,
are fine and busy. He is the dean of
southern outreach at Cerro Coso Com·
munity College. Richard West, Arlington,
Va., is an attorney for the Office of
Inspector General. He planned to run a
fourth marathon this past winter and
hoped to qualify for the Boston Marathon.
Gary Woelm, C, Oconomowoc, Wis.,
entered the realm of administration this
year, after 20 years in music education.
He is the director of computer operations
tor the Greenfield School District. He and
his wile, Betty Brown, '71 , both performed
indepenrlently at the Midwest International
Band and Orchestra Clinic in Chicago
and are proud that their daughter also
performed there with the Oconomowoc
High School Wind Symphony. The whole
family performed in the Oconomowoc
American Legion Band, which placed
second in the nation in August '90.
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25th Reunion-June 1995
Chris Bowers, Naperville, Ill., represented
Lawrence University at the inauguration of
President Harold R. Wilde at North
Central College this past May. Peter
Burzynski, Newburgh, Ind., climbed to
the summits of the south and middle
Tetons in June '90. He reports that the
"peaks were snow-covered, about 13,000,
but other than ice axe and crampons, no
other technical aides were required. Fun,
scary, hard work!" Peter teaches graduate
school at the University of Evansville and
is a consulting psychologist. He was
awarded Community College psychology
teacher of the year by the American
Psychology Association in '85. Robert
Janes, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, is the
director and chief executive of the
Glenbow Museum and has received
honors, including the First Honorary Life
Member of the Canadian Museums
Association, Canadian Studies Writing
Award 1989, and the Distinguished
Alumni Award 1989-The University of
Calgary. At Reunion '91 he received the
Lucia R. Briggs Distinguished Achieve·
ment Award, presented by the Lawrence
University Alumni Association. Laurie
Magee, Omro, Wis., and her husband,
Tom, purchased a six-acre farmette in the
summer '90 and have been busy with
repairs. She is a librarian at the Oshkosh
public library and is involved with the
local literacy council, which she helped to
found. She enjoys collecting antiques,
quilting, and other types of needlework.
Tim and Phyllis Moore Meyer,
Spokane, Wash., visited Wisconsin this
past Christmas in June. Phyllis
particpates on the Spokane city planning
commission, chairs the Shorelines Master
Program committee, and is a member of
the Brown's Addition advisory committee
so she spends a lot of time in public
hearings and doing subcommittee work.
Tim is a family practice physician as well
as an M.D. representative, and he has a
seat on the Group Health Board. Peter
and Linda Scalcucci Saving, Marietta,
Georgia, have had a long-distance
marriage since June '90. He works for
Mediplex Building Corporation based in
Dallas, but did open up a one-man office
in Marietta, Georgia, where they live.
Linda is finding single-parenting to be a
challenge. "Sometimes it's impossible to
be at two soccer games at opposite sides
of the county at the same time:· Martha
Esch Schott, Sheboygan, Wis., is a part·
time writer and editor for St. Nicholas
Hospital and does some free-lance
writing. She recently finished her last
semester of course work in a communi·
cation master's program at Marquette
University. She "continues in her neverending quest to find the right mix of
family, work, school, and volunteer work:'
Nancy Winbigler, Lake Oswego, Oreg.,
volunteers for the Oregon literacy program
and for the local public radio station.
Since leaving Lawrence, she has lived in
California and Oregon and has earned a
master's degree from the University of
Oregon.

25th Reunion-June 1996
Andrew Binns, Wallingford, Pa. , works
for the University of Pennsylvania
department of biology and is researching
the molecular and cell biology of plant
tumors. He occasionally teaches
introductory biology, microbiology, and
plant physiology. He says, "While I always
knew I'd love research; I guess I'm a bit
surprised that I find myself enjoying the
teaching." In his spare time, Andrew
works on the yard, rides his bike, and
plays raquetball. Mary Jo Freeman,
Mosinee, Wis., a physician specializing in
internal medicine at North Central Heart
Clinic, has been a clinical associate
professor of medicine for the University of
Wisconsin. She's a member of Pro
Musica, a four-part women's choir, was
entertainment chair for the Wausau
Festival of Arts for two years. and is a
co-chair for the '91 Festival. She enjoys
reading, biking, swimming, skiing, and
entertaining friends in her spare time.
Judith Ekberg Johnson, Bismark, N.
Dak., is president and C.E.O. of a media
company with almost 300 employees.
She took the company international this
year by investing in the newly formed
Pentor Communications International,
which makes their partnership the largest
American communications company in
Poland. Carol Korda, Winona, Minn.,
and her husband, Bruce, traveled around
the world this winter and returned to the
United States in early June. They spent
eight months in Japan at Chiba Univer·
sity, where her husband had a Fulbright
Fellowship to research economic
competition. Carol says "lots of travel,
sushi, and rice are a part of this trip:·
Deborah Dudley Page, Bolton, Mass. ,
is an editorial illustrator and cartoonist for
the Bolton Common. She studied at
Wheelock to be a children's teacher and
is especially interested in raising
community awareness of the abuses and
needs of children. Nancy Paulu,
Washington, D.C. , writes and edits for the
U.S. department of education. She spent
five months this past year on a special
assignment at the National Governor's
Association, where she helped write a
report on what states can do to reach the
national education goals President Bush
outlined in his January '90 state of the
union address. She also wrote a hand·
book for the U.S. department of education
on what parents can do to help their
children learn science. Rick Rothschild,
Valencia, Calif., is an executive designer
and producer for Walt Disney lmagineering. He is responsible for concept
development and production of attractions
for the theme parks. He has worked for
Walt Disney for 12 years now and
produced and directed the American
Adventure attraction at Epcot Center, and
Captain EO with Michael Jackson. He
also opened Pleasure Island, a night-time
adult club district at Walt Disney World.

Class of 1970. First row: Frank Marino, Dan Vogel, Jennifer Roeser Seefeld, Bill
Swendson, Margaret Stalick Sanders, Mike Matheson, Margaret Everist, Carolyn Martin
Keith, Carolyn Burgener Lavallee, Jan Driessen Peterson, Mary Freeman Borgh, '71, Barbara
Rauh Schlosser, Rick Cogswell, Brenda Barsamian Richardson. Second row: Signe Knudsen,
Phyllis Moore Meyer, Martha Esch Schott, Joyce Gulbrandson Martinez-Serros, Ned Harris,
Peter R. Burzynski, Cliff Asmuth, William Pengelly, Herb Ormsbee, Sue Mahle, Tim
Abendroth, Chris Bowers, Mary Rae Chemotti. Third row: Tim Meyer, Phyllis Russ
Pengelly, Pete Peterson, Margy Ziman Hickerson, Karl Hickerson, John Borgh, Tom Findlay,
Paul Schmidt, Jeff Riester, Larry Einspahr, Richard A. Candee, Jr., Tom Richardson , Lon
B. Isaacson.

1991 Gertrude P. Jupp
Outstanding Service Award
Chris A. Bowers, '70, Naperville,
Ill., managing director of Continental
Bank, has served Lawrence in virtually
every volunteer capacity: alumni
admissions representative, career
consultant, regional program coordinator, development coordinator, and
member of the Alumni Board of
Directors. During his time as president of the Board of Directors, the
board tackled such projects as enlisting the assistance of younger alumni;
acquainting students with the work of
the Alumni Association; developing a Volunteer Weekend; and getting the
Alumni Board to play a significant role in the Lawrence Ahead campaign.

1991 Lucia R. Briggs
Distinguished Achievement
Award
Robert R. Janes, '70, Calgary,
Canada, director and CEO of the
Glenbow Museum of Calgary, built,
staffed, and directed the Prince of
Wales Northern Heritage Center, the
largest museum in the Canadian
north. Janes is noted for his research
in archaeology and the ethnoarchaeology of Indian and Eskimo
peoples. The author or co-author of
more than 40 monographs and articles
for scholarly journals and presenter of
several professional papers, Janes is recognized among the world 's leading
archaeologists. He is president of the Canadian Archaeological Association,
the first honorary life member of the Canadian Museums Association,
and, in 1989, was given the Distinguished Alumni Award by the University of Calgary, where he earned the doctoral degree.
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1972
25th Reunion-June 1997
Diana Berry Burke, Ljungsbro, Sweden,
and her husband moved to Linkoping,

Jonathan M. Seltzer, '72

Sweden. She is a graphic artist and
technical editor at Vag·och Trafikinstitut, a
government agency that researches roads
and traffic. Pat Dugan, Neenah, Wis.. is
the coordinator of the employee assist·
ance program at UW.Oshkosh. He earned
an M.S.E. in guidance and counseling in
'77 and was certified as a senior alcohol
and drug counselor in the state of
Wisconsin in '81. He published an article
in '89 titled "EAP's in Higher Education"
in the EAP Digest. Stewart L. Ross, C,
North Mankato, Minn., is a band director
and a professor of music at Mankato
State University. In the summer of '90,
Stewart had two books published: How To
Promote School Music and Expanding
Our Musical Expectations, as well as
numerous articles. This past spring, he
took the MSU Concert Band to Disney
World for five days and has traveled to
many other cities with the band. Harry
Schonau, Mukwonago, Wis., was very
involved in the war effort, as floating
manager of the airlift for the European
theatre. He returned from a two-week
"stint" in Tel Aviv, where his men down·
loaded several batteries of patriot
missiles, men, and equipment. Jonathan
M. Seltzer, Afton, Minn., was promoted
to vice president of industry and govern·
ment relations at Super va1u Stores, Inc.
Previously, he was the director of
corporate planning. Jonathan is on the
Minnesota Minority Education Partnership
board and the Minnesota Charities Review
Council. He is a trustee of the Food
Industry's Crusade Against Hunger and is
chair of the Food Marketing Institute's
Governmental Relations Committee. Basil
and Jane Tucker Yasiliou live in New
York City. Jane is back in school working
on a Ph.D. She received an M.A. in
French literature in '89. Basil works with
the securities of bankrupt companies, and
Jane writes, "It looks like there will be
plenty to keep him busy in the 1990s."

1973
20th Reunion-June 1994
Teresa Russell EHert, C, San Diego, is
a professor of music and director of
choral activities at Southwestern College.
She was named a Southwestern College
woman of distinction for 1990 because of

Class of 1971. First row: Norah Barrett McCue, Elizabeth Griffin, Sara Sturm Hawley,
Pam Tibbetts, Barbara Wood Radner, Jim Heinsimer. Second row: Edibaldo Silva, Carol
Shumway Silva, Fran Farley Pan, Penelope Maiken Kircher, Kathy Mayer Mead, Robert A.
Hawley, Judy Reeves Brown, Marilyn Thompson, Joan Buyer Gregory, Jim Kehoe, Ann
Niebling Bartle, John Behnke. Third row: Jeanne Knight, Howard Zabler, David Jones, Judy
Schwaemle, Jerry Kaminski, Barb Taylor Birkos, Marianne Varney, Sam Ray, James Geiser,
Kathy Thomssen, Erik lbele. Fourth row: Rick Rothschild, Ray Kanzenbach , Rick Farmer,
Larry Mead, Andrew N. Binns, Jim Bode, David L. Mitchell, Russ Birkos, Julie Panke,
Barbara Kreher Geiser, Vicki Chou Hare, Mary Mattke Jones.

Class of 1972. First row: Kristin Anderson Findlay, Marina Spheeris Krejci, Mona Passaris,
Mary Jo Korbelik Ormsbee, Mary Carlson-Mason, jeffrey Fox, Christine Renard , Gregory
R. O'Meara, Jane Keown Oliver, Sue Sperry Maple, Bonnie Morris, Ted E. Tollefson, Pat
Dugan. Second row: Jerome Langer, Charles B. Siekman, John Thurman, Debbie Johnston
Buesing, Bill Baer, Rod Jones, ]one Bocher Riester, Kate Walsh Leatham, Steve Gloe,
Kathleen Poplawski Krikorian, Catherine Tatge, Kris J. Oliver. Third row: Charlie Ray,
Christine Luedeman , Thomas Buesing, Tim Brown, Tom Nathan, Strat Warden, Jake
Gostisha, Rich Kate, Patrick Eagan, Larry Maple, Scott Gregory, Kevin Fenner, Kathy
Green Kroger, Steven M. Tower, '74.

1991 Lucia R. Briggs
Distinguished Achievement
Award
Catherine Anne Tatge, '72, New
York City, president of Tatge/Lasseur
Productions, is noted for her compelling films and television documentaries. As president of her own
company, Tatge has established herself
as a major force in film and television, a world particularly inhospitable to women. Her work has
earned her several prestigious awards,
including a Silver Screen Award, a
Gold Hugo, a Cine Golden award,
and an Academy Award nomination. In 1988, she collaborated with Bill
Moyers to produce his most celebrated PBS series, "Joseph Campbell and
the Power of Myth;' for which she received an Emmy. Tatge's most
recent efforts have been focused on directing and on issues rather than
individuals. Again, in association with Bill Moyers, and with the Elie
Weisel Foundation for Humanity, she has undertaken a two-part program
on the etiology of hate and the prospects of educating society in methods
of cooperation.
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her outstanding contributions to
education. She received tenure last year
and she and her husband, Bob, are
enjoying their first child. Deborah Burns
Fox, Marietta, Ga. , directs children's
choirs at Mt. Bethel Methodist Church
and Preschool. She tries to play tennis
once a week and sings as a soloist and
choir member at church. She also is a
volunteer in a group that travels around
Atlanta singing at children's shelters,
nursing homes, and hospitals. Orlando
Holway IV, Gurnee, Ill., is an inter·
national sales manager for Line Equip·
ment Services, Inc. and deals in CT
Scanner sales, leasing, and rental service.
He travels all over the world, but when he
is home, he enjoys spending his free
time with his family, golfing, fishing , and
grooming their quarterhorse. Ron and
Kristen Olson Lahner, Rosemount,
Minn., are busy. Ron is a lawyer with
Rider. Bennett. Egan and Arundel and
Kristen keeps the family home and
children together. Ron specializes in
helping non·profit organizations set up
employee benefit packages and plan
investments and is a frequent guest
speaker for groups like the Minnesota
Hospital Association. Kristen volunteers
with the Junior League working on teen
pregnancy prevention. Karen Fenlon
Miller, Newark, Del., is Avon's account
services supervisor. Avon, recently
featured in a Delaware paper, has adopted
a three·step process that uses a combin·
ation of technology and human input and
as Karen says, "Service quality is a
matter of perception as opposed to
measurable, hard data." Marcia
Mittelstadt, C, Jackson, Tenn ., is an
associate professor of music at Lambreth
College, is responsible for directing the
vocal activities, and is the fine arts
division chair. She received her D.M.A.
last year from Memphis State University
and won the Luther Gobbel Award for
outstanding faculty member in '88, the
Chattanooga District Metropolitan Opera
auditions, for which she performed with
Lambreth Concert Choir at Lincoln Center
in '87 and will perform in West Sussex,
England, this year. She played the role of
the mother in the Jackson Opera and
Choral Society's production of Amah/ and
the Night Visitors. Peter and Connie
Betzer Roop, Appleton, are both authors
and educators in the Appleton school
district. Connie received the Kohl Award
for excellence in education in '90. Peter
recently completed an educational
psychology college textbook in collaboration with Rick McCown and had a new
book published this past fall titled /,
Columbus: My Journal 1942·93. Dianne
walker, San Francisco, works as a
systems and operations analyst for the
University of California at Berkeley. She
received an award for her ombudsmen
contributions from the California Caucus
of College and University Ombudsmen,
where she was an ombudsperson for a
10,000-person staff in '88·89.

1974
20th Reunion-June 1994
Dorothy Nielsen Chambers, Murphysboro, Ill., has taken a leave of absence
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from her teaching position to raise her
daughter, Katie. In her spare time, she
works for a local crisis pregnancy center
and rides her horse. Loyal Cowles,
Urbana, Ill., spent summer '90 in
Germany and the past six months in the
Soviet Union, while his wife, Laura,
finished her dissertation. He recently
published an article in the International
History Review Nancy Zimmerman
Hodges, Houston, Tex., and her
husband, Richard, moved to the Port of
Spain in Trinidad. They have been active
in international groups in Tulsa, especially
the Japanese-American Society. Nancy is
a part-time international business
manager for Japan and Southeast Asia
for MPSI, a computer/market research
company. Sara Jones, Frederick, Md. , is
a self-employed video editor who uses
her husband's documentaries as her
subjects. "Sally" also teaches ESOL in
the local elementary school. They planned
a second trip to Pakistan for this past
summer, with a trip to Bangladesh to
complete her husband's documentary.
Debbie Busch Matsumoto, Newtown
Square, Pa., is a lecturer of English as a
foreign language and is a program
administrator. She ran a Japanese high
school teacher training program for the
Japanese Ministry of Education for the
third time last year. She and her
husband, Toshio, recently bought a cabin
cruiser, which is docked at the
Chesapeake Bay.

1975
20th Reunion-June 1994
Scou Faulkner, Harpers Ferry, W. Va.,
presented a Main Hall Forum lecture at
Lawrence this past April. He spoke on
"The Reagan Revolution Ten Years On A
Retrospective." Scott was the director of
personnel for Ronald Reagan in 1980 and
has held high-level personnel positions
during the presidential transition and on
the White House staff. He currently is
vice president and account executive in
the government systems division of Philip
Crosby Associates, Inc., in Washington,
D.C. Tim Grana, London, still is a self·
employed playwright. David and Linda
Wolfgram Gust, Australia, moved to
Brisbane, Queensland, in January 1990,
after living in New Hampshire for several
years. David is head of the school of
geology at the Queensland University of
Technology and Linda is laboratory
manager at the botany department of the
University of Queensland in St. Lucia.

Chicago Musical College of Roosevelt
University in Chicago. He has been on
the advisory board of an education and
advocacy project designed as a
collaboration by professionals, family
members, and self-advocates to better
serve the needs of those people with
developmental disabilities. In his spare
time he reads, gardens, bicycles, and
cooks very hot vegetarian chili. Jeffrey
and Lucy Robandt Colman live in
Wilmette, Ill. Jeff recently bought a
company called Gammaflux, L.P, which
manufactures heat controls for plastic
injection molding machines. Lucy
continues to play the cello and recently
was one of the soloists in the Vivaldi
double cello concerto performed by The
Highland Park Strings. Elizabeth Scollay
Jayne, Green Bay, Wis., joined her
brother, mother, and father on a trip to
the Caribbean island of St. Lucia. They
visited the area where her grandfather
and mother lived in the '40s, and were
able to locate some of the structures he
built after the war. Liz Kaplinski,
Bethesda, Md., is a photographer for
Washington Magazine and does other
free-lance assignments. With a M.S. in
journalism from the University of Illinois,
she also does studio and outdoor
photography with her husband. The
American Psychological Association is
celebrating Centennial in '92 and she is
responsible for international and
Smithsonian museum exhibits, publications, special events, publicity for
television, radio, and print coverage. Anne
Wolfe King, Tempe, Ariz., is a self·
employed meeting planner in her own
company, Meeting Wise Inc. Besides
planning meetings and special events, her
company specializes in sport packages.
Anne also is president of the Arizona
chapter of Meeting Planners International.
Clare McCulla, Mclean, Va., is in her
twelfth year as a legal services attorney
doing civil work for low-income people;
she still finds it rewarding. She took
several French classes at Lawrence and
now is studying Spanish at night so she
can communicate better with the

Banff, The Himalyas near the Rali
Gandaki, and the Andes of the Corillera
Blanca. A free-lance graphic artist and
writer, he recently completed a suite of
prints for a limited edition release by Yolla
Bolly Press called "One of the Missing;·
a collection of Ambrose Bierce short
stories about the Civil War. His editorial,
drawings, and prints have appeared in the
Boston Globe, Christian Science Monitor,
and the San Francisco Chronicle.
Timothy Prueu, Moorestown, N.J., has
moved nine times in 15 years with Aratex
Services, Inc. He is a northeast group
manager and loves it out East, despite
the fact that he never thought he'd live
there. Linda Finger Maier Nelson,
Niceville, Fla., went to Europe for three
weeks by herself last September to attend
a wedding. She and her husband, David,
a first officer for Northwest Airlines, plan
to move to Fayetteville, Georgia, because
of his job. John Sterba, Spring Valley,
Ohio, is an emergency medical physician
at Good Samaritan Hospital. He is a
medical and physiology advisor to Care
Flight, an air emergency medical service
and is the medical director for a rescue
squad. He was appointed to the National
Academy of Sciences and the Institute of
Medicine Committee to advise the
American National Red Cross. John
breeds and shows Morgan and Arabian
horses in his spare time and operates the
Whispering Pines Horse Farm with his
wife, Sandy. Martha Miller, Tucson,
Ariz., is enrolled at the University of
Arizona in the M.D./Ph.D. program for
medical anthropology. James Thorpe,
McFarland, Wis., a self-employed dentist,
learned to bare-foot waterski in the
summer of '90, which is "not an easy
accomplishment for my 37-old body." He
now wants to learn to deep-water barefoot
instead of dropping a ski.

1977
15th Reunion-June 19·21, 1992
Mary Jane Cowan Danan, New York
City, is a supervisor on the N.Y.A.N.A., a
refugee resettlement agency helping
Soviet Jews adjust to life in America. She
also represented Lawrence University at
the inauguration of Manhattanville
College's new president, Marcia Savage.
Sharon Lamb, Narberth, Pa., is in her
second year of teaching at Bryn Mawr
College, where she is an assistant
professor and psychologist. David T.
Lawrence, Houston, Tex., a research
manager for Shell Development Company,
recently participated in The American
Association of Petroleum Geologist's
distinguished lecture tour program for
1990-'91. His lecture, "Stratigraphic
Modeling of Sedimentary Basins," is part
of a lecture program that communicates
to local geological societies and
academic communities the most recent
information in scientific discovery and
technical achievement. Laurie Ryan, St.
Louis, Mo. , is the director of music at the
local First Unitarian Church and was
recently appointed organist at Temple
Emanuel. She passed the certification
examination this year to become an
associate of the American Guild of

1976
15th Reunion-June 19-21, 1992
Mark Aschliman, Whitefish Bay, Wis., is
busy practicing orthopedic surgery. He is
a subspecialist in athletic injuries and
sports medicine and cares for the
dancers at the UW.Milwaukee ballet. He
spends his free time attending various
amateur and professional athletic events,
trap shooting, hunting, fishing , and
relaxing at his lake home. Mathew G.
Brockmeier, Oak Park, Ill., works with
the music alliance and has taught music
business to undergraduate students at the
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David T. Lawrence, '77

increasing number of her clients who are
from El Salvador. She enjoys traveling and
last fall, went with her family to Italy,
Germany, and Barbados. David Page,
San Francisco, reports his favorite hobby
is "collecting" mountains. He has
traversed the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, the Olympic Mountains of
Washington, the Canadian Rockies around
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Organists. Bradley Schade, Evanston,
Ill., and his wife, Jenny, "own Chicago's
smallest house with Chicago's largest
mortgage." The house and his workshop
keep him busy; he has refinished their
basement and is planning numerous
other projects. Brad is a journalist and
senior correspondent for Reuters. Juliana
Schmidt, Menomonie, Wis., developed
two performing groups, An Old Sweet
Song and the Menomonie Chamber
Singers. An Old Sweet Song presents
American popular music from Victorian,
Vaudeville, the '20s, and the '30s eras in
authentic costume. They perform regularly
at local historical markers and theatres.
Ruth Shaw Striegel, C, Boise, Idaho,
and her husband, Rick, both teach in the
Boise school system; she teaches
orchestra while he teaches band. She
enjoys living in a new area and says,
"Idaho is a very scenic state-a good
combination of mountains, desert, and
farming:· Catherine Tinker, Chicago,
recently stopped practicing law after ten
years and became the co-owner of a
business called Columbian Model and
Exhibit Works, Ltd. The business makes
models for museums, developers, and
architects and creates exhibits for
attorneys' use in trials. Paula lever,
Taiwan, switched her career from an
exploration geologist in Panama to an
English teacher at a Presbyterian girls
high school in southern Taiwan. She also
serves on the ministry team of Abundant
Life Christian Church. Martha Bryan
Van Landingham, Urbana, Ill., and her
husband, Les, have 12 rental properties
on the University of Illinois campus. They
also have a number of dogs and cats.
Martha shows both her Afghan and
basset hounds and has an American Canadian champion Afghan. They also
are in the midst of remodeling and
renovating their home. Anne Macleod
Weeks, Glencoe, Md., and her husband,
Jed, bought a summer home in Bethany
Beach, Del., that they enjoy year-round.
She is the director of college guidance
and is an English teacher at Oldfields
School. Robert Wermuth, Switzerland,
works for the Coca-Cola Company as the
finance director of European purchasing
group.

1978
15th Reunion-June 19-21, 1992
Gunnar Anderson, Chicago, completed
the doctoral degree at the University of
Chicago. His dissertation, under the
direction of professor Paolo Cherchi, was
a critical edition of a Spanish manuscript
of Boccaccio's Theseus, a long Italian
poem in the heroic tradition. He currently
is teaching Spanish at Wake Forest
University in North Carolina. David B.
Brakeman, St. Charles, Mo. , obtained
his structural engineer's license this past
year. He also teaches a night class,
"Design of Timber Structures," at
Washington University in St. Louis. He is
active in church activities, and his wife,
Nancy, volunteers at their children's
school. Deborah Davidson Canning,
Washington , D.C., and her husband, Mark,
'77, will be working in Warsaw, Poland.
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Deborah will work for the state depart·
ment in the visa section of the U.S.
Embassy and Mark will be an assistant
press attache at the U.S. Embassy. They
both are enrolled in a full·time Polish
language class, since their jobs will
require Polish fluency. Cristina Carver
Philadelphia, received a M.F.A. from th~
University of Colorado. She worked in a
gallery. in Boulder for three years, while
exh1bltmg her sculptures in Denver,
Albuquerque, Portland, and other major
c1t1es. She moved to Philadelphia last fall
as an artist·in-residence for The Clay
Studio. Carol Stohrer Grench, Everett,
Wash., is a self·employed family physician
and opened her own practice in July
1990. Her husband, Paul, '79, is in
school getting his teaching certificate for
elementary education. Dave and Linda
Ericson Hill, Greenville, S.C., are both
active in local charities. Linda is a board
member and membership chair and Dave
is the chair·elect for the Y.M.C.A. They
also enjoy traveling, especially to Chicago
to see Lawrence alumni and to Switzer·
land. Nancy Bydalek Kohn, Australia, is
1n ~arketmg for Brand manager special
proJects. She moved to Australia in 1989
and reports "It's definitely a different
lifestyle ... Great place for kids." Susan
LiHeken Leader, Aurora, Ill. , has a part·
t1me JOb at the SciTech Museum in
Aurora performing chemistry demonstra·
t1ons that show the physics and
chemistry principles of every day life
occurrences. Beth Scholten Merry,
Antioch, Tenn., is a full·time mother and
is glad to learn from the newsletters she
is not the only "non·superwoman." She
still does occasional commercials and
won best supporting actress for the Pull·
Tight Theatre Franklin for its '89·'90
s~a~on. In ~er spare time, she enjoys
smg1ng. Juhe Manning, Denver, recently
got a new JOb as a marketing director for
Love Publishing Company, which deals
with graduate level textbooks in counsel·
ing and special education. She enjoys
Colorado, the mountains, and even the
snow. She is trying to learn how to ski
down the mountains "with some sort of
style," and enjoys summer backpacking.
Nancy Patoon, London, says life right
now IS calm. She is working on her first
novel and singing in the London
Symphony chorus. In 1989, she received
a master's degree in creative writing from
Boston University. Curtis C. Ridge, New
York City, is the manager of Global
Network Operations for the Foreign
Exchange, Quotron Systems, Inc. in New
York. Mary Reed Spencer, Lynchburg,
Va., changed jobs last summer. She
teaches Spanish and coaches field
hockey and basketball at Virginia
Episcopal School. She also serves on the
administration as the director of women's
life and is on the board of directors for
the Women's Resource Center in
Ly~chburg . Mary and her husband, Andy,
enJOY camp1ng and hiking in the Blue
Ridge Mountains in their spare time.
David Thome, Deerfield, Ill., was
promoted to vice president and treasurer
of the Chicago Board Options Exchange
from h1s pos1t1on as the assistant vice
president and controller. He has worked
for CBOE since 1985 and continues to

1991 Marshall B. Hulbert Outstanding Service Award
Brya~ A.
C~ntamer

Torcivia, '81, manager of financial analysis at Metal
Corp., and Linda Voegelin Torcivia, '81, Glendale,
Mtssoun, have both served Lawrence as active members of the Lawrence
Club of St. Louis. After serving as members of the Program Committee
for two years, they were elected joint Program Coordinators for another
three years. The Torcivias' leadership and hard work have helped make
~he Lawrence Club of St. Louis, which was on the brink of extinction
JUSt a few years ago, one of the most active and responsive clubs today.
York. David Woboril, Portland, Oreg., is
a deputy city attorney for the city of
Portland.

head the exchange's accounting depart·
ment and serve as tax manager and
budget director. Maurice Westmoreland
Guilderland, NY, received the doctoral '
degree in medieval Spanish literature and
romance phil~logy from the University of
llllno1s. He fm1shed a linguistic analysis of
a late 15th·century Spanish manuscript,
published an article in romance
linguistics in Hispania, and had another
accepted for Romance Philology. He
currently is teaching Spanish to under·
graduates and graduate students in a
tenure·track position at SUNY·Aibany, New

1979
15th Reunion-June 1995
Jane Diemer Caldwell, Poynette, Wis.,
works for Tnao Systems Corporation as
the assistant supervisor for new
employees. She also is a co·owner of
World Wide Auto Parts. Her husband
Peter, '81, is a co·owner and manag~r of

LAWRENCE
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In the six New England states: $14
Other states east of the Mississippi: $19
States west of the Mississippi: $26
Alaska, Hawaii, andother destinations:
cost dependent upon destination; we will
advise. Chairs are packed in cartons to
avoid damage and will be trucked
directly to you C.O.D. Delivery charges
may be s1gn1f1cantly reduced if shipped
to a bus1ness rather than a private
home.

To order:

Tie
100% silk; navy with silver, red, and
gold crests. $22.50

Scarf
100% silk; navy and white. $17

Note cards
Boxes of eight with illustrations of Main
Hall, Memorial Chapel, Bj6rklunden
Chapel, Merrill Hall, Holton Hall, and
Johnston Hall; specify the building(s)
you would like. $3 per box; $5 for two

I

Captain's chair

Black lacquer finish with cherry arms
plus hand·painted gold trim, silk·
screened seal in gold. $165

I

Boston rocker

Black lacquer finish with cherry arms
plus hand·painted gold trim, silk·
screened seal in gold. $155
To order chairs: Allow 6·8 weeks for
delivery. Direct factory shipment by UPS
(no post office box numbers; street
addresses only).

• Pri~t or type a note, including the
following shipping information: name,
street address, city, state, zip, day phone
number; item name, quantity, size, and
color for each item ordered.
• Compute the total of your order
including shipping and handling c'harges.
Continental U.S.
If order totals:
Add:
$0·$25
$3.75
$25.01-$50
$4.75
$50.01-$75.00
$5.75
$75.01-$100.00
$6.75
$100+
$7.75
For AK, HI , and PR, add $8. All items
delivered in Wisconsin must include 5%
sales tax. Outside the United States
shipping and handling charges will 'be
dependent upon the final destination.
Upon the receipt of your order we will
advise you of the cost and expect full
payment before processing the order.
• Mail order, with a check payable to
Lawrence University, or with Master
Card, VISA, or American Express
number, expiration date, and your
Signature, to: J. Gilbert Swift, director of
alumni relations, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912.
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World Wide Auto Parts in Madison
Wisconsin. Michael Edmonds '
Milwaukee, is an attorney and ;ays, "No
TV. , no VCR, no BMW." He says he
realizes it almost is un·American to not
own a TV, but he just hasn't "gotten
around to it." Susan Giersbach
Rasc.on, Clintonville, Wis., is a part·time
Spanish lecturer at Lawrence University.
She began lecturing in January 1990 and
is "loving it!" Jose Luis Romero-Hicks
Mexico, has been serving in the Mexican'
Embassy in New Delhi, India, for the past
two years. He is a member of the
Mexican Foreign Service and will begin a
new post with the Mexican Embassy in
Tokyo, Japan.

1980
15th Reunion-June 1995
Kurt E. Amend, Washington, D.C., is a
member of the U.S. Foreign Service and
served the past few years at the U.S.
Embassy in New Delhi, India. He will
start a ~ew post with the U.S. Embassy
m Saudi Arabia. Bernie Asher, C,
Aust1n, Tex., started a new job as a
programmer for administrative data
processing at Southwest Texas State
University in March 1990. He visited
Minneapolis in October and looks forward
to returning to the Midwest in the next
year or two. Bernie still is involved in
amateur radio in his spare time. Rick
~avis •. Baltimore, works at Center Stage
m Baltimore as a director. Before
becoming director, Rick was a dramaturg,
wh1ch IS someone who bridges the gap
between the academic and practical
worlds of theater. As a dramaturg in
Pittsburgh , he and some classmates
opened the American Ibsen Theater
which produced Ibsen plays during 'the
summers of. 1983-1985. Nick Young,
Dallas, rece1ved a recent promotion to
vice president controller for the TeleCom
Corporation.

1981
15th Reunion-June 1995
Julio Camarena-Villasenor New York
City, works as a policies and' compensa·
t1on off1cer with the United Nations
Development Programme and is
responsible for Latin American and Arab
states. He reports that the Persian Gulf
situation made his job more interesting
and more challenging. Melinda Curry,
New York C1ty, works for Merriii·Lynch in
th~ World Financial Center. Ann Derse,
Milwaukee, works as an assistant
controller for M&l Northern Bank. She
has traveled all over and has visited
some Lawrentians in Europe. She is on
the board of directors of a ski club and
is on a political action committee. She
also serves on a regional committee for
Wisconsin Public Radio. Joan Lake
Chicago, a broker with Lehman Brothers
also is a member of the U.SIA. and '
Volvo tennis teams. She enjoys tennis and
has raised money recently for the Cystic
F1bros1s Foundation. She also swims and
is working toward completing a triathlon.
Daniel Powers, St. Paul, Minn. , is an
Instructor and coordinator for Dakota
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County Technical College. In his spare
time, he raises Christmas trees on a
small farm in northwest Wisconsin and is
on the Twin City broomball team . Ann
Mathews Schneider, Los Angeles,
spends her free time strolling the
beaches of California and wishing she
were not in California anymore. She is a
self-employed artist-painting, drawing,
and sculpturing-and volunteers as the
organizer of a critique group for artists.
She also is a program assistant for the
Getty Grant Program of the J. Paul Getty
Trust. Joan Jansky Stolarz, Circleville,
Ohio, is a research specialist for the
Mead Corporation. She and her husband,
John, are busy renovating their old house
and in their spare time, enjoy golf and
tennis. They have participated in the Great
Ohio Bicycle Adventure, a 350-mile trip
through the countryside of northern Ohio.

the International Visitors Center of
Philadelphia and assists local prates·
sionals with their international delegations.
Last October, she traveled to Egypt with a
friend and was "blown away by the

was elected to Beta Phi Mu, the
International Library Science Honor
Society. David C. Trimble, Honolulu,
Hawaii, is an evaluator for U.S. GAO. He
spent the last two years in Hawaii and
traveling to the Far East. He has traveled
to places like the Philippines and
Thailand and reports that he will spend
two more years in Hawaii before moving
back to the mainland. Barri Swain
wautlet, Manchester, Conn., has a new
job at Bristol-Myers Squibb doing
molecular biology in oncology research.
She and her husband, Robert, bought
their first home and had a baby boy.

1983
10th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
Megan D. Bailiff, Seattle, is an
environmental consultant and projects
director at the Combustion Research
Institute for Environmental Toxicology
International, Inc., and recently has
traveled to Copenhagen to present a
paper on hazardous waste incineration.
She has received two Antarctic service
awards, an M.S. in oceanography, and a
National Sea Grant Congressional
fellowship. She enjoys playing soccer and
hopes to do more swimming. Catherine
Cotter, Chicago, was awarded an
exemplary performance award from the
First Chicago Bank, where she is a
corporate banking officer. She made a
trip around the world last year, visited
Central Europe, Thailand, Australia, New
Zealand, China, and more. She also
visited Czechoslovakia for three weeks
before beginning her job at the Ministry
of the Environment in Chicago. She is
learning to play the guitar in her spare
time and plans to begin building furniture
and musical instruments as a hobby once
things settle down. Dawn Pubanz
Dergen, Beaver Dam, Wis., is an
attorney, shareholder, and vice president
of Gergen & Gergen, S.C. She primarily
practices family law in the law practice
she owns with her husband. She also is
a court commissioner for Dodge County.
She enjoys golfing, gardening, her cats,
and volunteering on the board of directors
for Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Dodge
County. Robert Greene, C, Urbana, Ill.,

Andy Larsen, '83

1982
10th Reunion-June 19·21, 1992
Jim Acri, Winnetka, Ill., plays original
music in a rock band, although his
occupation is working for Motorola as the
financial manager of Latin America
Cellular Operations. He and his wife, Amy,
are big supporters of the World Wildlife
Fund. K. Erik Anderson, Sweden, is a
self-employed furniture designer and also
is employed in a proto-type furniture
shop. His hobbies include hunting, skiing,
and "renovating everyone else's house
except our own." He reports that he has
been in Sweden for three years and he is
finding Americans with whom he can
converse in English. John Boas, Mill
Valley, Calif., left in April for Guatemala
where he was going to learn Spanish and
then travel around South America alone.
Upon his return, he will enter the UCLA
MBA program . John Carlson, Natick,
Mass., has been a featured trumpet
soloist on the newly released compact
discs by the award-winning Either
Orchestra and The Ken Schaphorst Big
Band, both of Boston . Sarah Flom,
Edina, Minn., has worked for 3M for the
last three years, dreaming up new
product ideas. She enjoys reading,
participating in sports, and visiting with
friends. This year, she traveled to Chicago
and Boston and was able to see many
Lawrentians. David Knopp, Leawood,
Kans., is the director of compliance
services for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association. He and his wife,
Ann, enjoy sailing in Kansas. "Yes,
believe it. There are lakes in Kansas." In
the winter, they travel across the border
to ski in Colorado. David Lawson, New
Marlborough, Mass., is the executive chef
at The Old Inn On The Green , a 1760's
inn. He enjoys fly fishing, trap shooting,
and spending time with his eight-month·
old Chesapeake Bay retriever in his spare
time. Bruce and Elizabeth Read Loder,
Shorewood, Wis. Lizz quit teaching to
stay home with her two children, although
she does substitute teach and volunteers
periodically. Bruce is a stockbroker for
Blunt, Ellis & Loewi and volunteers with
the Milwaukee public schools as a career
consultant. Betty Lutton , Philadelphia,
was promoted to executive assistant at

TODAY

temples, tomb paintings, and warmth of
the people." She also is involved in a
choir and a tai chi class in her spare
time. Constance Trok Olivera, C,
Sterling, Va. , started Olivera Music in
1988, which contracts entertainment for
private corporations and functions. She
and her husband, Kevin, also have been
performing at the Mayflower Hotel in
Washington, D.C. , for one-and·one·half
years. Janet Salzwedel, Okemos, Mich. ,
was working on a Ph.D. in botany and
plant pathology at Michigan State
University. After defending her dissertation
this past March, she went on to post·
doctoral research. In her spare time, she
enjoys tae kwon do, in which she holds a
blue belt, and she enjoys cooking. Eric
Simonson, Chicago, is a director and
actor. He had a role in The Grapes of
Wrath on Broadway in spring 1990 and
directed The Secret Rapture at
Steppenwolf in Chicago, and Coriolanus
at the Next Theatre in Evanston, Ill. He
planned to direct Three Penny Opera in
Lithuania tor the Lithuanian State Theatre
this past February and March. Paul
Stieg, Livonia, Mich., received the
master of library science degree this past
December and is a technical information
specialist for the Ford Motor Co. Science
Library in Dearborn, Mich. He recently

Class of 1981. First row: Barbara Lee, Susan Friend, Katy Gleason, Susan McGrath
Mielenhausen, Coralee Ferk Ott, Anne Speerschneider Brown. Second row: James Acker.
Kevin Cross, Anne Smith, Mary Dauffenbach , Cindy Boeye McGinnis, Emily Hawkes
Bland , Kathryn Henry, Teresa Miller Spevacek, Robert Blasio. Third row: Andrea Louthan
Pieper, Jessica Grover Hollembaek, Jane Berliss, Julie Folz Erkilla, Melinda Curry, Ann
Derse, Lisa Hollensteiner, Kerry Smith Frank , Terry Smith. Fourth row: Tim Melchert,
David Henderson, Jim Piotrowski, Sara Wood Rattan, Keith Smedema, Doug Carlson, Tod
Gimbel, Robert Douglas Alexander, Pete Shuster. Fifth row: James Cornelius, David
Heller, James Gandre, not identified, David Brightsman, Joe Pahr, James V. Bruno.
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works as a musician in the 505th Air
Force Band and does 90 percent of his
performing in the Pacesetters Big Band,
which plays at colleges, high schools.
jazz festivals, and more. He has done a
number of free·lance trombone jobs for
big name stars including Bob Hope, Red
Skelton, Henry Mancini, and Lew Elgart.
He trains for triathlons and road races in
his spare time and has completed four
marathons in the past two years. Charlie
Hunter, Kensington, Md., is a junior
foreign service officer in language training
for the U.S. Information Agency. He was
enrolled in a 44-week course to learn
Arabic before being sent to Cairo. Egypt,
for one year, after which he will be sent
to Algiers, where he'll serve for two years
as assistant public affairs officer. He
enjoys skydiving and hopes the Middle
East will provide other new thrills. Andy
Larsen, Evanston, Ill., is a sports
marketing specialist for Hoffman York &
Compton. Initially, Andy will work as an
account executive on the Yamaha
business and will coordinate the public
relations for some other accounts.
Previously, he worked for the Kemper
Lesnick Organization of Northbrook, Ill. ,
where he did media relations and helped
coordinate The NutraSweet Company's
figure skating sponsorships and Burger
King's major league baseball all -star
game promotion . Hallie McNamara,
Iowa City, Iowa, employed by the
University of Iowa as a research assistant
for ophthalmic pathology, is studying eye
cancers developed in rabbit eyes. She
visited Colorado twice last winter to ski
and traveled to England and Germany in
May. She enjoys riding her bicycle and
rode across Iowa for a week in July '90.
Kevin Meidl, C, Little Chute, Wis.,
teaches vocal music and is the director
at Appleton West High School. He directs
the Appleton Boychoir and is finishing a
master of music education degree at
Northwestern University. He has
conducted his choirs in 20 different
countries around the world and has
directed the music for 10 musical theatre
productions in the Appleton area.
Christine Neumiller, Olympia, Wash ., is
a hydrogeologist for the Washington State
department of ecology. She is on the
Urban Bay Action Team, which deals with
one of the largest Superfund sites and
polluted waterways in North America,
Commencement Bay in Tacoma, Wash.
She is the project manager on several
clean -up sites. She enjoys riding a road
and mountain bike, when her schedule
permits. Kristen Stokes Paulsen,
Arlington, Va., an international economist
for the U.S. Department of Commerce
and International Trade Administration ,
spent a lot of her time in summer and
fall 1990 in Geneva, Switzerland, working
on international trade negotiations under
the auspices of GATI She spent two-and·
one-half weeks cycling in Montana and
the Canadian Rockies. Catherine Pfeifer,
Madison, Wis., is a Ph.D. student in
mass communications at UW·Madison.
She's also the president of Giddyup
Desktop Publishing for Desktop Publishing
and Advertising Research Company. She
has won honors and awards including
Kappa Tau Alpha, Outstanding College
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Students of America, and Who's Who of
American Women. For fun, she writes
murder mystery plays that have real
actors and producers assigned to them.
Patrick Smitley, St. Paul, Minn., ran the
educational programs at the Guthrie
Theater in Minneapolis for three-and-one·
half years and now works for The
Minnesota Opera. He organizes in-school
residencies for teachers and students with
composers and singers, directs a program
on opera appreciation for adults, and
serves on the Minnesota Alliance for Arts
in Education's advisory council. He also
prepares study materials for opera
productions and works at the University of
Minnesota as a free-lance editor of theses
for master's degree candidates. William
Weiner, Appleton, has a new job as an
investment broker at the sales office of
Blunt Ellis & Loewi. William previously
owned the Write Away Agency, a
marketing, advertising, and promotional
firm. He also wrote for the Appleton
Post-Crescent.

master's degree in civil engineering. He
still writes abstracts of federal government
reports for the American Statistics Index.
Steven Goodie, Nashville, Tenn. , writes
and records songs and is a stand-up
comedian. He claims he is working on
the second Nobel Prize and was busy
with senatorial elections. He does his
own auto repairs and engineers for
recording and radio in his spare time.
Michael Sbonik, Appleton, owns a part·
time jewelry designing, manufacturing,
marketing, and silk flower arranging
business and is a loan officer for ITI
Financial Services. He enjoys karate and
likes to travel, read, and see movies.
Karin Sconzert, Princeton, N.J., teaches
history and theatre at Princeton Day
School, a private prep school. She spent
five weeks in Europe and traveled to
Switzerland, Italy, and France in summer
1990. She spent one month on an
archaeological dig in Spain, where she
found two valuable bronze axes from the
Bronze Age. She enjoys sunning, swim·

Central College. Cecilia received a master
of music degree from Bowling Green
State University in 1990 and is principal
violinist for the Waukegan Symphony
Orchestra.

1987
5th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
Nalin Advani, Yokohama, Japan, is the
art education director at Yokohama Art
School, the trading director for Nephew's
International Inc., and the international
marketer for computers at Ei·En
Enterprise Company. He would like to
focus more on art education in the future.
David Cooper, Madison, Wis., is a
member of the Wisconsin Brass Quintet
at UW·Madison, an ensemble that
recently recorded a new compact disc.
Thomas FitzHugh, Takoma Park, Md., a
student again, is taking math and science
classes in the evening, plans to return to
school full·time in the future to receive a

1984
10th Reunion-June 1994
Madeline Goodman, Pittsburgh, is a
Ph.D. degree candidate in history at
Carnegie Mellon University. She was
awarded one of the 1991 Spencer
Dissertation-Year Fellows and was chosen
as one of 22 women to receive $15,000
for one year of dissertation writing.
Warren Pierson, Wauwatosa, Wis.,
received the chartered financial analyst
designation. The trustees of the Institute
of Chartered Financial Analysts award this
designation to someone who has three
years of experience related to investments,
adheres to the ICFA Code of Ethics and
Standards of Professional Conduct, and
passes three six-hour examinations during
a minimum period of three years. Mary
Eggen Sabin, Rocky River, Ohio, is
Governor Voinovich's representative in
Toledo. She is one of 12 people who will
head the governor's district offices across
the stale. Previously, she was a fund·
raiser and campaign worker for Voinovich's
gubernatorial and senate campaigns. She
has campaigned for many different
Republican politicians, planned inaugural
luncheons, and attended meetings with
business leaders in Washington, West
Virginia, and Cleveland. She enjoys sailing
and skiing in her leisure time.

1985
10th Reunion-June 1995
Stephen J. Edwards, C, Toluca Lake,
Calif., is producing the entire musical
score for a movie directed and produced
by David Goyer entitled Dangerous Toys.

1986
10th Reunion-June 1996
Gwen Bauder, Gurnee, Ill., is a school
social worker for the Antioch Community
Consolidated Elementary District 34.
Joseph and Cecilia Merrill Berger, C,
Naperville, Ill. Joseph is an area
coordinator for residence life at North

SWEATS

To order:

Crewneck sweatshirt
(pictured)
50% cotton, 50% acrylic, Sportswear by
Famous; navy, grey, white, or light blue.
$16

Hooded sweatshirt
(block letters with seal)
50% cotton, 50% polyester, Jansport;
navy, grey, or white. $28.95

Sweat pants
(block letters)
50% polyester, 46% cotton, 4% rayon,
Sportswear by Famous; navy, grey, or
white. $16

• Print or type a note, including the
following shipping information: name,
street address, city, state, zip, day phone
number; item name, quantity, size, and
color for each item ordered.
• Compute the total of your order,
including shipping and handling charges.
Continental U.S.
If order totals:
Add:
$0-$25
$3.75
$25.01-$50
$4.75
$50.01-$75.00
$5.75
$75.01-$100.00
$6.75
$100+
$7.75
For AK, HI, and PR, add $8. All items
delivered in Wisconsin must include 5%
sales tax. Outside the United States,
shipping and handling charges will be
dependent upon the final destination.
Upon the receipt of your order, we will
advise you of the cost and expect full
payment before processing the order.
• Mail order, with a check payable to
Lawrence University, or with Master
Card, VISA, or American Express
number, expiration date, and your
signature, to: J. Gilbert Swift, director of
alumni relations, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912.

Downer sweatshirt

(block letters with M·D seal)
50% cotton, 50% polyester, Bassett·
Conservatory sweatshirt
Walker; red, green, purple, yellow, or
blue with white lettering; white with blue
(block letters)
lettering. $25
Reverse weave by Champion, 90%
cotton, 10% acrylic; navy; XXL available. To order: Mail request, with check
payable to Ruth LaConte, to: Ruth
$32. Sizes: S/M/LIXL
LaConte, 4529 N. Cramer St., Whitefish
Bay, WI 53211
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ming, and sailing with friends, which is
how she spent the last week of her
vacation in Costa Brava. W. Timothy
Toole, Chicago, is the regional vice
president of Kemper Capital Markets.

1988
5th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
Ireta Gasner, Chicago, is a special
education teacher at St. Gregory High
School and an intake worker at the
Salvation Army Emergency Lodge. Barb
Fawceu Jewell, Franklin, Wis , is a
registered dental hygienist and works for
Dr. David Young and Dr. William Fawcett
in Milwaukee and Racine, Wis. She also
plays the violin for the Racine Symphony
Orchestra. Dean Laubs, Jamaica Plain,
Mass., was a visiting composer with the
Elcho High School Band in Wisconsin,
but since then has moved tc Massachu·
setts. Troy Merryfield, Ballston Spa, NY,
is electrician's mate second class for the
U.S. Navy and is a staff instructor and
nuclear power plant operator. He received
a B.S. in human resources management
this past February. Anne Mullins,
Whitefish Bay, Wis., is the project
coordinator of the Malcolm Baldrige
Nation Quality Award for The American
Society for Quality Control. The ASQC is
a professional non-profit organization and
is the sole administrator of the award.
Tammy Jo Schumann Prenot, C, Great
Falls, Mont., directs vocal music and the
handbell choir at the Great Falls public
schools. She also participates in the
Great Falls Symphonic Choir and the
Symphony Orchestra. Maria Schaffner,
Obereiseinheim, Germany, has been living
in Germany since graduation and is
perfecting her German language skills,
while working as an accountant for the
U.S. Army. She enjoys traveling and is
trying to decide where in Europe to settle
down. Kalyn White Stanley, Roseville,
Minn., completed a B.A. in math with a
minor in biology. She is working on a
B.S. in math and life science education
and plans to be done in June 1992. She
is working at the University of Minnesota
as an undergraduate math tutor and
teaching assistant and is co-president of
the Education Student Association at the
University of Minnesota. Todd Vahlsing,
Appleton, won the Beta Theta Pi 1990·91
Outstanding Service Award and was
presented with it at the May 11
celebration recognizing this year's
Fraternal Fifty honorees.

1989
5th Reunion-June 18·20, 1993
James and Beth Berryman Arps,
Nashville, traveled to Jamaica last fall.
Jim is in his second year of graduate
school at Vanderbilt University, where he
is studying physics and is a teaching
assistant and tutor. Last year, he received
an award for outstanding first-year
graduate student in physics. Beth works
for Sedgwick James of the Tennessee
Bond Department as an account
representative. Lesley Duncombe, San
Francisco, is an education counselor and
helps Indonesian students who want to
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study in the United States. She is living
in Jakarta, Indonesia, and working at the
American Cultural Center. Sandra
Landis, Minneapolis, is an essay reader
for the Data Recognition Corporation.
Brigetta Miller, C, Shorewood, Wis., is a
music specialist in the MequonThiensville
School District. She sings in the
Milwaukee Symphony Chorus, plays in a
flute and piano duo, and teaches private
flute lessons. John Tribuna, Hingham,
Mass., traveled in Germany for three
months this past fall. He is perfecting his
German language skills and is beginning
to study Japanese, while he continues to
increase his teaching portfolio. John
Zimmer, C, Akron, Ohio, has completed
a master's degree in trumpet performance
at the University of Akron this past
spring. He plans to pursue the doctoral
degree this fall at Northwestern.

at night and recently finished recording a
demo tape. She works at a publishing
company during the day to pay the bills
and says she appreciates simple things
"like stamps and food:' Trevor
Thomson, New York City, is in the
master of fine arts program in computer
graphics at the School of Visual Arts in
Manhattan. He is a part-time typist with
The Roper Organization and works as an
assistant programmer in the computer lab
to put himself through school. Eleonore
Wiley, C, Agat, Guam, directs seventh
and eighth grade band on a two·year
contract. The island, with a population of
125,000, is inhabited largely by the U.S.
military on Air Force and Navy bases.
ShP. enjoys the unchangeable 85 degree
weather and the scuba diving oppor·
!unities.

Janet Steiner Stevens, '82, and
Robert, '79, a boy, Samuel Richard, Oct.
2, 1990. Don and Mary Taylor Vogel,
'82, a boy, Karl Zachary, March 16, 1990.
Gary and Janet Klein Wright, '82, a
boy, Brett, Feb. 4, 1990. Timothy and
Christine Pasko Falls, '84, a boy,
Mathew Hunter, April 4, 1991. Greg and
Mary Gilbert Levendoski, C '84, a girl,
Brooke Elizabeth, Jan. 27, 1991.

Deaths

1900s

1990
5th Reunion- June 1996
Bryan Beauchamp, Milwaukee, has
joined The Thomas E. Goris Agency of
the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Co., in Milwaukee. He specializes in
retirement planning and risk avoidance
involving disability. Octavio CamarenaVillasenor, Mexico City, is a consulting
analyst with Consultoren en Decisiones
Gubernamentales, an organization that
advises the Mexican government on the
Free Trade Agreement with the United
States. He reports he still is in the
process of establishing a McDonald's and
his own consulting firm. John Curtis,
Custer, Wis., has been traveling since
graduation to Mexico, Arizona, and
Wyoming. He started a reforestation
project in the Dominican Republic this
past March as a Peace Corps volunteer.
Mark Green, Washington, D.C., is an
intern with the Christopher Columbus
Quincentenary Jubilee Commission.
Thomas Harborth, Germany, attended
Lawrence's sculpture exchange program
with the Helsinki Academy of Fine Arts
with John McNamara and Dierdre Olson
and enjoyed the travel opportunities. He is
saving money by baking in a bread
factory, wilile building up his portfolio and
jewelry so he can apply for graduate
school programs in art. Ann Marie
Heiman, Glenview, Ill., is a dental
assistant and receptionist from nine to
five and auditions or rehearses at night.
Recently, she worked in a community
theatre production of A Shayna Maidel,
for which she learned a little Yiddish and
became a brunette. Charlie Henry,
Czechoslovakia, teaches at Brontvai's first
private school of English in Slovakia. He
claims that everyone is interested and
eager to learn English. He reports he has
a hard time describing and compre·
hending the constant changes in the
economy and culture. William H. Miller,
Washington, D.C., traveled to Syria as a
Fullbright·Hayes scholar this past
September after a summer of studying
Arabic. He learned that "most terrorists
are made in Hollywood and that Syrians
are quite nice .... There are soldiers
toting kalashnokours everywhere though
and freedom of the press is non·existent:'
Maria Schwefel, St. Paul, Minn ., sings

TODAY

Myrtle Knickel Guenther, '09,
Oshkosh, Wis., Feb. 25; survived by her
son, Vernon Guenther, '37, and her
daughter, Patricia Guenther Simonds, '41.

1910s
Births

1970s
Steve Carlton, C '75, and his wife, a
girl, Kathryn, Dec. 15, 1990. William
Darrow and Amelia Erickson, '76, a
boy, Chet, Sept. 24, 1990. Sarah and
Gene Peterson, '76, a boy, Andrew
Gustave, Jan. 25, 1990. Lori and James
Williams Jr., '77, a girl, Laura Elizabeth,
Jan. 29, 1991. James and Leslie Bouton
Peterson, '77, a girl, Christa Whitcraft,
Sept. 1, 1990. Richard and Jeanette
Kohr Gowen, '78, a girl, Elise Kathleen,
Nov. 23, 1990. Tony and Amy Holcombe
Dolce, '78, a girl, Stephanie, Nov. 7,
1990. Jim and Kim Narotzky
O'Donnell, '79, a girl, Bonnie Leah, Oct.
22, 1990.

1980s
Robert and Karen Zoerb Cohen, both
'80, a boy, Aaron Berek Cohen, April 8,
1991. Joan and David Eddy, '81, a boy,
Maxwell John, April 15, 1991. Margaret
and Paul Baehr, '82, a girl, Margaret,
June 3, 1990. Christopher and Julie
Steckling Clark, '82, a girl, Andelyn,
Oct. 7, 1990. Lynn James Dulak,
C '82, and Peter, C '84, a boy, David
James, March 13, 1990. Connie and
Shawn Ford, '82, a girl, Jessica
Thompson, Aug. 21, 1990. Sharon and
Christopher Kallas, '82, a girl ,
Samantha Lee, Sept. 25, 1990. Jay and
Wendy Weekley Hesby, '82, a girl,
Lucy, Nov. 30, 1990. Joan and Marc Roy,
'82, a boy, Jacob Roy, Aug. 7, 1990.
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1930s
Eva Sarasy Foster, '31, Orlando, Fla.
Anne Megna Dunset, M-D '32,
Milwaukee, Feb. 19; survived by her
daughter, Anne Dunst De Leo, M·D '50,
and her daughter, Vera Dunst Becker, M·D
'54. Edna Earle, C'32, Kaukauna, Wis.,
Feb. 23. Paul A. Geenen, '32,
Appleton, April 7; survived by his wife,
Anastasia. Virginia Senn Brown, M-D
'11, Janesville, Wis., Feb. 13. Loren
Mink, '11, March 3. Marvin J. Kaiser,
C'38, Colorado Springs, Colo. Samuel
H. Leete, '38, Frankfort, Mich., March 4;
survived by his wife, Shirley Nelson '43.
Jere W. Ottman, '38, Kimberling City,
Mo., May 1991; survived by his wife,
Katherine Brokaw, '37.

1940s
Phyllis Gebo Ause, C'40, Red Wing,
Minn., March 25. Dorothy Johnston
Ford, M-D '44, Jan. 18, 1990. Rita
Schlinger Hirt, C'45, Little Chute, Wis.,
Feb. 22. Douglas Pearson, '45,
Arlington, Va., April 1990. Vernon L.
Zimmerman, '46, Appleton, Wis., Feb.
11. Frederic C. Gilbert, '49, Englewood,
Ohio, April 29.

Lois Thorn Nichol, M-D '15, Atlanta,
Ga., April 5; survived by her sister, Mary
Thom Benson, '27, and her daughter,
Judith Nolan, '49. Dorothy Symons, '17,
Madison, Wis., April 7. Rose Ruwel
Reicher, M-D '18, Kansas City, Mo.,
Feb. 4. Eva Hooper watson, '19, Sun
City, Ariz., April 9. Margarette Wells,
M-D '19, Wauwatosa, Wis., Feb. 18.

Mary Jean Wightman Funk, M-D '51,
Panama City Beach, Fla., March 28;
survived by her husband, George.
William E. Hasbrouck, '51, Arcadia,
Calif., April 20.

1920s

Friends

Margaret Boylan Bonness, M-D '20,
Waukesha, Wis., April 25. Durlin B.
Hackett, '20, Tucson, Ariz. , Feb. 8.
Josephine Kilsdonk, '22, Green Bay,
Wis., Feb. 23. Vera Babcock Draggs,
'23, Boscobel, Wis. Ralph Puchner,
'23, Manitowoc, Wis., March 17. Florine
Sunier, M-D '23, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
August 25, 1990. Lila Fremstad Johns,
'24, La Jolla, Calif., Feb. 15. Beulah M.
Larson, '24, Stevens Point, Wis., May 9.
Paul Cary Jr., '25, Marinette, Wis.,
March 17; survived by his wife, Elizabeth
Earle, '29. Frances Lyke Frick, M-D
'25, Palo Alto, Calif., March 25; survived
by her daughter, Charlotte Frick Meloney,
'51. Violet Knutson Burmeister, M-D
'26, Milwaukee, Dec. 1990. Heffner E.
Kehr, '26, Elm Grove, W!s. Sydney L.
Olson, '26, Hemet, Calif. Nov. 26, 1990;
survived by his wife, Kathryn. Mabel
Moore Day, '27, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Feb. 2. Bertha Chudacoff Green, '27,
Boca Raton, Fla., Dec. 27, 1990. Avis
Kvello Marsh, M-D, '27, Redwood Falls,
Minn., March 3. Catherine Maclaren
Davis, '28, Mill Valley, Calif. James
Luther, '29, Whitewater, Wis., April 22.
Ada Alexander McGill, M-D '29, Cape
Coral, Fla., Jan. 22. Marian Reineke
Swenson, M-D '29, Milwaukee.

Margaret Miller Gilson, Appleton,
March 15; survived by her mother Mrs.
Neils Miller, and her daughter, Cynthia
Moeller Stiehl, C'89.

1950s

Marriages

1960s
Paul Henningsen, '68, and Margaret
Peterson, May 1991.

1970s
Marjorie Norgaard, '72, and Frank
Grier II, Oct. 20, 1990.

1980s
Brian Quinlan, '82, and Lesley Knox,
June 8, 1991. Todd Wexman, '84, and
Sarah Swan, May 18, 1991. Cathy
Buckley, '86, and David Whelan, Feb.
16, 1991. Brett Zahn, '86, and Debra
Lynn Johnson, Oct. 20, 1990. Bonnie
Saunders, '87, and James Waite, Nov.
24, 1990. Dean DuMonthier, '88, and
Mary Jo Stephani, March 16, 1991.
Jeanine Perella, '88, and Daniel
McConaghy, March, 23, 1991.

Okay, Simon says, "Everybody cover your heads!'
Now, say, "Cheese."
No, this really isn't Lawrence's version of Simon Says. These people are trying desperately to keep the blazing
sun from burning through the tops of their heads while they watch Commencement 1968.
Lawrence's 119th commencement was the second of only two such ceremonies to take place in the Banta Bowl
stadium, at that time called the Lawrence Bowl. Dubbed the Lawrence Bowl when dedicated in 1965, it was
renamed in 1978 in honor of George Banta of the Banta Corporation.
The first commencement held at the stadium in 1967 had people covering their heads to ward off the pouring
rain. Needless to say, after the two bad-weather events, commencement ceremonies never again filled the stadium.
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